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1 
Abstract 
This report addresses the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) strength of steel 
corrugated web I-girders (CWGs) for highway bridges.  
First, the resistance of CWGs under uniform torsion is investigated. A CWG is 
stiffer in torsion than a conventional flat web I-girder (FWG) as a result of a 
“corrugation torsion” resistance. Finite element (FE) analysis shows that corrugation 
torsion has a complex stress distribution. A corrugation torsion model is developed 
based on FE analysis results. The model accurately predicts the corrugation torsion 
stiffness and the related flange bending moment about its weak axis.  
Next, the LTB strength of CWGs under uniform bending is investigated. The 
elastic LTB strength of CWGs is determined by linear elastic buckling analysis.  
Comprehensive nonlinear FE models are developed to determine the inelastic LTB 
strength of CWGs, considering the effects of lateral unbraced length, initial geometric 
imperfections, steel stress-strain behavior, and residual stresses. The LTB strengths of 
selected practical CWG cases are investigated. 
Then, CWG flange lateral bending induced by vertical load is investigated. 
Previous work shows primary shear induces flange lateral bending. The present study 
shows that primary bending moment also causes flange lateral bending. Based on FE 
analysis, a simple model is proposed to determine the maximum flange lateral bending 
moment due to primary bending. A design formula for flange lateral bending moment 
due to both primary shear and primary moment is presented. 
Finally, the LTB strength of CWGs under moment gradient bending is 
investigated. The interaction of compression flange lateral displacement due to vertical 
load and due to initial geometric imperfection is studied. FE models are developed 
based on a practical moment gradient loading condition. The effects of vertical load 
induced flange lateral bending on the LTB strength are considered. The LTB strength 
of a CWG and a FWG under both uniform and moment gradient bending are 
compared.  
Based on this research, design formulas for the LTB strength of CWGs are 
proposed and compared with AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design specifications (2004). 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
This report addresses the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) of steel corrugated 
web I-girders for highway bridges. As described below, previous work has suggested 
that the LTB behavior of a corrugated web I-girder (CWG) is different from that of a 
conventional I-girder. This report presents research on the LTB of CWGs under both 
uniform bending and moment gradient bending. The research was based on finite 
element (FE) analysis of a number of CWGs with dimensions suitable for highway 
bridges. Design formulas for the LTB strength of CWGs were developed and are 
presented.  
1.2 Lateral Torsional Buckling of Beams 
When a perfectly straight elastic beam is bent about its strong axis, it may 
buckle out-of-plane by deflecting laterally and twisting at a critical value of the 
moment, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. This behavior is known as elastic lateral torsional 
buckling (LTB). The critical moment at which LTB occurs can be much lower than 
the plastic moment or yield moment of the beam cross section.  
For a simply supported doubly symmetric I-beam under uniform bending 
moment, the well known theoretical elastic LTB strength (Timoshenko and Gere 1963) 
is 
 
2
_ 2cr e z w
b b
M EI GJ EI
L L
π π = +    (1.1)
where bL  is the lateral unbraced length, zEI  is the bending stiffness about the weak 
axis, GJ  is the St. Venant torsion stiffness and wEI  is the warping torsion stiffness. 
Tests and related research, however, showed that the LTB strength of realistic steel I-
beams was less than the theoretical elastic LTB strength, because of the effects of 
initial geometric imperfections, yielding, and residual stresses (Trahair 1996).  
Trahair and Bradford (1998) made a comparison between the LTB behavior of a 
real beam and various theoretical predictions, as shown in Figure 1.2, where the 
primary moment is plotted against the lateral deflection and twist. _cr eM  is the elastic 
LTB strength of a perfect beam. According to classical buckling theory, once this 
critical moment is reached, the lateral deflection and twist will increase without an 
increase in the primary bending moment. For an elastic beam with a small initial 
lateral curvature and twist, lateral deflection and twist begin immediately under 
loading and increase rapidly as the applied moment approaches _cr eM . When yielding 
is considered, the behavior of the beam is shown by curve A which is elastic until LM , 
which is the moment at which a beam without residual stresses first yields. Curve B 
shows the behavior of a beam without initial curvature and twist, but with residual 
stresses, where IM  is the inelastic LTB buckling moment. The behavior of a real 
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beam is shown by curve C which shows a transition from the elastic behavior of a 
beam with initial curvature and twist to the post-buckling behavior of a beam with 
residual stresses after the elastic limit is reached. uM  is the ultimate moment of a real 
beam and serves as the basis for design equations. 
1.3 Corrugated Web I-Girders 
LTB is a limit state that should be considered in the design of steel corrugated 
web I-girders for highway bridges. A typical steel corrugated web I-girder (CWG) is 
composed of a steel plate top flange, a steel plate bottom flange, and a corrugated steel 
plate web. CWGs previously used in highway bridges have a trapezoidally corrugated 
web, which is illustrated in Figure 1.3. A corrugated web does not carry any 
significant normal stress, that is, in-plane axial stress, from primary bending moment 
(Elgaaly, et al. 1997, Abbas 2003) so that it does not suffer from the bend buckling. 
Furthermore, a corrugated web has a large shear buckling capacity (Abbas 2003) so 
that a thin web plate may be used without the need for transverse stiffeners, resulting 
in lighter weight and potentially more economical girders. 
CWGs were first used in buildings in the mid 1960s. In bridges, corrugated 
webs have been used mainly in pre-stressed composite box girders which use a steel 
web with pre-stressed concrete flanges. In 1989, the Asterix Bridge was built in 
France. This bridge has two all steel CWGs supporting a transversely pre-stressed 
concrete deck (Figure 1.4). This bridge has no intermediate diaphragm or lateral 
bracing. In Norway, the Tronko Bridge was proposed (Figure 1.4). This bridge would 
have two steel corrugated webs, variable in depth, welded to steel bottom flanges. In 
the USA, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportations has designed and built a 
demonstration bridge using HPS 70W steel CWGs with a web height to thickness ratio 
of 250. The bridge has two continuous spans with four CWGs. The total length is 77 
m (253 ft). Figure 1.5 shows the bridge during construction.  
During the last fifteen years, researchers around the world have shown great 
interest in CWGs. The shear strength, flexural strength, fatigue strength, and 
fabrications of CWGs have been studied. Research shows that the flexural strength of 
CWGs can be controlled by one of the following limit states: flange yielding, flange 
local buckling (FLB), flange vertical buckling, and lateral torsional buckling (LTB).  
1.4 Lateral Torsional Buckling of Corrugated Web I-Girders 
For a conventional steel I-girder, it is well known that the strength under 
primary bending can be reduced to significantly less than the plastic moment due to 
LTB. There are two distinctive aspects of CWG behavior that make the LTB behavior 
of a CWG different from that of a conventional I-girder. On one hand, vertical loading 
on a CWG induces both in-plane and out-of-plane bending and twisting of the flanges 
(Lindner and Aschinger 1990, Lindner 1992, Aschinger and Lindner 1997 and Abbas 
2003). As a result, the potential for LTB may be increased for a CWG compared to a 
conventional I-girder, and the LTB strength of a CWG may be smaller than that of a 
conventional I-girder. On the other hand, Lindner and Aschinger (1990) showed that a 
CWG has an increased torsional stiffness compared to a conventional I-girder. The 
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increased torsional stiffness decreases the potential for LTB, and the LTB strength of a 
CWG may be larger than that of a conventional I-girder. These two aspects of CWG 
behavior leads to different possible results regarding LTB strength.  
Lindner and Aschinger (1990) studied the torsional stiffness of CWGs, 
assuming that the St. Venant torsion stiffness does not change. To capture the 
increased torsional stiffness, they defined the warping torsion stiffness as 
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2w w w
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where wI  is the warping torsion constant, calculated using the formula for a 
conventional I-girder, L is the span length and wc  is defined as 
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where h is the distance between the flange centroids, rh  is the corrugation depth, b is 
the length of the longitudinal fold, d is the projection of the inclined fold on the 
longitudinal axis (see Figure 1.3) and  
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where wt  is the web thickness and ytfI  and ybfI  are the top and bottom flange 
moments of inertia about the weak axis of the flanges. Equation (1.2) was derived for 
a simply supported span loaded with a concentrated torque at the mid span. The twist 
angle shape is assumed to be half sine wave along the girder.  
Lindner and Aschinger proposed several approaches to determine the LTB 
strength of CWGs (Lindner 1990, Lindner and Aschinger 1990, Lindner 1992, and 
Aschinger and Lindner 1997). The first approach (termed Method A) is summarized 
here. Method A uses the design equations for a conventional I-girder with the 
modified warping torsion constant, wI ′ . The nominal LTB strength is calculated by the 
rules of DIN 18800 part 2 as 
 n pM Mκ=  (1.3)
where pM  is the plastic moment of the CWG, calculated without any contribution 
from the web, and κ  is a reduction factor defined as 
 
1
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1
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κ λ
 =  + 
 (1.4)
where n is 2.0 for a welded beam. Mλ  is a slenderness ratio defined as 
 
_
p
M
cr e
M
M
λ =  (1.5)
where _cr eM  is the theoretical elastic LTB strength calculated using the modified 
warping torsion constant, wI ′ .  
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Eight tests on CWGs were reported by Aschinger and Lindner (1997) and the 
test results are compared to the results from Method A in Table 1.1, where expM  is the 
LTB strength from the test expressed as the peak primary bending moment. The test 
girders were simply supported with a concentrated load applied on the top flange at 
the mid span. The test setup allowed the load to be applied vertically when the girder 
deforms laterally and torsionally (Lindner and Aschinger 1990). nM  is the strength 
calculated from Equation (1.3). In their calculations, two values for the parameter n 
were considered: 1.5n =  and 2.0n = . Table 1.1 shows that the calculated results for 
test Kp6/1 and Kp7/1 overestimated the test results by as much as 27% and Aschinger 
and Lindner (1997) recommended that the LTB capacity from Method A should be 
reduced by a factor of 0.8. 
Ibrahim (2001) proposed to calculate the LTB strength of CWGs using the LTB 
strength design formulas for conventional I-girders from the AISC LRFD 
Specifications (1994) with the modified warping torsion constant, wI ′ , shown in 
Equation (1.2). Two simply supported CWGs were tested with a concentrated load 
applied on the top flange at the mid span. Lateral support of the top flange was 
provided by friction between the jack head and the flange. The results from the tests, 
FE analyses, Lindner’s Method A, and the AISC LRFD Specification design formulas 
for the two CWGs are compared in Figure 1.6. It can be seen that the result from the 
AISC formulas is in good agreement with both the test and FE analysis results for 
specimen LTB5C11. The AISC formulas overestimate the LTB strength of specimen 
LTB8C11 compared to the test and the FE analysis results. 
The above discussion shows that the previously developed approaches to 
calculate the LTB strength of CWGs need further improvement. In addition, the past 
research has been conducted on CWGs with dimensions that do not fall within the 
typical range for steel I-girders for bridges. It is therefore necessary to conduct a 
comprehensive study of the LTB strength of CWGs considering practical dimensions 
of steel highway bridge girders. 
1.5 Research Objectives 
The research described in this report focuses on the study of the LTB strength of 
steel CWGs, with emphasis on their use as highway bridge girders. The research 
objectives are: 
• To investigate the uniform torsion of CWGs and to develop an analytical 
model which is capable of predicting the torsional stiffness of CWGs. 
• To investigate the LTB behavior of CWGs under uniform bending moment. 
• To investigate flange lateral bending of CWGs under vertical load. 
• To investigate the LTB behavior of CWGs under moment gradient bending. 
• To develop design formulas for the nominal LTB strength of CWGs, which 
can be used to design CWGs for highway bridges. 
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1.6 Research Scope 
To accomplish these objectives, detailed FE models of CWGs were developed. 
These models consider all the major factors that determine the LTB strength of CWGs. 
These factors include the lateral unbraced length, initial geometric imperfections, steel 
stress-strain behavior, and residual stresses. Detailed studies of these factors were 
made. In addition, to enable the torsional stiffness of CWGs to be easily and 
accurately estimated, a detailed study of the behavior of CWGs under uniform torsion 
was made. The FE models were developed and analyzed using the general purpose FE 
analysis package ABAQUS versions 6.3 and 6.5. The CWGs considered in these 
studies have identical flanges with a trapezoidally corrugated web.  
1.7 Critical Assumption 
A critical assumption that is used repeatedly in this research is that the 
corrugated web does not carry any normal force or normal stress along the girder 
longitudinal axis. In particular, the longitudinal web plates, parallel to the girder 
longitudinal axis, and the inclined web plates, are assumed to not carry axial normal 
stress due to overall girder bending or axial force, or due to local stresses that develop 
under torsion. Normal force or normal stress in the vertical direction of the web is 
expected. Based on this assumption, the primary bending moment on the CWG is 
carried entirely by the flanges with no contribution from the web. This assumption has 
been investigated in detail by Abbas (2003), and was validated. 
1.8 Report Outline 
The report is written in six chapters: 
1. Introduction. 
2. Uniform Torsion of Corrugated Web Girders. 
3. Lateral Torsional Buckling Under Uniform Bending. 
4. Flange Lateral Bending under Vertical Load. 
5. Lateral Torsional Buckling Under Moment Gradient Bending. 
6. Summary, Findings, Conclusions, Contributions, and Future Work. 
The system of units used in the report is the SI system with the basic units of kilo-
Newton (kN) for force, millimeter (mm) for length, and mega-Pascal (MPa) for stress. 
The remaining chapters are organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents the uniform torsion of CWGs. First, the uniform torsion of a 
prototype CWG and a comparable conventional I-girder were studied using FE 
analyses. By studying the deformation and strain energy, the behavior leading to the 
increased torsional stiffness of CWGs is identified and this behavior is defined as 
“corrugation torsion”. The complicated nature of the behavior of CWG under uniform 
torsion is revealed by the internal force patterns. Static equilibrium formulations show 
that corrugation torsion is highly statically indeterminate. A corrugation torsion model 
is proposed based on the FE analysis results. A static solution is developed to 
determine the corrugation torsion stiffness. Regression analyses of FE analysis results 
are used to provide parameters for the corrugation torsion model. 
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Chapter 3 presents the LTB of CWGs under uniform bending. Linear elastic 
buckling analysis results for the elastic LTB strength of CWGs are presented. To 
determine the inelastic LTB strength, comprehensive finite element models were 
developed which consider the effects of lateral unbraced length, initial geometric 
imperfections, steel stress-strain behavior, and residual stresses. The effects of these 
parameters are demonstrated. The LTB strengths of eight different CWG cases were 
determined from FE analyses for a broad range of lateral unbraced lengths, and from 
these results, design formulas to calculate the LTB strength of CWGs were developed 
and are presented. 
Chapter 4 presents a study of flange lateral bending in CWGs due to the primary 
shear and the primary bending moment produced by vertical load. First, the flange 
lateral bending induced by primary shear in the presence of the intermediate lateral 
braces is presented using the fictitious load approach developed by Abbas (2003). 
Second, based on the results of FE analysis, a simple model is proposed to determine 
the flange lateral bending induced by primary bending. The results are combined with 
the results for flange lateral bending due to primary shear to provide the total flange 
lateral bending under vertical load, which can be used in design. 
Chapter 5 presents the LTB of CWGs under moment gradient bending. The 
interaction of the compression flange lateral displacement induced by the vertical load 
with the flange lateral displacement from initial geometric imperfection is presented 
first. FE models for LTB of CWGs are presented which consider practical moment 
gradient loading conditions. The LTB strength of CWGs was studied in detail for two 
moment gradient conditions considering the effects of vertical load induced flange 
lateral bending moment and the results are presented. Design formulas are developed 
and presented, and these formulas are compared with similar formulas from the 
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2004).  
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes this research, and presents conclusions, findings, 
contributions from the research, as well as recommendations for future work. 
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Table 1.1 Comparison of test results and LTB strength equations  
(from Aschinger and Lindner 1997) 
exp nM M  Test Results 
( 1.5n = ) ( 2n = ) 
Kp 5/1 1.16  1.04  
Ks 5/1 1.05  0.95  
Kp 6/1 0.86  0.79  
Kp 7/1 0.88  0.81  
Gp 8 1.15  1.06  
Gp 9 1.25  1.14  
Gp 10 1.30  1.18  
Gp 11 1.05  0.97  
Mean 1.09  0.99  
Standard deviation 0.16  0.14  
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Figure 1.1 Lateral torsional buckling of I-beams (from Timoshenko 1963) 
 
Figure 1.2 Behavior of ideal and real beams (from Trahair and Bradford 1998) 
 
_cr eM  
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Figure 1.3 Corrugated web I-girder with trapezoidal web (from Abbas et al. 2002) 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Examples of corrugated web girder bridge 
(from Cheyrezy and Combault 1990) 
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Figure 1.5 PennDOT CWG demonstration bridge during construction 
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(b) Specimen LTB8C11 
Figure 1.6 Comparison of results from tests, FE analysis, Lindner’s Method A, the 
AISC formulas (reproduced from Ibrahim 2001) 
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2 Uniform Torsion of Corrugated Web Girders 
The torsional resistance of conventional flat web I-girders includes St. Venant 
torsion (or uniform torsion) resistance and warping torsion (or non-uniform torsion) 
resistance. Lindner and Aschinger (1990) showed that for corrugated web girders the 
torsional resistance is increased compared to that of conventional I-girders, because 
interaction between the web folds and the flanges cause out-of-plane bending of the 
flanges. Lindner and Aschinger (1990) quantified this increased torsional resistance as 
an increased warping torsion stiffness. 
Analyses presented in this chapter show that this unique feature of corrugated 
web girder torsion is best quantified as an increase in St. Venant torsion stiffness. In 
this chapter, the uniform torsion of corrugated web girders is studied and a uniform 
torsion model based on FE analysis is proposed. 
2.1 Finite Element Analysis  
2.1.1 Finite Element Model 
As noted in Chapter 1, the scope of this report is limited to steel corrugated web 
I-girders with a trapezoidally corrugated web (see Figure 1.3), which consists of 
longitudinal folds (parallel to the longitudinal axis of the girder) and inclined folds 
(inclined to the longitudinal axis). Since the uniform torsion of conventional I-girders 
is well established, it is useful to compare the torsion of a corrugated web girder 
(denoted CWG) with that of a comparable conventional flat web I-girder (denoted 
FWG), which has the same flange width and thickness and the same web depth and 
thickness.  
Finite element (FE) simulations are used for a study of CWG behavior under 
uniform torsion. The commercial, general-purpose FE package ABAQUS v6.3 is used. 
The study initially focuses on a CWG designed using the AASHTO LRFD Bridge 
Design Specifications (2000) and CWG design criteria developed at the ATLSS 
Center at Lehigh University (Sause et al. 2003). The girder, denoted the prototype 
corrugated web girder (prototype CWG) was designed for a simply supported bridge 
with a 40 m span and 15 m wide concrete deck as shown in Figure 2.1. The bridge has 
four straight CWGs spaced at 3.8 m.  
The prototype CWG cross section and the corrugation dimensions are shown in 
Figure 2.2. The length of the longitudinal fold b  is 450 mm, the length of the inclined 
fold c  is 424 mm and the corrugation angle α  is 45 degree. From these three basic 
parameters, the other corrugation parameters can be derived, which include the 
corrugation depth rh  (300 mm) and the projected axial length of one corrugation cL  
(1500 mm). The flange is 500 by 50 mm and the web is 1550 by 10 mm, with a wD t  
ratio of 155, which is a relatively stocky corrugated web, since typical wD t  ratios for 
corrugated webs range between 200 and 500.  
An FE model of the prototype CWG including 10 corrugations (15m in length) 
was created and used to study CWG uniform torsion. The left end of the model is 
fixed against twist and a twist angle of 0.05 radian is applied at the right end to create 
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a uniform torsion loading condition. By trial and error, element S8R, which is an 
eight-node thick shell element with 4 integration points, was selected to model both 
the flange and web.  Since it is a thick shell element, the through-thickness shear force 
(stress) can be obtained from this element.  
The two flanges and the web are connected using the surface based multi-point 
constraint (MPC) option in ABAQUS Version 6.3. Element based surfaces are defined 
for the flanges and node based surfaces are defined for the web nodes which are 
connected to the flanges. The flanges and web are then connected by joining the two 
surfaces together. By using this constraint option, the flanges and web are not 
connected node-by-node, which enables the FE meshes to be changed conveniently. 
The FE model of the prototype CWG is supported at the node at the center of 
web at both ends, which is called the support node. The displacements of the other 
nodes on the end cross section are constrained to the displacements of the support 
node using the “kinematic coupling” option of ABAQUS Version 6.3. Figure 2.3 
shows both the global axes and local axes used in the model and defines the degrees of 
freedom (DOF). Note that the degrees of freedom are defined with respect to the 
global axes. DOF 1 to 4 of the left support node are restrained and DOF 2 to 4 of the 
other nodes on the left cross section are kinematically coupled to this reference node. 
The same boundary conditions are used for the right end except that only DOF 2 and 3 
of the right support node are restrained. Therefore, the left end is restrained from twist 
and the right end is free to twist about the longitudinal axis. These boundary 
conditions also leave the flanges free to warp. For the comparable FWG, these 
boundary conditions produce torsional shear stresses similar to those from St. Venant 
torsion theory. 
An optimized FE mesh for the prototype CWG model was developed by 
comparing the results of FE models with different meshes (a so-called mesh 
convergence test) as shown in Table 2.1. The optimized mesh produces converged 
results but has the least number of elements. Table 2.1 lists the number of elements per 
flange within the length of one corrugation in the local axis 1 and axis 2 directions, the 
number of elements per longitudinal fold in the local axis 1 and axis 2 directions, and 
the number of elements per inclined fold in the local axis 1 and axis 2 directions, 
where the local axes are defined in Figure 2.3. For example, for Model 12, the FE 
mesh of the bottom flange and the web within the length of one corrugation is shown 
in Figure 2.4(a). Within the length of one corrugation, the flange has 12 elements in 
the local axis 1 direction and 4 elements in the local axis 2 direction. Both the 
longitudinal fold and the inclined fold have 4 elements in their local axis 1 direction 
and 16 elements in their local axis 2 direction. Table 2.1 also lists the total number of 
elements within the length of one corrugation and the reaction torque for each model 
that was studied.  
For Model 11 to Model 54 (except Model 33) a uniform mesh is used for both 
the flanges and the web. For the FE mesh of Model 12 shown in Figure 2.4(a), the 
mesh is uniform for the flanges, for every longitudinal fold and inclined fold. For 
Model 33, the mesh is uniform for the flanges and is non-uniform for the web, where 
the height of the elements at locations close to flanges is one quarter of the height of 
elements at locations away from the flanges, as shown in Figure 2.4(b). For Model 61 
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to Model 94, a uniform mesh is used for the flanges and a biased mesh is used for the 
web by specifying a bias factor, and the mesh for Model 63 is shown in Figure 2.4(c). 
The bias factor, biasb , is the ratio of adjacent distances between nodes along each line 
of nodes generated as the nodes go from the first bounding node set to the second. The 
value of biasb  must be positive. The bias intervals along the line from the first 
bounding node, which is connected to the flanges, toward the web mid-depth, are 1L , 
1 biasL b , 
2
1 biasL b , 
3
1 biasL b , … , where 1L  is the length of the first interval. By 
specifying a bias factor smaller than 1, the web nodes are concentrated toward the 
flanges so that the closer to the flanges, the smaller the element is. 
From Model 11 to Model 16, it can be seen that the reaction torque decreases 
when both the flange and web meshes become denser and converges at the value of 
18160 kN-mm. From Model 21 to 24, the web mesh is kept constant while the flange 
mesh is changed. It can be seen that doubling the number of elements in the 
longitudinal direction is more effective than doubling the number of elements in the 
transverse direction. Model 32 and Model 33 have the same flange mesh but a 
different web mesh. As mentioned above, the web mesh of Model 33 is non-uniform. 
It can be seen that the non-uniform web mesh is very effective and significantly 
reduces the total number of elements. Model 51 to Model 54 and Model 61 to Model 
64 have the same flange mesh and the numbers of web elements are the same. Model 
51 to Model 54 have a uniform web mesh while Model 61 to Model 64 have a biased 
web mesh with a bias factor of 0.8. It can be seen that the reaction torque of Model 61 
to Model 64 converges faster. Results of Model 71 to Model 73 show that even when a 
biased web mesh is used, the flange mesh is still needs to be fine enough for the 
reaction torque to converge. Since an 8-node element is used, there are two intervals 
on every side of the element. For Model 61 to Model 64, the two intervals are not 
equal with the smaller interval located closer to the nearby flange, as shown in Figure 
2.5(a). The two intervals in the vertical direction can be made equal (Model 91 to 
Model 94), as shown in Figure 2.5(b). Comparing the reaction torque, it can be seen 
that Model 61 to Model 64 are more efficient. 
Due to the complicated stress transfer between the flanges and the web, a finer 
mesh is needed for the flanges and the part of the web located close to the flanges. The 
biased web mesh serves this purpose well and is very effective at reducing the total 
number of elements. It takes 1624 elements within the length of one corrugation for a 
model with the uniform mesh (Model 14) but only 576 elements for a model with the 
biased web mesh (Model 62) to produce the converged reaction torque.  
From above analysis, Model 63 is selected as the optimized mesh for the CWG 
uniform torsion study, as shown in Figure 2.4(c). There are 24 elements in the local 
axis 1 direction and 8 elements in the local axis 2 direction within the length of one 
corrugation for each flange.  On every longitudinal fold and inclined fold, there are 6 
elements in the local axis 1 direction and 12 elements in the local axis 2 direction. The 
size of the web element in the local axis 2 direction is biased with a bias factor of 0.8. 
The total number of elements within the length of one corrugation is 672.  
For the FE model of the comparable FWG, the mesh selected for the prototype 
CWG is used for flanges. The element size in the vertical direction is also the same, 
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but a uniform mesh is used in the longitudinal axis direction. As a result, the nodes on 
the flanges and the web are aligned with each other on the flange-web interfaces. The 
boundary conditions, constraints and loading conditions are the same as those of the 
FE model for the prototype CWG. The total number of elements in the two models is 
also the same. 
2.1.2 Comparison of the Prototype CWG and the FWG under 
Uniform Torsion 
The torsional deformations of the prototype CWG and the FWG are shown in 
Figure 2.6. The Mises stresses on the lower surface of the shell elements, e.g. the 
bottom of the top flange and the bottom of the bottom flange, are shown in Figure 2.7. 
The Mises stress is a notional stress defined as  
2 2 2
11 22 11 22 123Mises σ σ σ σ σ= + − +  
for a plane stress state. For the FWG, the applied twist produces a torsional 
deformation that is uniform along the length and the stresses are as St. Venant torsion 
theory predicts. For the CWG, the overall torsional deformation is similar to that of 
the FWG but the stresses are quite different. It can be seen from Figure 2.7 that the 
stresses are similar from one corrugation to the next. The reaction torque for the CWG, 
equal to 18160 kN-mm, is 1.79 times larger than that of the FWG, equal to 10140 kN-
mm. The torsional stiffness of the CWG is increased significantly due to the 
corrugated web.  
Figure 2.8 shows an end view of the torsional deformation of the FWG and the 
CWG. Again, the overall torsional deformation of the two girders is similar. But it can 
be seen that there are wavelike flange bending deformations in the CWG. To further 
study these deformations, the vertical deflection of the bottom flange along three axes 
of the bottom flanges of the girders are compared. The locations of these axes (U, M 
and L) are shown in Figure 2.9. Figure 2.10 shows that the vertical deflections of the 
CWG bottom flange along these three axes are equivalent to those of the FWG plus 
wavelike deflections. The vertical deflection differences along these three axes are 
shown in Figure 2.11. It can be seen that the deflection differences are similar along 
these three axes. Figure 2.11 shows that the flange of the CWG is pushed up and 
pulled down at locations which are centered on the centers of the inclined folds. The 
magnitude of the flange out-of-plane deformation is almost constant along the girder. 
The same behavior is observed for the top flange.  
Compared to the FWG, an additional torque is needed to provide the work 
needed to bend flanges out-of-plane and this produces the increased torsional stiffness 
of the CWG. 
2.1.3 Strain Energy Study 
In this section, an analysis of the strain energy in the CWG under uniform 
torsion is conducted. A study of the CWG stresses induced by uniform torsion was 
made and it was observed that the stresses are essentially the same from one 
corrugation to another. Therefore, the strain energy of a single corrugation, the fifth 
corrugation, which is next to the mid span, was studied. Table 2.2 lists the strain 
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energy from the flanges, the inclined web folds and the longitudinal web folds for the 
FE model of the prototype CWG described in the previous section, which has 50mm 
thick flanges. As discussed later, other flange thicknesses were also studied.  
The strain energy was calculated as follows. The FE analysis results show that 
the strain energy associated with plate through thickness shear stresses is small and it 
was not included in the calculations. The strain energy in a plate due to in-plane 
stresses is defined as (Ugural and Fenster 1995) 
 ( )2 2 211 22 11 22 121 122 2VU dVE Gσ σ νσ σ σ
 = + − +  ∫  (2.1)
where 11σ  is the normal stress in local axis 1 direction, 22σ  is the normal stress in 
local axis 2 direction and 12σ  is the in-plane shear stress. From thick shell (Mindlin) 
theory (Cook 1995), 11σ , 22σ  and 12σ  are linear over plate thickness so that they can 
be decomposed as  
 
11 11 11
22 22 22
12 12 12
P B
P B
V T
σ σ σ
σ σ σ
σ σ σ
= +
= +
= +
 (2.2) 
where 11Pσ , 22Pσ  and 12Vσ  are the average stresses over the plate thickness, 11Bσ  and 
22Bσ  are the plate bending stresses that vary linearly over the plate thickness and are 
zero at the plate mid-surface, and 12Tσ  are St. Venant torsion shear stresses, that also 
vary linearly over the plate thickness and are zero at the plate middle surface. The 
strain energy U can be expressed then as 
1 2b p t tU U U U U= + + +  
with the strain energy terms, bU , pU , 1tU , and 2tU  defined as follows. bU  is the 
strain energy associated with plate bending and is defined as 
 ( )2 211 22 11 221 22b B B B BVU v dVE σ σ σ σ= + −∫  (2.3)
where ν  is the Poisson’s ratio. In terms of plate bending curvature, bU  is defined as 
2 22 2 2 2
2 2 2 22 1 22 1 2 1 2b
D w w w wU d dν    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ = + +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂     ∫∫  
where 2 21w∂ ∂  and 2 22w∂ ∂  are the plate bending curvature about local axis 2 and 
local axis 1 and D is the plate flexural rigidity.  
pU  is the strain energy associated with plate in-plane tension or compression 
and is defined as 
( )2 211 22 11 221 22p P P P PVU v dVE σ σ σ σ= + −∫  
1tU  is the strain energy associated with St. Venant torsion shear stresses 12Tσ  
and is defined as 
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2
1 12
1
2t TV
U dV
G
σ= ∫  
2tU  is the strain energy associated with the average plate in-plane shear 12Vσ  
and is defined as 
2
2 12
1
2t VV
U dV
G
σ= ∫  
Rather than work directly with the stresses from the FE analyses, the section 
forces, moments and curvatures were used to calculate the strain energy. The section 
forces and moments are obtained by integrating the stresses through the thickness. The 
section forces and moments are defined in ABAQUS v6.3 as 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
11 22 12 13 232
2
11 22 122
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , , , ,
1, 2, 3 , ,
t
t
t
t
SF SF SF SF SF dz
SM SM SM zdz
σ σ σ σ σ
σ σ σ
−
−
=
=
∫
∫
 (2.4)
where t is the plate thickness. SF1 and SF2 are the normal forces per unit length in 
local axis 1 and axis 2 direction, respectively. SF3 is the in-plane shear force per unit 
length, and SF4 and SF5 are the through-thickness shear force per unit length. SM1 
and SM2 are the plate bending moments per unit length about local axis 2 and axis 1, 
respectively. SM3 is the torque per unit length due to the in-plane shear stress. Each 
section force has the unit of kN/mm and each section moment has the unit of kN.  
The section curvatures or twists are also obtained from the FE analysis, and are 
defined in ABAQUS v6.3 as 
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
3 2
1 2
wSK
wSK
wSK
∂= ∂
∂= ∂
∂= ∂ ∂
 
where 1 and 2 are the two in-plane local axes as shown in Figure 2.3.  
The section forces, moments, and curvatures were obtained at the four 
integration points of the S8R element used in the FE model. To calculate the strain 
energy simply, the section forces, moments, and curvatures were assumed to be 
constant over one quarter of the element and equal to the values at the integration 
point within that quarter of the element, and the total strain energy of the element is 
the sum of the strain energy of the four quarters. The strain energy for the length of 
one corrugation of the CWG is the sum of the strain energy of all elements within the 
one corrugation length. Using the section forces, moments, and curvatures at the 
integration points and using the simple method of summing the strain energy, the 
strain energy terms were calculated as follows 
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where n  is the total number of elements within the length of one corrugation, iD  is 
the plate flexural rigidity of element i , iA  is the area of element i ,  ,i jSK  and ,i jSF  
are the section curvature and section force at integration point j  of element i , 
respectively.  
As noted earlier, the strain energy associated with plate through thickness shear 
stresses 13σ  and 23σ  was not calculated for the FE model of the prototype CWG,  the 
external work done by the reaction torque acting through the imposed twist, W, equal 
to 45.4 kN-mm, was sufficiently close (within 2%) to the total strain energy U, equal 
to 44.5 kN-mm, for the simple method of calculating the strain energy to be 
considered acceptable, and for the strain energy related to 13σ  and 23σ to be 
considered negligible. 
Table 2.2 shows that the two most important strain energy components for the 
prototype CWG are bU  and 1tU , which account for 95.5% of the total strain energy. 
bU  is due almost entirely to flange plate bending alone (18.12 out of 18.13 kN-mm). 
The strain energy due to the flange plate bending about its transverse axis (i.e., from 
11Bσ ) is 18.8 kN-mm, which is close to the total strain energy due to flange plate 
bending (18.12 kN-mm). Strain energy due to 11Bσ  is larger that the total because the 
contribution of the second and third terms in Equation (2.3) is negative. This 
comparison shows that the strain energy due to flange plate bending about its 
transverse axis is the main component of bU . Comparing 1tU  for the prototype CWG 
(24.4 kN-mm) to the external work W for the FWG, equal to 25.4 kN-mm, it can be 
seen that 1tU  for the prototype CWG is similar to the strain energy, U,  of the FWG 
under uniform torsion. 
To study the effects of flange thickness, the flange thickness of the prototype 
CWG was varied to 40mm and to 20mm. FE models of CWGs with the 40mm and 
20mm thick flanges were developed. Similar strain energy studies were done for these 
two FE models and the calculated strain energy is shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, 
respectively. It can be noted that the conclusions for the FE model of the prototype 
CWG also applies to the FE model of the CWGs with 40mm and 20mm thick flanges. 
The strain energy analyses show that the torsional resistance of a CWG under 
uniform torsion has two main components. The first is similar to the torsional 
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resistance of a FWG under uniform torsion and is called the “St. Venant torsion” 
resistance in this report. The second is the torsional resistance that is unique to a CWG, 
which is related to the flange out-of-plane bending, and is called “corrugation torsion” 
resistance in this report. 
2.1.4 Kinematics and Statics of Corrugation Torsion 
The FE analysis results show that the torsional stiffness of a CWG is increased 
relative to that of a FWG by the corrugation torsion resistance. In this section, the 
corrugation torsion resistance is related to the flange out-of-plane bending by simple 
kinematic and static analyses. 
Figure 2.12 shows the top view and side view of the torsional deformation of a 
single corrugation. The top view shows that the top and bottom flange rotate to 
opposite directions. The centerline MM of each flange does not move in the 
longitudinal direction of the girder. Line 11 moves longitudinally to the right and line 
22 moves to the left. On the bottom flange, at the corresponding locations, the 
movement of similar lines is in the opposite direction. For the longitudinal fold B 
(L.F.B) shown in Figure 2.12(a), the top edge moves along with the top flange to the 
right and the bottom edge moves to the left. As a result, longitudinal fold B has a 
clockwise rotation, as shown in Figure 2.12(b). On the contrary, longitudinal fold A 
(L.F.A) has a counter-clockwise rotation. To maintain deformation compatibility, 
flanges over inclined fold 1 (I.F.1) are bent upwards and flanges over inclined fold 2 
(I.F.2) are bent downwards. This kinematic analysis shows how uniform torsion 
deformation of the flanges is related to the observed flange out-of-plane bending, and 
is called the kinematics of corrugation torsion. 
Corrugation torsion can also be understood qualitatively from a simple static 
model developed by Lindner and Aschinger (1990) for a simply supported CWG 
loaded with a concentrated torque at the mid span. This model is more appropriate for 
the uniform torsion of CWGs since all the internal forces used in this model are 
associated with corrugation torsion. Figure 2.13 shows stress resultants related to the 
corrugation torsion. Figure 2.13(a) shows the shear stress resultants at the web-flange 
interface acting on the flanges. On the cross section at the center of an inclined fold, 
the torque from the corrugation torsion resistance is related to the flange transverse 
shear fyV  by 
hVT fyc =  
where h is the distance between the flange centroids. From the flange in-plane moment 
equilibrium 
rwlcfy hVLV =  
where cL  is the projected axial length of one corrugation and wlV  is the shear between 
the longitudinal web fold and the flange. Figure 2.13(b) shows the shear forces acting 
at the foldline between the longitudinal fold and the inclined fold. From the in-plane 
moment equilibrium of longitudinal fold B (L.F.B),  
 hVbV wlwz =  
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where b is the length of the longitudinal fold and wzV  is the web vertical shear between 
the longitudinal and inclined fold. Figure 2.13(b) shows that both longitudinal fold A 
and B induce upward shear forces on inclined fold 1 (I.F.1). To maintain the vertical 
force equilibrium on inclined fold 1, both the top and bottom flange induce two 
downward forces P on it, each of which equals wzV  in magnitude. Similarly, both the 
top and bottom flange induce two upward forces P on inclined fold 2 to keep it in 
equilibrium. As a result, the flanges are subjected to these vertical forces that alternate 
in direction. 
Lindner and Aschinger (1990) modeled each flange as a series of simply 
supported beams that are supported at the centers of the longitudinal folds, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.14. The vertical forces P from the inclined folds are treated as 
concentrated forces acting at the mid span of the simply supported beams. The 
directions of the forces are alternating, so the flange is alternately pulled down and 
pushed up along the girder length. 
This model is statically determinate, and the internal forces can be related to the 
torque from corrugation torsion, cT . Lindner and Aschinger (1990) then determined 
the corrugation torsion stiffness through an energy approach by equating the external 
work done by the torque cT  to the internal strain energy. In the model, the flange is 
supported only at the centers of the longitudinal folds. In reality, however, the flange 
is supported continuously by the corrugated web. However, this model shows 
qualitatively the relationship of the torque from corrugation torsion to the flange out-
of-plane bending. 
2.1.5 Detailed Analysis of Corrugation Torsion Stresses 
The static model of Lindner and Aschinger (1990) does not include a shear force 
at the interface between the inclined fold and the flange. In addition, the variation of 
normal stress and shear stress along at the interface of the longitudinal fold and flange 
is not considered. As a result, the flange bending about its weak axis varies linearly 
along the girder. FE analysis results show that the internal force variation is far more 
complicated than assumed in the model. In this section, the internal forces within the 
length of one corrugation of a CWG under uniform torsion are studied, especially the 
internal forces related to corrugation torsion. Figure 2.15 shows the fifth corrugation 
of the prototype CWG FE model described earlier. Nine cross sections are identified 
and numbered for discussion purposes. Fold lines and center of inclined fold are also 
labeled. 
Contour plots of the section forces at the nodes from FE analysis were made 
using the program Surfer 6.03.  Figure 2.16 shows the section force contour plots on 
the top and bottom flanges, where BF stands for the bottom flange and TF stands for 
the top flange. Positions of critical sections and the corrugation are also shown and the 
critical sections are identified by text boxes. SF1, SF2, SF3, SM1, SM2, and SM3 
were defined in Equation (2.4), and the local directions for the flanges are shown in 
Figure 2.3. Selected bottom flange section forces are also plotted on five cross sections 
in Figure 2.17. The positions of the five cross sections are shown in Figure 2.18(a), 
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where section 67M is halfway between section 6 and 7 and section 78M is halfway 
between section 7 and 8. Several observations are made from these figures as follows. 
• Uniform torsion of CWG produces complex stress states. 
• Dramatic changes in stresses occur where the web and flanges are connected, 
which is probably the result of concentrated stress transfer between the web 
and flanges. 
• For SF1, SF2 and SF3, the magnitudes are the same on the two flanges while 
the signs are opposite. For SF4, SM1, SM2 and SM3, the magnitudes and signs 
are same on the two flanges. 
• On either flange, the section forces are 2-fold rotational symmetric about the 
point O, which is identified in Figure 2.15(a). Over half of the corrugation 
length, the section forces are symmetric about section 6 (or 2). Due to the 
symmetries, when the section forces on a quarter of a corrugation (e.g. between 
section 6 and 8) are known, the section forces at other locations can be 
determined. 
Other observations specific to each section force are as follows.  
• The maximum values of SF1 are at the locations close to the web foldlines 
(section 1, 3, 5, and 7).  
• The maximum values of SF3 are at the locations of inclined folds. On a typical 
flange cross section, SF3 is near zero at the two flange edges and increases 
towards flange center-line (see Figure 2.17(b)).  
• The maximum values of SF4 are at the flange edges (see Figure 2.16 and 
Figure 2.17(c)).  
• The maximum values of SM1 are at the centers of the inclined folds (sections 0, 
4, and 8) and are zero at the centers of longitudinal folds (sections 2 and 6) (see 
Figure 2.16). The magnitude of SM1 increases from section 6 to section 8. 
SM1 is also fairly uniform across the flange width (see Figure 2.17(d)).  
• The values of SM3 approach zero towards flange edges and are pretty uniform 
at other locations with the maximum values at the centers of the inclined folds. 
SM3 on the six cross sections are different from each other although the 
magnitudes are fairly close (see Figure 2.17(e)). 
Figure 2.19 shows the contour plots for three web in-plane section forces, SF1, 
SF2, and SF3. Positions of critical sections and the web mid-depth are also shown and 
are identified by text boxes. The local directions for the web are shown in Figure 2.3. 
The horizontal axis in these plots is the projection of the web in global X direction. 
Web section forces on seven cross sections are also shown in Figure 2.20. The 
positions of the seven cross sections are shown in Figure 2.18(b) where 7L and 7R are 
right next to section 7, the foldline. Several observations are made from these figures 
as follows. 
• The web section forces are not uniform and are larger at locations close to the 
flanges, especially around the foldlines. 
• The web section forces are symmetric about the web mid-depth and are 
symmetric about section 4. Over half of the corrugation length, the section 
forces are symmetric about section 6 (or 2). Due to the symmetries, when the 
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section forces on one quarter of a corrugation above or below the web mid-
depth are known, the section forces at other locations can be determined. 
Other observations specific to each section force are as follows.  
• The maximum values of SF1 are at the corners of the longitudinal folds. SF1 is 
either zero or very small at locations away from the flanges (see Figure 2.19). 
SF1 is zero at section 6 and on section 7 and section 7L at locations close to 
the flanges, SF1 is much higher than that at other locations. On section 78M 
and section 8, the sign of SF1 is reversed at locations close to the flanges (see 
Figure 2.20(a)).  
• The maximum values of SF2 are at the centers of the inclined folds (see Figure 
2.19). SF2 is very small on the longitudinal folds and is zero at section 6. At 
section 67M and section 7L, the sign of SF2 is reversed at locations close to 
the flanges (see Figure 2.20(b)).  
• SF3 is zero at section 8 and is much higher on section 7 at locations close to 
the flanges than that at other locations. At an arbitrary cross section, SF3 at 
locations away from the flanges is relatively uniform. At the web mid-depth, 
SF3 increases from section 8 to section 6 (see Figure 2.20(c)). 
2.1.6 Corrugation Torsion Stress Resultants 
Next, stress resultants related only to corrugation torsion are studied. Some 
results of this study are used later to develop a corrugation torsion model. Corrugation 
torsion stress resultants at an arbitrary cross section are shown in Figure 2.21. The 
values of these stress resultants were calculated based on the FE analysis results.  
To get the stress resultants related only to corrugation torsion, the stresses 
related to St. Venant torsion are eliminated. The section moment SM3 defined in 
Equation (2.4) is the torque attributed to St. Venant torsion and it exists in both CWGs 
and FWGs under uniform torsion. SM3 is not considered in the calculation of bfxM , 
tfxM , and wxM , which are described below. Flange through thickness shear section 
force, SF4, also exists in the uniform torsion of both CWGs and FWGs. A comparison 
of the shear section force SF4 at the cross section at the center of an inclined fold is 
shown in Figure 2.22. It can be seen that for the FWG, SF4 is significant only at 
locations close to the flange edges, which agrees with St. Venant torsion theory. At the 
flange edges, SF4 for the CWG is almost the same as that for the FWG, which 
indicates that it also is related to St. Venant torsion. The difference in SF4 between the 
CWG and the FWG occurs closer to the middle of the flange, away from the edges, 
and is related to corrugation torsion. SF4 in this area is small for the CWG and very 
small for the FWG. Only the SF4 difference is used to calculated bfxM , tfxM , and wxM . 
Figure 2.23(a) illustrates the calculation of the total normal force on a bottom 
flange cross section from nodal values of the section force SF1. SF1 is assumed to be 
uniform from one node to halfway to the adjacent nodes, so that the normal force for 
the two edge nodes (node 1 and n) is 11 4eSF l⋅  and 1 4n eSF l⋅  respectively, and the 
normal force for an interior node i is 1 2i eSF l⋅ , where le is the length of one element. 
The total normal force on the cross section is 
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( ) 11
2
1 1 1
4 2
n
e e
bfx n i
i
l lN SF SF SF
−
=
= + + ∑
 
where bf represents the bottom flange. The moment about an arbitrary point B for SF1 
is calculated as the sum of the elemental moments caused by the elemental normal 
forces 
( ) 11 1
2
1 1 1
4 2
n
e e
bfz n n i i
i
l lM SF y SF y SF y
−
=
= − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅∑  
where yi is the distance from node i to point B. Similarly, other stress resultants are 
determined by the following equations 
( ) 11
2
3 3 3
4 2
n
e e
bfy n i
i
l lV SF SF SF
−
=
= + + ∑  
( ) 11
2
4 4 4
4 2
n
e e
bfz n i
i
l lV SF SF SF
−
=
= + + ∑  
( ) 11 1
2
4 4 4
4 2
n
e e
bfx n n i i
i
l lM SF y SF y SF y
−
=
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅∑  
( ) 11
2
1 1 1
4 2
n
e e
bfy n i
i
l lM SM SM SM
−
=
= − + − ∑  
The following relations are observed from the symmetries shown in Figure 2.16 
1 1
3 3
4 4
1 1
tf bf
tf bf
tf bf
tf bf
SF SF
SF SF
SF SF
SM SM
= −
= −
=
=
 
where bf represents the bottom flange and tf represents the top flange. The stress 
resultants on the top flange can then be related to those on the bottom flange by 
tfx bfx
tfy bfy
tfz bfz
tfx bfx
tfy bfy
tfz bfz
N N
V V
V V
M M
M M
M M
= −
= −
=
=
=
= −
 
The stress resultants for the flanges are in the global directions since the local 
and global directions coincide for the flanges as shown in Figure 2.3. This is not the 
case for the web. For the web, the stress resultants in the local directions are calculated 
first and the stress resultants in the global directions are then calculated from those in 
the local directions. The equations for the web stress resultants in the local directions 
are similar to those for the flange stress resultants given above. Since the web section 
forces SF1 and SF4 are anti-symmetric about the web mid-depth, stress resultants wxN  
and wyV  are zero. The web plate bending stress resultant wzM  is neglected. Web 
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vertical shear wzV  is the same in both the global and local directions and is determined 
by  
( ) 11
2
3 3 3
4 2
n
e e
wz n i
i
l lV SF SF SF
−
=
= + + ∑  
The global moments wxM  and wyM  are calculated from the local moments 1wM  
and 3wM , which are determined by 
( ) 11 1 1
2
4 4 4
4 2
n
e e
w n n i i
i
l lM SF z SF z SF z
−
=
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅∑  
( ) 13 1 1
2
1 1 1
4 2
n
e e
w n n i i
i
l lM SF z SF z SF z
−
=
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅∑  
where iz  is the distance between node i and the web mid-depth. The directions of wxM  
and wyM  are defined in Figure 2.21. For the longitudinal fold, wxM  and wyM  are 
determined by (see Figure 2.23(b)) 
 1
3
wx w
wy w
M M
M M
=
= −  (2.5)
For the inclined fold between section 3 and 5 (see Figure 2.15), wxM  and wyM  are 
determined by (see Figure 2.23(c)) 
 1 3 1 3
1 3 1 3
cos( ) sin( )
sin( ) cos( )
wx w x w x w w
wy w y w y w w
M M M M M
M M M M M
α α
α α
= − = −
= − − = − −  (2.6)
For the inclined fold between either section 0 and 1 or section 7 and 8, wxM  and wyM  
are determined by (see Figure 2.23(d)) 
 1 3 1 3
1 3 1 3
cos( ) sin( )
sin( ) cos( )
wx w x w x w w
wy w y w y w w
M M M M M
M M M M M
α α
α α
= + = +
= − = −  (2.7)
The bottom flange stress resultants for the fifth corrugation are shown in Figure 
2.24. Positions of critical sections are also shown and are identified by text boxes. The 
following observations are made. 
• fxN  is maximum at the centers of the inclined folds and is zero at the centers 
of the longitudinal folds. So the flange is stretched and compressed alternately 
between the centers of the longitudinal folds.  
• fyV  is maximum at the centers of the inclined folds and is almost constant over 
the longitudinal folds.  
• fzV  increases linearly from the centers of the inclined folds to the adjacent 
foldlines and decreases towards the centers of the longitudinal folds.  
• fyM  is maximum at the centers of the inclined folds and zero at the centers of 
the longitudinal folds. The bending changes direction at the center of each 
longitudinal fold.  
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• fzM  shifts away from the zero baseline. Later in the discussion, the overall 
shift is neglected for the proposed corrugation torsional model so that fzM  is 
zero at the center of each inclined fold.  
• It can be seen that symmetry exists for all the stress resultants. If the value of 
stress resultant on a quarter of a corrugation is known, the value of the stress 
resultant at other locations can be predicted by symmetry. This is consistent 
with the observations from the section force plots. 
Web stress resultants for the fifth corrugation are shown in Figure 2.25. 
Positions of critical sections are also shown and are identified by text boxes. 
Comparing with fzV  shown in Figure 2.24(c), it can be seen that the web vertical shear 
wzV  is about twice the flange vertical shear fzV  but with opposite signs. The web 
torque wxM  and the bending moment wyM  in the global direction are also shown. It 
can be seen that wxM  is very small over the longitudinal fold. wxM  is large on the 
inclined fold, which is due to the contribution of 3wM . Similar to the flange stress 
resultants described above, symmetry exists for the web stress resultants.  
2.1.7 Corrugation Torsion Resistance Mechanism 
According to the previous discussion, CWG uniform torsion resistance is 
considered to be the sum of the St. Venant torsion resistance and the corrugation 
torsion resistance. In this section, corrugation torsion at two typical cross sections is 
studied. 
From the FE analysis of the prototype CWG under a twist of 0.05 rad., the total 
reaction torque, T, is 18160 kN-mm. The reaction torque of the comparable FWG, fT , 
is 10140 kN-mm. The difference is attributed to the torque for corrugation torsion, cT , 
which is 8020 kN-mm. The first cross section studied is section 8 (see Figure 2.15), 
which is at the center of an inclined fold. Figure 2.26(a) shows the internal forces 
related to corrugation torsion on this cross section. The corrugation torsion resistance 
8cT  equals 
8 8 8 82c fy fx wxT V h M M= + ⋅ +  
Substituting 8fyV , 8fxM  and 8wxM  from the FE analysis results of the prototype CWG 
8 5.0 1600 2 658 1115 8201cT = × + × − =  (kN-mm) 
which is nearly equal to the value of cT  given earlier. At section 8, 
8 8 8000c fyT V h≈ =  (kN-mm) 
because 8fxM  and 8wxM  are opposite in direction and nearly cancel each other.  
The second cross section studied is just to the right of the longitudinal fold 
center labeled section 6 in Figure 2.15 (25 mm from section 6). For convenience, the 
stress resultants for this cross section are labeled as if they are at section 6, as shown 
in Figure 2.26(b). The corrugation torsion resistance at this cross section is calculated 
by taking moments about one of the flange centroids 
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6 6 6 6 622
r
c fy wz fx wx
hT V h V M M= + + ⋅ +  
where rh  is the corrugation depth. Substituting 6fyV , 6wzV , 6fxM  and 6wxM  from the 
FE analysis results of the prototype CWG 
6
3001.82 1600 24 2 759 3.9 8026
2c
T = × + × + × − =  (kN-mm) 
6cT  is nearly equal to cT . Figure 2.25(b) shows that at a cross section near the center of 
longitudinal fold, 6 0wxM ≈ . 
For any cross section in between the center of the inclined fold and the center of 
the longitudinal fold, it can be expected that corrugation torsion resistance is due to 
contributions from fyV , wzV , fxM  and wxM . 
2.2 3D Static Formulation 
The complex state of stresses and stress resultants in a CWG under uniform 
torsion has been shown above. In this section, a 3D static analysis of the relevant 
stress resultants is made as an attempt to model corrugation torsion.  
The results given previously suggest that one quarter of the length of one 
corrugation (e.g., from section 6 to 8, see Figure 2.15) serves as the basic unit of a 
CWG for the analysis of stresses or stress resultants from corrugation torsion due to 
the apparent symmetry. Three cross sections are arbitrarily selected, e.g. section 6, 7 
and 8. Generally, at each of these cross sections, there are 18 unknowns, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.21, so in total there are 54 unknowns. The stress results on the top flange 
are related to those on the bottom flange by 
 
bfx tfx fx
bfy tfy fy
bfz tfz fz
bfx tfx fx
bfy tfy fy
bfz tfz fz
N N N
V V V
V V V
M M M
M M M
M M M
= − =
= − =
= =
= =
= =
= − =
 (2.8)
Equation (2.8) eliminates 6 unknowns at each section, and make the total 
number of unknowns equal to 36. Three free bodies can be considered: from section 0 
to section 6, from section 0 to section 7, and from section 0 to section 8 (see Figure 
2.15). At section 0, the total stress resultant is the corrugation torsion resistance cT . 
Six static equilibrium equations can be found for the free body from section 0 to 
section 6 
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 ( )
( )
6 6 6
6 6 6
6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6
0
0
0
2 2
0
2
0
bfx tfx wx
bfy tfy wy
bfz tfz wz
r
bfx tfx wx bfy tfy wz c
bfy tfy wy bfx tfx
bfz tfz wz
N N N
V V V
V V V
hhM M M V V V T
hM M M N N
M M M
+ + =
+ + =
+ + =
+ + + − + =
+ + + − =
+ + =
 (2.9)
Substituting Equation (2.8) into Equation (2.9) results in 
 
6
6
6 6
6 6 6 6
6 6 6
6
0
0
2 0
2
2
2 0
0
wx
wy
fz wz
r
fx wx fy wz c
fy wy fx
wz
N
V
V V
hM M V h V T
M M N h
M
=
=
+ =
+ + + =
+ + =
=
 (2.10)
Similar equations can be written for the two free bodies from section 0 to section 
7 and from section 0 to section 8. Now at each cross section, the three stress resultants, 
wxN , wyV  and wzM , are known to be zero. At each cross section, nine unknowns 
remain which are fxN , fyV , fzV , fxM , fyM , fzM , wzV  , wxM  and wyM . So the total 
number of unknowns is 27. At each of the three cross sections, there are three 
equilibrium equations. 
 
2 0
2
2
2 0
fz wz
r
fx wx fy wz c
fy wy fx
V V
hM M V h V T
M M N h
+ =
+ + + =
+ + =
 (2.11)
So the total number of static equilibrium equations is 9. This problem is a highly 
statically indeterminate problem.  
From the above equations, 2wz fzV V= −  which agrees with the observations from 
Figure 2.24(c) and Figure 2.25(a). Other unknowns can be eliminated based on the FE 
analysis results. Figure 2.24 shows that 
6
6
6
0
0
0
fx
fy
fz
N
M
M
=
=
=
 
the following equation was given in Equation (2.10) 
6 6 62 0fy wy fxM M N h+ + =  
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and substituting 6 0fxN =  and 6 0fyM =  into this equation shows that 6 0wyM = . Figure 
2.24 also shows that  
8
8
0
0
fz
fz
V
M
=
=  
The following equation was given in Equation (2.11) 
8 82 0fz wzV V+ =  
and substituting 8 0fzV =  into this equation shows that 8 0wzV = . So the total number of 
unknowns is reduced by 7 and total number of static equilibrium equations is reduced 
by 2. As a result, the total number of unknowns is 20 and the total number of 
equations is 7. 
Next, two free bodies, shown in Figure 2.27, are considered. Free body A which 
is from section 6 to section 7 is shown in Figure 2.27(a). Free body B which is from 
section 7 to section 8 is shown in Figure 2.27(b). In these figures, free bodies A and B 
are further divided into smaller free bodies by separating the flanges and web where 
the results from above analysis have been incorporated. New unknowns are introduced 
and new static equilibrium equations can be formulated. For free body A, which is 
shown in Figure 2.27(a), six equilibrium equations can be written for each of the 
bottom flange, web, and top flange plates. For the bottom flange, the six equilibrium 
equations are 
 
( )
( )
7
6 7
6 7
6 7
7 6 7
7 6 7
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
4 2
wbxA fx
fy wbyA fy
fz wbzA fz
r
fx wbxA fx wbzA
wbyA fy fz fz
r
wbzA fz fy fy wbxA
V N
V V V
V N V
hM M M N
bM M V V
hbM M V V V
+ =
− + + =
− + + =
− + + + =
− − − + =
+ + + − =
 (2.12)
where moments are taken about bottom flange centroid. For the web, the six 
equilibrium equations are 
 
( ) ( )
6 7
6 7
7 6 7
0
0
0
( ) 0
2
0
2 4
0
wbxA wtxA
wbyA wtyA
wz wbzA wtzA wz
wx wbxA wtxA wx wbyA wtyA
wbyA wtyA wy wbxA wtxA wz wz
wbzA wtzA
V V
V V
V N N V
DM M M M V V
D bM M M V V V V
M M
− + =
− + =
− − + + =
− − + + − + =
− − + + − + =
− + =
 (2.13)
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where moments are taken about the web fold center. For the top flange, the six 
equilibrium equations are 
 
( )
( )
7
6 7
6 7
6 7
7 6 7
7 6 7
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
4 2
wtxA fx
fy wtyA fy
fz wtzA fz
r
fx wtxA fx wtzA
wtyA fy fz fz
r
wtzA fz fy fy wtxA
V N
V V V
V N V
hM M M N
bM M V V
hbM M V V V
− − =
− − =
− − + =
− − + − =
− − + =
− − − + + =
 (2.14)
In these equations, the positive force is in the positive global axis direction and the 
positive moment is about the positive global axis by the right-hand-rule. 12 new 
unknowns are introduced which are the stress resultants at the web-bottom flange 
interface wbxAV , wbyAV , wbzAN , wbxAM , wbyAM , and wbzAM  and the corresponding stress 
resultants at the web-top flange interface wtxAV , wtyAV , wtzAN , wtxAM , wtyAM , and wtzAM . 
From Equation (2.13) and FE observations, the follow equations are obtained 
 
wbxA wtxA wxA
wbyA wtyA wyA
wbzA wtzA wzA
wbxA wtxA wxA
wbyA wtyA wyA
wbzA wtzA wzA
V V V
V V V
N N N
M M M
M M M
M M M
= =
= =
= − =
= − =
= − =
= =
 (2.15)
Substituting Equation (2.15) to Equations (2.12), (2.13)and (2.14) results in 
 
( )
( )
7
6 7
6 7
6 7
7 6 7
7 6 7
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
4 2
wxA fx
fy wyA fy
fz wzA fz
r
fx wxA fx wzA
wyA fy fz fz
r
wzA fz fy fy wxA
V N
V V V
V V V
hM M M N
bM M V V
hbM M V V V
+ =
− + + =
− + + =
− + + + =
− − − + =
+ + + − =
 (2.16)
 
( )
6 7
6 7
7 6 7
2 0
2 0
2 0
4
wz wzA wz
wx wxA wx wyA
wyA wy wxA wz wz
V N V
M M M V D
bM M V D V V
− − + =
− − + − =
− + − + =
 
(2.17)
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( )
( )
7
6 7
6 7
6 7
7 6 7
7 6 7
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
4 2
wxA fx
fy wyA fy
fz wzA fz
r
fx wxA fx wzA
wyA fy fz fz
r
wzA fz fy fy wxA
V N
V V V
V N V
hM M M N
bM M V V
hbM M V V V
− − =
− − =
− + + =
− + + + =
− − − + =
− − − + + =
 (2.18)
It can be seen that Equation (2.16) and Equation (2.18) are equivalent. Equation (2.17) 
can be derived from Equation (2.11) and (2.16) by neglecting the difference between h, 
the distance between the centroids of the top and bottom flanges, and D, the web depth. 
In summary, from free body A, six new unknowns are introduced and they are 
wxAV , wyAV , wzAN , wxAM , wyAM  and wzAM . There are also six independent static 
equilibrium equations introduced, given by Equation (2.16). 
Similarly, from free body B, six unknowns are introduced and they are wxBV , 
wyBV , wzBN , wxBM , wyBM  and wzBM . Also, six independent static equilibrium 
equations are introduced. 
 
( )
7
7 8
7
7 8
7 8 7
7 7 8
0
0
0
0
4
0
4
0
4 4
fx wxB
fy wyB fy
fz wzB
r
fx wxB fx wzB
fy wyB fy fz
r
fz wzB fy fy wxB
N V
V V V
V N
hM M M N
dM M M V
hdM M V V V
− + =
− + + =
− + =
− + + + =
− − − =
− + + + − =
 (2.19)
In summary, from free body A and B, 12 new unknowns are introduced and 12 
new static equilibrium equations are introduced. The total number of unknowns is now 
32 and the total number of equilibrium equations is now 19. To solve this problem, 
appropriate assumptions are made to reduce the number of unknowns. 
2.3 Proposed Corrugation Torsion Model 
Section 2.1.5 shows that the stresses and section forces from FE analysis of a 
CWG under uniform torsion are very complicated, which makes the static model 
described in Section 2.1.4 too simple and the 3D static formulation introduced in 
Section 2.2 too complex to use. In this section, a corrugation torsion model is 
proposed, which is based on stresses closer to but simpler than those from the FE 
analysis results. 
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2.3.1 Assumed Forces between Flange and Web 
The variation of the flange bending moment fyM  and vertical shear fzV  is 
caused by the variation of the normal force between the flanges and the web. These 
normal force can be observed as the normal section force in the web ( 2SF ) at the web-
flange interface. 2SF  in the web at the web-bottom flange interface from the FE 
analysis is shown in Figure 2.28. Positions of critical sections are also shown and are 
identified by text boxes. It can be seen that 2SF  is almost constant over the inclined 
folds. It reverses direction at the foldline and is linearly distributed over the 
longitudinal fold with a value of zero at the center of the longitudinal fold. The 
distribution of 2SF  causes the flange vertical shear fzV  shown in Figure 2.24(c). Also 
shown in Figure 2.28 is the shear section force 3SF  between the web-bottom flange 
interface from the FE analysis. It can be seen that the maximum values of 3SF  are at 
the foldlines and for half of the corrugation, 3SF  is in one direction and for the other 
half of the corrugation, 3SF  is in the other direction. The distribution of 3SF  causes 
the flange normal force fxN  shown in Figure 2.24(a). Within the length of one 
corrugation, 2SF  and 3SF  are symmetric about section 4 and for half of the 
corrugation, they are symmetric about section 2 (or section 6). 
To understand the variation of the flange bending moment fyM  and the vertical 
shear fzV  along the girder, the normal force between flanges and web is considered. 
Based on the FE analysis results for 2SF  in the web shown above, the assumed normal 
section force n  between the bottom flange and the web is shown in Figure 2.29(a). n  
is assumed to be constant with a magnitude of in  over the inclined fold. The direction 
of n  is reversed at the foldline and is linearly distributed over the longitudinal fold 
with a magnitude of zero at the center of the longitudinal fold. The maximum value of 
n  on the longitudinal fold is labeled as ln . At the foldline on the other end of the 
longitudinal fold, the direction of n  is reversed again so that the directions of n  on the 
two adjacent inclined folds are opposite to each other.  Figure 2.29(a) also shows the 
shear forces between the flange and the web. The magnitudes of shear force on the 
longitudinal fold and on half of the inclined fold are wlV  and wiV , respectively. As 
shown later, wlV  and wiV  are functions of ln  and in .  
The number of unknowns between the flange and the web, discussed in Section 
2.2, can be further reduced by assuming that: 
• The normal and shear stresses are constant over the thickness of the web. 
• ln , in , wlV  and wiV  are the only forces between the flanges and the web. 
Using these assumptions, for the free body A shown in Figure 2.27(a), wyAV , 
wxAM  and wzAM  are zero and wxAV , wzAN  and wyAM  are all functions of ln  and in . For 
the free body B shown in Figure 2.27(b), wxBM , wyBM  and wzBM  are zero and wxBV , 
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wyBV  and wzBN  are all functions of ln  and in . Since now ln  and in  are the only two 
unknown section forces acting at the web-flange interface, the total number of 
unknowns defined in Section 2.2 is reduced to 22. The total number of static 
equilibrium equations is unchanged and is still 19. The problem now is statically 
indeterminate to the third degree. 
2.3.2 Static Equilibrium Equations 
For convenience, the static equilibrium equations presented in Section 2.2 are 
reformulated in this section. From the in-plane moment equilibrium of the bottom 
flange, shown in Figure 2.29(a), 
 8 sin( ) 0fy c wl r wi cV L V h V L α− − =  (2.20)
where cL  is the projected axial length of one corrugation. Figure 2.29(b) shows the 
stress and stress resultants on the bottom flange between section 6 and section 7. From 
the force equilibrium in the three global directions, 
 7 0.5 0fx wlN V+ =  (2.21)
 6 7 0fy fyV V− + =  (2.22)
 6 7 ( ) 0fz fz z lV V F n− + + =  (2.23)
where 
( )
4
l
z l
n bF n ⋅=  
From the moment equilibrium about the three global axes and by taking moment about 
point m, 
 6 7 ( ) 0fx fx xm lM M M n− + + =  (2.24)
 7 7 ( ) 02fz fy ym l
bV M M n+ + =  (2.25)
 7 7 02 2 2
wl r
fy fz
V hbV M+ − =  (2.26)
where 
( ) ( ) 1
2 8
r
xm l z l l r
hM n F n n b h= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅  
( ) ( ) 21
3 12ym l z l l
bM n F n n b= ⋅ = ⋅  
Equations (2.21) to (2.26) are a version of Equation (2.16) obtained by using the 
assumed section force distribution at the web-flange interface and by taking moments 
about the reference point m. 
Figure 2.29(c) shows the stresses and stress resultants on the bottom flange 
between section 7 and section 8. From the force equilibrium in the three global 
directions, 
 ( )7 8 cos 0fx fx wiN N V α− + + =  (2.27)
 ( )7 8 sin 0fy fy wiV V V α− + − =  (2.28)
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 7 ( ) 0fz z iV F n− − =  (2.29)
where 
( ) ( )2 cosiz i
n dF n α
⋅= ⋅  
From the moment equilibrium about the three global axes and by taking moment about 
point n,  
 7 8 ( ) 0fx fx xn iM M M n− + − =  (2.30)
 7 8 7 ( ) 02fy fy fz yn i
dM M V M n− − − =  (2.31)
 7 7 02fy fz
dV M− =  (2.32)
where 
( ) ( ) ( )4 8 cosi rrxn i z i
n d hhM n F n α
⋅ ⋅= ⋅ = ⋅  
( ) ( ) ( )
2
4 8 cos
i
yn i z i
n ddM n F n α
⋅= ⋅ = ⋅  
Equations (2.27) to (2.32) are a version of Equation (2.19) obtained by using the 
assumed section force distribution at the web-flange interface and by taking moments 
about the reference point n. 
Figure 2.29(d) shows the stresses and stress resultants on the longitudinal web 
fold between section 6 and section 7. From the force equilibrium in the vertical 
direction, 
 ( )6 7 2 0wz wz z lV V F n− + − =  (2.33)
From the moment equilibrium about global axis X and Y and by taking moment about 
point p, 
 6 7 0wx wxM M− + =  (2.34)
 7 7 2 ( ) 02 2
wl
wz wy ym l
VbV M D M n+ − − =  (2.35)
Equations (2.33) to (2.35) are a version of Equation (2.17) obtained by using the 
assumed section force distribution at the web-flange interface and by taking moments 
about the reference point p. 
Figure 2.29(e) shows the stresses and stress resultants on the inclined fold 
between section 7 and section 8. From the force equilibrium in the vertical direction, 
 ( )7 2 0wz z iV F n− + =  (2.36)
From the moment equilibrium about global axis X and Y and by taking moment about 
point q, 
 ( )7 7 8 sin 04rwz wx wx wi
hV M M V Dα− − + + ⋅ =  (2.37)
 ( )7 7 8 cos 04wz wy wy wi
dV M M V Dα− + − ⋅ =  (2.38)
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Additional equilibrium equations are from Equation (2.11) for section 6, section 7 and 
section 8.  
 02 66 =+ wzfz VV  (2.39)
 02 77 =+ wzfz VV  (2.40)
 6 6 6 62 2
r
fx wx fy wz c
hM M V h V T+ + + =  (2.41)
 7 7 7 72 2
r
fx wx fy wz c
hM M V h V T+ + + =  (2.42)
 8 8 82 fx wx fy cM M V h T+ + =  (2.43)
 7 7 72 0fy wy fxM M N h+ + =  (2.44)
 8 8 82 0fy wy fxM M N h+ + =  (2.45)
26 equations are listed above, but not all of them are independent as discussed in 
Section 2.2. For example, Equations (2.20), (2.33) to (2.38) can all be derived from 
other equations so that the total number of independent equations is 19. The total 
number of unknowns is 22.  
2.3.3 Solution Approach 
The solution of the above static equilibrium equations for the corrugation torsion 
model is in concept similar to a solution approach that could be used to determine the 
forces and moments for the beam shown in Figure 2.30. This beam is statically 
indeterminate to the first degree. Instead of employing a deformation compatibility 
condition, which is part of the classical solution for such a problem, 12 RR ⋅= λ  is 
assumed and the unknown forces and moments are expressed as a function of λ . 
 
PM
PR
PR



+−=
+=
+=
λ
λαλ
λ
λλ
λλ
1
)(
1
)(
1
1)(
1
2
1
 (2.46)
Next the beam is analyzed using FE analysis, 1R  is determined from the FE 
analysis as FER1 , and λ  is solved by equating FERR 11 )( =λ .  
The analysis is then repeated, λ  is determined for a practical range of 
indeterminate beams. Then a regression analysis of λ  is made as a function of the 
beam bending stiffness EI , the span L, and the span parameter α . For future beam 
analysis problem, λ  is determined from the regression equation, and all of the internal 
forces are determined from Equation (2.46). The equilibrium equations of the static 
corrugation torsion model are solved using a similar approach.  
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2.4 Static Solution for CWG Corrugation Torsion Model 
Two static solutions were derived for the proposed corrugation torsion model 
discussed in Section 2.3. One solution was developed based on the assumption that the 
shear flow is uniform over the web depth. A second solution was developed based on 
the assumption that the shear flow is non-uniform over the web depth. The results of 
the second solution are not as good as the results of the first solution compared to the 
FE analysis results. Here, only the solution assuming a constant shear flow over the 
web depth is presented. 
2.4.1 Section Force Distributions on the Web Folds 
The web vertical shear wzV  can be determined by referring to Figure 2.29(d) and 
Figure 2.29(e) and knowing from the FE results that 8 0wzV = . 
 
22 when 0
2 2
2 when 0
2 2
l l
i
wz
i i i
b n n bc n x x
bV
c cn x x
⋅ ⋅ − + ≤ ≤=    − ≤ ≤   
 (2.47)
where x is measured from section 6 to section 7 in the global axis X direction and ix  is 
measured from section 7 to section 8 in the inclined fold direction. Section 2.1.5 
shows that the region of the CWG between section 6 and section 8 is the basic unit for 
the stresses and section forces from uniform torsion. wzV  at other locations can be 
determined using symmetry. Figure 2.19 shows that the web section forces are 
symmetric about the web mid-depth so that only the section forces for a quarter of a 
longitudinal fold and a quarter of an inclined fold need to be studied, for example for 
the web portion identified by ABED  and BCFE  shown in Figure 2.31(a). Since the 
shear flow f  is assumed to be constant over the web depth, it is simply equal to wzV  
divided by the web depth D . 
 
22 when 0
2 21
2 when 0
2 2
l l
i
i i i
b n n bc n x x
bf
c cD n x x
⋅ ⋅ − + ≤ ≤= ⋅   − ≤ ≤   
 (2.48)
Now the free body abcd  within ABED  shown in Figure 2.31(b) is studied. The 
body abcd  is of arbitrary size within ABED , defined by the local variables x (and ξ ) 
and z (and ζ ). The section forces on free body abcd  are shown in Figure 2.31(c) 
where 1n  and 2n  are the web normal section force in the local 1 and 2 directions. 1f  is 
the shear flow on edge ad  and bc and 2f  is the shear flow on edge ab  and cd . Static 
equations are written for the force equilibrium in local 1 and 2 directions. 
 
1 2 2 10 0 0 0
2 1 1 20 0 0 0
(0, ) ( , ) ( ,0) ( , ) 0
( ,0) (0, ) ( , ) ( , ) 0
z x x z
x z z x
n d f z d f d n x d
n d f d f x d n z d
ζ ζ ξ ξ ξ ξ ζ ζ
ξ ξ ζ ζ ζ ζ ξ ξ
− + − + =
− − + + =
∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
 (2.49)
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Figure 2.20(a) and Figure 2.20(b) show that  
1
2
(0, ) 0
( ,0) 0
n
n
ζ
ξ
=
=  
Equation (2.48) shows shear flow only depends on ξ  so that 
2 2( , ) ( ,0)f z fξ ξ=  
1(0, )f ζ  and 1( , )f x ζ  are independent of ζ . Equation (2.49) can be rewritten as 
10
1 1 20
( , ) 0
(0, ) ( , ) ( , ) 0
z
x
n x d
f z f x z n z d
ζ ζ
ζ ζ ξ ξ
=
− ⋅ + ⋅ + =
∫
∫
 
To satisfy above equation for an arbitrary z ,  
 1( , ) 0n x ζ =  (2.50)
So, 1n  is zero at any location on the longitudinal fold. From the second equation 
2 1 10
( , ) (0, ) ( , )
x
n z d f z f x zξ ξ ζ ζ= ⋅ − ⋅∫  
Taking the derivative with respect to x  results in 
 ( )2 2 1 10( , ) ( , ) (0, ) ( , )xd dn x z n z d f z f x zdx dxξ ξ ζ ζ= = ⋅ − ⋅∫  (2.51)
Substituting Equation (2.48) into (2.51) and taking the derivative results in  
 2
4( , )
2 2
l
l
nx zn x z n x z
b D b D
⋅= − ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅⋅  (2.52)
Therefore, 2n  increases linearly from AD  to BE  and for an arbitrary x , 2n  increases 
linearly from AB  to DE . So the force equilibrium conditions in the local 1 and 2 
directions are satisfied through Equation (2.50) and (2.52). Now check the in-plane 
moment equilibrium, taking the moment about point b  
( )1 2 20 0(0) ( ) ( , )x xbM f z x f d z n z x dξ ξ ξ ξ ξ= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅∑ ∫ ∫  
Substituting 1(0)f , 2 ( )f ξ  and 2 ( , )n zξ  and it is found 0bM =∑  so that the in-plane 
moment equilibrium is also satisfied. 
In summary, the section forces on longitudinal fold ABED  are 
 
1
2
2
( , ) 0
4( , )
21( , )
2
l
l l
i
n x z
nn x z x z
b D
b n nf x z c n x
D b
=
⋅= − ⋅⋅
⋅ = ⋅ − +  
 
(2.53)
where x  is measured from A  to B  and z  is measured from A  to D  (Figure 2.31(b)) 
and 0 2x b≤ ≤ , 0 2z D≤ ≤ . Similar derivations can be made for the inclined fold, 
which is also shown in Figure 2.31, and the results are 
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1
2
( , ) 0
2( , )
2( , )
2
i
i i
i
i i
n x z
zn x z n
D
n cf x z x
D
=
=
 = −  
 
(2.54)
where ix  is measured from B  to C  and z  is measured from B  to E  (Figure 2.31(a)) 
and 0 2ix c≤ ≤ , 0 2z D≤ ≤ . It can be noted that 1n  is also zero on the inclined fold. 
At an arbitrary z , 2n  is constant and 2n  increases linearly from BC  to EF . 
2.4.2 Internal Forces for Corrugation Torsion Model 
For the corrugated web, it can be noted that wxN , wyV  and wzM  are zero by 
Equation (2.10). In the previous section, wzV  is determined and 1n  is shown to be zero 
so that 3 0wM = . If 1wM  is also neglected, then from Equation (2.5) to (2.7), wxM  and 
wyM  are also zero. In summary, the internal forces on any vertical cut on the web 
between section 6 and section 8 are 
 
2
0
0
2 for longitudinal fold
2
2 for inclined fold
2
0
0
0
wx
wy
l l
i
wz
i i
wx
wy
wz
N
V
b n nc n x
bV
cn x
M
M
M
=
=
⋅ ⋅ − +=    −   
=
=
=
 (2.55)
where 0 2x b≤ ≤  and is measured from section 6 to 7 in the direction of the 
longitudinal fold (see Figure 2.29(d)) and 0 2ix c≤ ≤  and is measured from section 7 
to section 8 in the direction of the inclined fold (see Figure 2.29(e)). The internal 
forces on the other part of web can be determined by symmetry. 
The bottom flange internal forces between section 6 and section 8 are 
determined using Figure 2.32(a) where 2f  is the shear flow between the longitudinal 
fold and the bottom flange and can be determined from Equation (2.53). ( )ln x  is the 
normal section force between the longitudinal fold and the bottom flange and is 
defined as 
( ) 2l lxn x nb=  
Six static equilibrium equations can be written for the free body shown in Figure 
2.32(a) as 
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( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
6
6
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
2
0
3
0
2
lx fx
fy fy
fz lx fz
r
fx lx fx
fz lx fy
r
fy lx fz
V N x
V V x
V N V x
hM N M x
xV x N M x
hV x V M x
+ =
− + =
− + + =
− + + =
− + − =
− + =
 
where lxN  and lxV  are defined as 
 ( )
2
0
2 2
20
( )
( ) 4 3 6
6
x l
lx l
x
lx l i
nN n x dx x
b
xV f x dx x b n b c n
b D
= =
 = = − + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
∫
∫
 (2.56)
where 0 2x b≤ ≤ . Similarly, six static equilibrium equations can be written for the 
free body shown in Figure 2.32(b) as 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
7
7
7
7
7 7
7 7
cos 0
sin 0
0
tan 0
2
0
2
sin 0
2
fx ix fx
fy ix fy
fz ix fz
fx ix fx
fz fy ix fy
fy fz ix fz
N V N x
V V V x
V N V x
d xM N M x
xV x M N M x
dV x M V x M x
α
α
α
α
− + + =
− − + =
− − + =
−− − + =
− + − − =
 − − − + =  
 
where ixN  and ixV  are defined as 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )/ cos
20
cos
cos
( )
cos
i
ix
x
ix i i i
nN x
c xxV f x dx n
D
α
α
α
α
=
−= =∫
 (2.57)
where 0 2x d≤ ≤ . From Equation (2.22) and (2.28), 
( )6 8 sinfy fy wiV V V α= −  
where wiV  can either be determined from Equation (2.57) with 2x d=  or from 
Equation (2.36) and (2.38) note that 7 8 0wy wyM M= = , 
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2
4wi i
cV n
D
=  (2.58)
so that 
( )26 8 sin4fy fy i
cV V n
D
α= −  
From Equation (2.23) and (2.29) 
6 4 2fz l i
b cV n n= −  
From Equation (2.24) and (2.30) and note that ( )αcos⋅= cd  and ( )αsin⋅= chr , ( ) ( )6 8 sin8fx fx i l
c
M M c n b n
α= − ⋅ − ⋅  
In summary, the bottom flange internal forces between section 6 and section 7 are 
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( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
6
2
6
2
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2 2
6
4 3 6
6
sin
2
3
sin
4 3 6
12
fx l i
fy fy
l
fz fz
l
fx fx
l
fy fz
fz fy l i
xN x x b n b c n
bD
V x V
nV x V x
b
c n
M x M x
b
nM x V x x
b
x c
M x V x x b n b c n
bD
α
α
 = − − + ⋅ ⋅ 
=
= −
= −
= − +
⋅  = − + − + ⋅ ⋅ 
 (2.59)
where 0 2x b≤ ≤  and is measured from section 6 to section 7 in the global X axis 
direction (see Figure 2.32(a)) and 
( )
( ) ( )
2
6 8
6
6 8
sin
4
4 2
sin
8
fy fy i
fz l i
fx fx i l
cV V n
D
b cV n n
c
M M c n b n
α
α
= −
= −
= − ⋅ − ⋅
 
The bottom flange internal forces between section 7 and section 8 are 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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( ) ( )( ) ( )
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( ) ( ) ( )
7
7
7
7
2
7 7
7 7
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tan
cos
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2cos
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2
fx fx i
fy fy i
i
fz fz
fx fx i
fy fz fy i
fz fy fz i
c x
N x N x n
D
c x
V x V x n
D
nV x V x
M x M x d x n
xM x V x M n
c x dM x V x M x x n
D
α
αα
α
α
α
α
αα
−= − ⋅
−= +
= +
= + −
= − + −
−  = − + + −  
 (2.60)
where ( )0 cos 2x c α≤ ≤  and x is measured from section 7 to section 8 in the global 
X axis direction (see Figure 2.32(b)). Substituting 2b  for x in Equation (2.59) 
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
7
2
7 8
7
2
7 8
7
7 8
3
6
sin
4
2
sin
8
4 3
sin
2 9
2 24
fx l i
fy fy i
fz i
fx fx i
fy l i
fz fy l i
bN b n c n
D
c
V V n
D
cV n
c
M M n
b bM n c n
b cbM V b n c n
D
α
α
α
= ⋅ − ⋅
= −
= −
= −
 = − + ⋅  
⋅= − − ⋅ − ⋅
 
2.4.3 Corrugation Torsion Solution 
From Equations (2.35) and (2.36) with 7 0wyM =  (or by doubling the value of 
lxV  from Equation (2.56) with / 2x b= ), the total shear at the web-flange interface 
along the longitudinal fold is 
 ( )3
3wl i l
bV c n b n
D
= ⋅ − ⋅  (2.61)
From Equation (2.43) and equation 8 82 0fx wxM M+ =  according to the discussion in 
Section 2.1.7, 
8c fyT V h=  
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Substituting 8fyV  into Equation (2.20), 
 ( )( )sinc wl r wi c
c
hT V h V L
L
α= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅  (2.62)
Substituting wlV  and wiV , 
2
4 3
cr
c i l
c
Lhh bT b c n n
D L
  = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅    
 
Now assume 
l in nλ= ⋅  
Then 
c iT C n= ⋅  
where 
2
4 3
cr
c
Lhh bC b c
D L
λ  = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅      
Then 
 
c
i
c
l
Tn
C
Tn
C
λ
=
= ⋅
 (2.63)
The corrugation torsion stiffness TcK  is determined by equating the external 
work W to the internal strain energy U. Section 2.1.3 shows that the most important 
component of the corrugation torsion strain energy is due to flange out-of-plane 
bending so that the strain energy due to the flange bending moment, fyUM , should be 
included in the expression of the internal strain energy. The flanges are treated as wide 
beams when bent about their weak axes. Other strain energy terms may include the 
strain energy due to the web vertical shear, wzUV ,  the strain energy due to the flange 
vertical shear, fzUV , and the strain energy due to the web in-plane normal force, wUP . 
These strain energy terms can be expressed as 
 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
2 2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
( , )
2
fy
fy
yf
wz
wz
w
fz
fz
f
w
w
M x
UM dx
EI
V x
UV dx
GA
V x
UV dx
GA
n x zUP dxdz
E t
ν−=
=
= ′
= ⋅
∫
∫
∫
∫∫
 (2.64)
where  
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5
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yf f f
w w
f f f
I b t
A D t
A b t
=
= ⋅
′ = ⋅
 
Note that the expression of wUP  consists of only 2 ( , )n x z  since 1( , )n x z  is zero 
according to Equations (2.53) and (2.54). Due to the symmetry conditions discussed 
previously, the strain energy for the flanges within the length of one corrugation is 
simply eight times of that of the bottom flange between section 6 and section 8. 
Similarly, the strain energy for the web within the length of one corrugation is four 
times of that of the web between section 6 and section 8. ( )fyM x , ( )wzV x  and ( )fzV x  
have been determined in Section 2.4.2. Substituting them into Equation (2.64) results 
in  
( ) ( )22 2 2 21 2 3
0
18
2
b d
fy
fy l l i i
yf yf
M x
UM dx B n B c n n B c n
EI EI
+
= = − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∫  
 ( )22 2 2 2 3 2
0
1 2 24
2 3 3 15
b d
wz
wz i i l l
w w
V x cUV dx b c n b c n n b n
GA GA
+
  = = + − ⋅ ⋅ +    ∫  (2.65)
( )22 2 2 2 3 2
0
1 1 18
2 2 6 3 15
b d
fz
fz i i l l
f f
V x b dUV dx c n b c n n b n
GA GA
+
  = = + − ⋅ ⋅ +  ′ ′   ∫  
where 
5 4
1
4 3 2 2
2
3 2 2 3
3
17 1
2520 72
1 1 1
30 12 36
1 1 1 1
24 8 12 60
B b b d
B b b d b d
B b b d b d d
= +
= + +
= + + ⋅ +
 
2 ( , )n x z  has been determined for a quarter of a longitudinal web fold and a quarter of 
an inclined web fold. Due to symmetry, the strain energy within the length of one 
corrugation is simply eight times larger 
2 22 2 2 2
0 0 0 0
41 1 28 8
2 2
D b D c
l
w i i
w w
n zUP x z dxdz n dx dz
E t b D E t D
⋅   = − ⋅ +   ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫  
where on the inclined fold, the integration is done along the local axis 1 direction. wUP  
turns out to be 
 2 2
9 3w l iw w
b D c DUP n n
E t E t
⋅ ⋅= +⋅ ⋅  (2.66)
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Now that the components of the strain energy has been expressed in terms of the 
section forces ln  and in , they are combined to express the total strain energy U within 
the length of one corrugation. Different combinations of the components were 
investigated in different solutions that were developed. For example, when only fyUM  
is considered, the solution is labeled as S1. The solutions to the corrugation torsion 
model, based on different strain energy components that were considered are: 
Solution S1: 
Solution S2: 
Solution S3: 
Solution S4: 
Solution S5: 
fy
fy wz
fy wz fz
fy wz fz w
fy fz
U UM
U UM UV
U UM UV UV
U UM UV UV UP
U UM UV
=
= +
= + +
= + + +
= +
 
 For each of the five solutions, the total strain energy has the form 
 2 21 2 3l l i iU A n A n n A n= − ⋅ +  (2.67)
where coefficients 1A , 2A  and 3A  are solution dependent. For example, when solution 
S4 is considered, 1A , 2A  and 3A  are defined as 
3 3
1
1
2 2
2
2
23
3
2
15 15 9
2
3 3
3 3
3 6 3
yf w f w
yf w f
yf w f w
B b b bDA
EI GA GA Et
B b bA c
EI GA GA
B b c b d cDA c
EI GA GA Et
= + + +′
 = + +  ′ 
 + += + + +  ′ 
 
Then, substituting ln  and in  from Equation (2.63), the total strain energy is  
( ) 221 2 3 2cTU A A A Cλ λ= − +  
The external work due to the torque for corrugation torsion cT  within the length of one 
corrugation is 
1
2c c
W T φ=  
where φ  is the relative twist over the length of one corrugation. The twist per unit 
length is 
cL
φφ′ =  
Assuming cT  is related to φ′  by  
c Tc Tc
c
T K K
L
φφ′= ⋅ =  
then 
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c c
Tc
T L
K
φ ⋅=  
The external work cW  can be rewritten as 
2
2
c
c c
Tc
LW T
K
=  
Letting cW U= , the corrugation torsion stiffness can be defined as 
 ( ) ( )
2
2
1 2 32
c
Tc
L CK
A A A
λ λ λ
⋅= − +  (2.68)
As discussed earlier, the corrugation torsion model omitted stresses that correspond to 
St. Venant torsion of the comparable FWG. Now including St. Venant torsion, the 
total torsional stiffness for a CWG under uniform torsion, TK , can be expressed as  
( )T Tc TfK K Kλ= +  
where TfK  is the uniform torsion stiffness of a comparable FWG which represents the 
St. Venant torsion stiffness of the CWG. The total torsional constant for a CWG under 
uniform torsion, cwJ , is defined as 
 Tcw
KJ
G
=  (2.69)
The total uniform torsion stiffness of a CWG based on the FE analysis is 
_T FE
TK φ= ′  
where T is the reaction torque of the CWG determined from the FE analysis results 
and φ′  is the twist per unit length. The parameter λ  is determined when the following 
equation is satisfied. 
 ( ) _Tc Tf T FEK K Kλ + =  (2.70)
As suggested in Section 2.3.3, the next step is to select a practical range of CWGs and 
determine the torsional resistance of all the selected cases based on FE analysis. Then 
λ  is determined for each case and the results are used in a regression analysis for λ . 
2.5 Practical Cases of CWGs for Torsional Analysis 
In this section, a range of practical CWGs are selected. These cases have 
identical top and bottom flanges and the nominal yield stress is assumed to be the 
same for the flanges and web. The approaches used to select a practical range of 
CWGs include: 
• Using a thin web and a high / wD t  ratio to take advantage of the high shear 
buckling resistance of corrugated webs. 
• Using compact flanges as is the case for most bridge girders. 
• Considering the issue of handling during fabrication and erection. 
Referring to existing CWGs and typical conventional steel I-girders for highway 
bridges, the following dimensions were selected: 
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300, 450 
250,300,375,450 
30,36.9 deg.
300, 400,500,600
25,30,35,40,45,50,55,60
1500, 2000, 2500
6,9
f
f
w
b mm
c mm
b mm
t mm
D mm
t mm
α
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
 
A computer program was written to combine these parameters and to select practical 
cases based on the following requirements 
 
( )
( )
( )
max
200 min 500,
sin / 2
0.308 0.382
2
sin / 2
12
2
2
2.5 5
1.0 1.2
sin 200
w w
f
y f y
f
f
f
f
f
D D
t t
b cE E
F t F
b c
t
D t
b
b
c
b c
α
α
α
  ≤ ≤      
+≤ ≤
+ ≤
+≤ ≤
≤ ≤
≥ +
 (2.71)
where ( )max/ wD t  is determined from Sause et al. 2003 
( )
1.5
max
1.7 ,
w yw w
D E b F
t F t
α β   =        
where 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
0.753
2
1 sin 3 1,
cos 1
F
b
c
β α βα β β α β β
β
 + +=  + +  
=
 
The first two limits depend on the steel nominal yield stress, which is taken as 485 
MPa (70 ksi). 136 cases satisfy these requirements and they are listed in Table 2.5. 
Properties of these selected cases are 
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( )
222 417
sin / 2
6.3 7.7
2
w
f
f
D
t
b c
t
α
≤ ≤
+≤ ≤
 
( )
2
2.7 4.4
1.0 or 1.2
213 sin 475
f
f
f
D t
b
b
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2.6 FE Analyses of Selected Cases and Corrugation Torsion 
Results 
The FE model used for the prototype CWG was discussed in Section 2.1.1. 
Table 2.1 shows that the element size of the model can be changed significantly 
without significantly changing the reaction torque. Model 62, model 63, and model 64 
show that with a relatively fine mesh for the flange, the reaction torque does not 
change when the number of elements for a web fold is increased from 4 to 8 in the 
local axis 1 direction. Similarly, model 71, model 72, and model 73 show that with a 
relatively fine mesh for the web, the reaction torque is nearly the same when the 
flange mesh is doubled in both the local axis 1 and local axis 2 directions. Similar 
studies for other CWGs showed similar findings. So the FE mesh (Model 63) selected 
in Section 2.1.1 for the prototype CWG was used for the FE analyses of all the cases 
shown in Table 2.5. 
The reaction torque, T, for each CWG and the reaction torque, fT , of the 
comparable FWG for each of the selected cases were determined and listed in Table 
2.5. In Section 2.4, five solutions to the corrugation torsion model were suggested 
based on different combinations of the strain energy components. First, case NC14 
and case NC70 were used to study the different solutions. For this purpose, the 
torsional stiffness of the comparable FWG is defined to be the result of FE analysis of 
the comparable FWG. 
_
f
Tf FE
T
K φ= ′  
where fT  is the reaction torque of the FWG determined from the FE analysis results 
and φ′  is the twist per unit length. λ  is determined when Equation (2.70) is satisfied. 
In general, there are two values of λ  which satisfy Equation (2.70), 1λ  and 2λ , where 
1λ  is the smaller of the two. To determine which λ  is the correct one, the flange out-
of-plane bending moment fyM  and the vertical shear force fzV  are determined using 
the corrugation torsion model and are compared with the FE analysis results. This 
comparison is made for each possible solution S1 through S5, described earlier in 
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terms of the strain energy components included, except for solution S4, for which no 
value of λ  was found that satisfy Equation (2.70). The comparisons of fyM  and fzV  
are made for the flange between section 6 and section 8 (see Figure 2.15) and are 
shown in Figure 2.33 and Figure 2.34. The calculated results compare more favorably 
with the FE results using 1λ  (Figure 2.33). The differences among the results of the 
different solutions are small. In particular, the results of solutions S1 and S5 are very 
close, so are the results of solutions S2 and S3, which indicates the effects of the 
flange vertical shear fzV  are small. Based on above comparisons, solution S2 with 1λ  
was considered to be the best solution. This solution considers the effects of flange 
out-of-plane bending moment fyM  and web vertical shear force wzV .  
In practice, the uniform torsion stiffness of a FWG is calculated from St. Venant 
torsion theory rather than FE analysis. Figure 2.35 shows a comparison of fyM  and 
fzV  for cases NC14 and NC70 from the FE analysis results and determined from the 
solution S2 corrugation torsion model. For the corrugation torsion model, 1λ  was 
determined using two different calculations. In one, the torsional stiffness of the 
comparable FWG, TfK , is determined from the FE analysis, labeled _Tf FEK . In the 
other, the torsional stiffness of the FWG is determined from St. Venant torsion theory, 
labeled _Tf SVK , which is defined as 
 _Tf SVK GJ=  (2.72)
where J is the uniform torsion constant for conventional I-girders defined as 
 3 32 1
3 3f f w
J b t Dt= +  (2.73)
Figure 2.35 shows that the results from the corrugation torsion model determined 
using _Tf SVK  are closer to the FE analysis results, especially near the maximum fyM  
of case NC14.  
This result was investigated using the data listed in Table 2.6, where _Tf FEK  
indicates when TfK  is from FE analysis and _Tf SVK  indicates when TfK  is from St. 
Venant torsion theory. cT  is the reaction torque for corrugation torsion determined as 
FE fT T− . cW  is the external work done by cT , equal to 2cT φ . _fy FEUM  is the strain 
energy from fyM  determined from the FE analysis results, as discussed in Section 
2.1.3. _fy calUM  is the strain energy from fyM  determined from Equation (2.64).  
For case NC14, when TfK  is from FE analysis, cW  is 7.87 kN-mm. _fy FEUM  is 
4.57 kN-mm, which is 58% of cW . _fy calUM  is 7.19 kN-mm, which is 91% of cW . For 
this case, the calculated fyM  is artificially increased by the assumption that the 
corrugation torsion resistance is mainly due to flange bending, and the calculated fyM  
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is significantly higher that the FE analysis results. When TfK  is from St. Venant 
torsion theory, fT , equal to 18683 kN-mm, is higher than the value from FE analysis, 
equal to 17735 kN-mm, which results in a smaller cT . The smaller cT  produces a 
smaller cW  (5.49 kN-mm), and a small _fy calUM  (5.04 kN-mm), which is much closer 
to _fy FEUM . Therefore, when TfK  is from St. Venant torsion theory, the calculated 
fyM  is much close to the FE analysis results. 
For case NC70, when TfK  is from the FE analysis, _fy calUM  is closer to 
_fy FEUM . However, when TfK  is from St. Venant torsion theory, both the calculated 
fyM  and fzV  are closer to the FE analysis results (see Figure 2.35). 
Based on above analyses, Solution S2 of the corrugation torsion model was used 
to determine λ  for all the selected cases. TfK  was determined from Equation (2.72). 
The resulting values of λ  are given in Table 2.5.  
2.7 Regression Analyses and Evaluation 
Regression analyses were performed to develop a function for the parameter λ  
of the corrugation torsion model. In addition, a study of the results in Table 2.5 
revealed that a relationship between the total reaction torque T and the reaction torque 
Tf  could be developed. Therefore a regression of the ratio fT T , where T  is 
determined from the FE analysis and Tf  is determined from St. Venant torsion theory 
was also conducted. fT T  indicates directly how much the torsional stiffness of a 
CWG is increased compared to that of the comparable FWG.  
The two regressions were performed using the TableCurve 3D program, which 
has the capacity of doing either ( )y f x=  type (2D) or ( ),z f x y=  type (3D) 
regression. A feature of this program is that it has a large number of built-in functions, 
and it can select the function based on the 2r  value.  
There are seven relevant CWG dimensions, which include the corrugation 
parameters , ,  and b c α , the flange width and thickness andf fb t , and the web depth 
and thickness  and wD t . λ  and the ratio fT T  can be functions of any of these 
dimensions or their combinations. λ  and fT T  were plotted against various parameter 
combinations. Some of these plots are shown in Figure 2.36. The regression 
parameters used in these figures are 
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It can be seen that when λ  or fT T  are plotted against either 3P  or 4P , the data 
points are neatly arrayed. Whether 3P  or 4P  is the better parameter will depend on 
the regression results.  
Two major branches can be observed on the fT T  versus P3 (or P4) plot. In 
Figure 2.37, λ  and fT T  are plotted against 4P  for the two different values of  b c  
and corrugation angle values used in the study. There are 66 cases with 1.0b c =  and 
70 cases with 1.2b c = . There are 70 cases with 30α =  and 66 cases with 
36.9 deg.α =  Clearly, the separation of the data on the fT T  versus P4 plot is mainly 
due to the corrugation angle. For the same corrugation angle, a further separation of 
the data is due to the different b c  values. No separation of data is observed for λ  
versus 4P .  
From above observations, a 2D regression is conducted for λ  as a function of 
either 3P  or 4P . Based on the 2r  value, the better regression turns out to be λ  versus 
4P  and the regression equation is 
 2
0.7284 0.0091981.329
44 PP
λ = − −  (2.75)
which gives an 2r  value of 0.94. Figure 2.38(a) shows the data points and the curve 
from Equation (2.75). 
A 3D regression is done for fT T  as a function of the corrugation angle α  and 
either 3P  or 4P . The better fit turns out to be fT T  versus 4P  and the regression 
equation is 
 
10.050450.02233 1.262
4f
T e
T P
α
−
− = + +    (2.76)
where the unit of the corrugation angle α  is radians. The regression equation gives an 
2r  value of 0.93. Figure 2.38(b) shows the data points and the corresponding curves 
from Equation (2.76).  
Next, the regression results presented above are evaluated. Equation (2.75) can 
be used to perform the following calculations: 
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• The corrugation torsion stiffness, TcK , using Equation (2.68). 
• The total CWG uniform torsion stiffness T Tf TcK K K= + . 
• The total CWG uniform torsion constant cw TJ K G= . 
• The total CWG uniform torsion reaction torque, TT K φ′= ⋅ . 
• The corrugation torsion reaction torque, c TcT K φ′= ⋅ . 
• The constant C and the normal section forces ln  and in  using Equation (2.63). 
• The CWG uniform torsion internal forces as formulated in Section 2.4.2. 
• The strain energy due to the internal forces as formulated in Section 2.4.3. 
Equation (2.76) can be used to perform the following calculations: 
• The total CWG uniform torsion stiffness, T Tf fK K T T= ⋅ . 
• The CWG uniform torsion reaction torque, f TfT T T K φ′= ⋅ .  
• The total CWG uniform torsion constant, cw TJ K G= . 
The evaluation of the regression results was made as follows: 
• The total CWG uniform torsion reaction torque T was calculated using the 
regressions results and was compared to the FE analysis results.  
• The internal forces were calculated for selected cases using the regression 
results for λ  and compared to the FE analysis results. 
As outlined above, the total CWG uniform torsion reaction torque T was 
calculated, calT , and compared to the FE analysis results, FET , in Figure 2.39 using an 
error term defined as 
100%FE cal
FE
T Terror
T
−= ×  
It can be seen that the error in the calculated total CWG uniform torsion reaction 
torque is very small. The error based on the λ  regression is from -2.1 to 2.6%. The 
error based on the fT T  regression is from -3.9 to 2.9%. 
In Section 2.6, the bottom flange stress resultants fzV  and fyM  were compared 
to the FE analysis results to identify the best solution for the corrugation torsion model. 
The comparisons were done for two cases, NC14 and NC70. Similar comparisons are 
made here using λ  from Equation (2.75). Figure 2.40 shows six calculated stress 
resultants for the bottom flange together with the FE analysis results for cases NC14 
and NC70. The calculated results are from Equation (2.59) and Equation (2.60). Due 
to symmetry, only the results between section 6 and section 8 (Figure 2.15) are shown. 
It can be seen that the calculated fyM  and fzV  are close to the FE results for case 
NC70, as is the calculated fyM  for case NC14. Other calculated internal forces do not 
compare very well with the FE results. 
In summary, the calculated total CWG uniform torsion reaction torques are very 
close to the FE analysis results. This indicates that the calculated total CWG uniform 
torsion stiffness _T Tc Tf SVK K K= +  is very close to the stiffness of the FE models. The 
regression equation for fT T  provides a convenient way to determine the total CWG 
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uniform torsion stiffness. Comparisons of the internal forces show that fyM  can be 
predicted very well, which is the most important stress resultant for corrugation 
torsion according to the kinematic study presented in Section 2.1.4. 
2.8 Summary 
In this chapter, FE models of the prototype CWG and the comparable FWG 
were developed. A FE mesh was selected through a mesh convergence test. FE 
analyses showed that the uniform torsion stiffness of a CWG is larger than that of the 
comparable FWG. This increased stiffness was investigated through a torsional 
deformation study and a strain energy study.  
Under uniform torsion, the flanges of CWGs are bent out-of-plane and the 
uniform torsion resistance from this mechanism was named corrugation torsion. Both 
a kinematic analysis and a simple static analysis based on the approach of Lindner and 
Aschinger (1990) were used to explain the corrugation torsion mechanism.  
Corrugation torsion was a very complicated problem, which was revealed by the 
internal force distributions from FE analysis. Static equilibrium formulations were 
developed which showed that corrugation torsion is a highly statically indeterminate 
problem. Based on the results of FE analysis, web section forces at the web-flange 
interface were assumed to reduce the degree of indeterminacy, and a corrugation 
torsion model was proposed. 
A static solution was developed by assuming a constant shear flow over the web 
depth. Internal forces for both the web and the flanges were derived. By equating the 
external work under uniform torsion attributed to corrugation torsion to the strain 
energy of the internal forces of the corrugation torsion model, a corrugation torsion 
stiffness was derived, which depends on an undetermined parameter λ . A solution for 
the corrugation torsion model was selected based on the comparisons of the calculated 
flange internal forces and the FE analysis results. 
A large number of CWGs with practical dimensions were selected. The reaction 
torque under an imposed twist for each CWG and the comparable FWG were 
determined from FE analyses. The parameter λ  was then determined for each case. A 
regression equation was developed for λ . The results were evaluated by comparing 
the calculated reaction torque and corresponding internal forces with the FE analysis 
results. A regression equation was also determined for the ratio of the CWG total 
reaction torque T to the FWG reaction torque fT , fT T , which directly indicates how 
much the torsional stiffness of a CWG is increased relative to that of a comparable 
FWG. 
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Table 2.1 Finite element meshes and reaction torques 
Flange Inclined fold Longitudinal fold 
Mesh 
 axis 1 axis 2 axis 1 axis 2 axis 1 axis 2 
Elements per 
corrugation 
Reaction 
torque 
(kN-mm) 
11 6 2 2 8 2 8 88 18930 
12 12 4 4 16 4 16 352 18230 
13 24 8 8 32 8 32 1408 18170 
14 30 10 8 32 8 32 1624 18160 
15 30 10 9 32 9 32 1752 18160 
16 48 16 8 32 8 32 2560 18160 
21 12 4 4 16 4 16 352 18230 
22 24 4 4 16 4 16 448 18200 
23 12 8 4 16 4 16 448 18220 
24 24 8 4 16 4 16 640 18200 
31 12 4 8 32 8 32 1120 18190 
32 24 8 8 32 8 32 1408 18170 
33 24 8 8 4+6+4 8 4+6+4 832 18170 
41 18 6 2 8 2 8 280 18340 
42 18 6 4 16 4 16 472 18210 
43 18 6 6 20 6 20 696 18190 
44 18 6 6 24 6 24 792 18190 
45 18 6 8 32 8 32 1240 18180 
51 24 8 2 12 2 12 480 18250 
52 24 8 4 12 4 12 576 18220 
53 24 8 6 12 6 12 672 18210 
54 24 8 8 12 8 12 768 18200 
61 24 8 2 12 2 12 480 18130 
62 24 8 4 12 4 12 576 18160 
63 24 8 6 12 6 12 672 18160 
64 24 8 8 12 8 12 768 18160 
71 12 4 6 12 6 12 384 18200 
72 18 6 6 12 6 12 504 18170 
73 24 8 6 12 6 12 672 18160 
91 24 8 2 12 2 12 480 18140 
92 24 8 4 12 4 12 576 18170 
93 24 8 6 12 6 12 672 18160 
94 24 8 8 12 8 12 768 18170 
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Table 2.2 Strain energy of a single corrugation with 50mm flange plate 
 Flanges (kN-mm) 
Inclined 
web fold 
(kN-mm) 
Longitudinal 
web fold 
(kN-mm) 
Total 
(kN-mm) 
% of totalU  
bU  18.12 0.01 0.00 18.13 40.7 
pU  0.01 0.88 0.14 1.03 2.3 
1tU  23.98 0.19 0.20 24.38 54.8 
2tU  0.01 0.38 0.57 0.96 2.2 
Total 42.13 1.46 0.91 44.50 100 
% of totalU  94.7 3.3 2.0 100  
 
Table 2.3 Strain energy of a single corrugation with 40mm flange plate 
 Flanges (kN-mm) 
Inclined 
web fold 
(kN-mm) 
Longitudinal 
web fold 
(kN-mm) 
Total 
(kN-mm) 
% of totalU  
bU  10.31 0.00 0.00 10.32 42.9 
pU  0.00 0.30 0.08 0.38 1.6 
1tU  12.61 0.19 0.20 13.00 54.1 
2tU  0.01 0.14 0.19 0.34 1.4 
Total 22.93 0.63 0.47 24.03 100 
% of totalU  95.4 2.6 2.0 100  
 
Table 2.4 Strain energy of a single corrugation with 20mm flange plate 
 Flanges (kN-mm) 
Inclined 
web fold 
(kN-mm) 
Longitudinal 
web fold 
(kN-mm) 
Total 
(kN-mm) 
% of totalU  
bU  1.49 0.00 0.00 1.50 41.9 
pU  0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.4 
1tU  1.66 0.19 0.20 2.05 57.5 
2tU  0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.3 
Total 3.15 0.20 0.22 3.57 100 
% of totalU  88.3 5.7 6.0 100  
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Table 2.5 CWG cases used for corrugation torsion solution 
b  c  α  fb  ft  D  wt  T  fT  Case 
(mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN-mm) (kN-mm) 
λ  
Solution S2 P3 P4 
1 300 250 30 400 30 1500 6 3341 2721 0.79 6.38 1.99 
2 300 250 30 400 35 1500 6 5184 4297 0.56 4.02 1.26 
3 300 250 30 500 40 1500 6 9421 7983 0.22 2.15 0.54 
4 300 250 30 500 40 2000 6 9403 7997 0.14 1.61 0.40 
5 300 250 30 500 40 2000 9 9677 8124 0.39 2.42 0.61 
6 300 250 30 600 45 1500 6 15660 13611 -0.32 1.26 0.26 
7 300 250 30 600 45 2000 6 15603 13625 -0.52 0.95 0.20 
8 300 250 30 600 45 2000 9 16016 13752 -0.07 1.42 0.30 
9 300 250 30 600 45 2500 6 15557 13638 -0.70 0.76 0.16 
10 300 250 30 600 45 2500 9 16034 13797 -0.12 1.13 0.24 
11 300 250 30 600 50 1500 6 21059 18656 -0.93 0.92 0.19 
12 300 250 30 600 50 2000 6 20961 18670 -1.32 0.69 0.14 
13 300 250 30 600 50 2000 9 21523 18797 -0.55 1.03 0.22 
14 300 250 30 600 50 2500 6 20881 18683 -1.68 0.55 0.11 
15 300 250 30 600 50 2500 9 21520 18842 -0.66 0.83 0.17 
16 300 250 36.9 400 35 1500 6 5962 4440 0.69 3.64 1.37 
17 300 250 36.9 500 40 1500 6 10706 8248 0.38 1.95 0.59 
18 300 250 36.9 500 40 2000 6 10662 8262 0.30 1.46 0.44 
19 300 250 36.9 500 40 2000 9 11039 8393 0.52 2.20 0.66 
20 300 250 36.9 500 45 1500 6 14843 11726 0.09 1.37 0.41 
21 300 250 36.9 500 45 2000 6 14754 11740 -0.06 1.03 0.31 
22 300 250 36.9 500 45 2000 9 15281 11871 0.27 1.54 0.46 
23 300 250 36.9 600 45 1500 6 17556 14063 -0.09 1.14 0.29 
24 300 250 36.9 600 45 2000 6 17443 14077 -0.28 0.86 0.21 
25 300 250 36.9 600 45 2000 9 18032 14208 0.09 1.29 0.32 
26 300 250 36.9 600 45 2500 6 17342 14091 -0.46 0.69 0.17 
27 300 250 36.9 600 45 2500 9 18015 14255 0.02 1.03 0.26 
28 300 250 36.9 600 50 1500 6 23463 19275 -0.51 0.83 0.21 
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Table 2.5 CWG cases used for corrugation torsion solution (continued) 
b  c  α  fb  ft  D  wt  T  fT  Case 
(mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN-mm) (kN-mm) 
λ  
Solution S2 P3 P4 
29 300 250 36.9 600 50 2000 6 23279 19289 -0.84 0.62 0.16 
30 300 250 36.9 600 50 2000 9 24102 19421 -0.27 0.94 0.23 
31 300 250 36.9 600 50 2500 6 23117 19303 -1.16 0.50 0.13 
32 300 250 36.9 600 50 2500 9 24042 19467 -0.39 0.75 0.19 
33 300 300 30 400 35 1500 6 4970 3965 0.86 6.14 2.30 
34 300 300 30 500 40 1500 6 9057 7366 0.59 3.29 0.99 
35 300 300 30 500 40 2000 6 9044 7378 0.53 2.47 0.74 
36 300 300 30 500 40 2000 9 9295 7495 0.74 3.70 1.11 
37 300 300 30 500 45 1500 6 12638 10472 0.24 2.31 0.69 
38 300 300 30 500 45 2000 6 12603 10484 0.13 1.73 0.52 
39 300 300 30 500 45 2000 9 12942 10602 0.45 2.60 0.78 
40 300 300 30 600 45 1500 6 15059 12559 0.14 1.93 0.48 
41 300 300 30 600 45 2000 6 15009 12571 -0.01 1.44 0.36 
42 300 300 30 600 45 2000 9 15390 12688 0.33 2.17 0.54 
43 300 300 30 600 45 2500 6 14963 12583 -0.15 1.16 0.29 
44 300 300 30 600 45 2500 9 15402 12730 0.28 1.73 0.43 
45 300 300 30 600 50 1500 6 20250 17213 -0.33 1.40 0.35 
46 300 300 30 600 50 2000 6 20161 17226 -0.59 1.05 0.26 
47 300 300 30 600 50 2000 9 20690 17343 -0.06 1.58 0.39 
48 300 300 30 600 50 2500 6 20078 17238 -0.84 0.84 0.21 
49 300 300 30 600 50 2500 9 20679 17385 -0.15 1.26 0.32 
50 300 300 36.9 400 35 1500 6 5870 4111 1.03 5.51 2.48 
51 300 300 36.9 500 40 1500 6 10577 7637 0.78 2.95 1.06 
52 300 300 36.9 500 40 2000 6 10541 7650 0.71 2.21 0.80 
53 300 300 36.9 500 40 2000 9 10894 7772 0.90 3.32 1.20 
54 300 300 36.9 500 45 1500 6 14673 10858 0.53 2.07 0.75 
55 300 300 36.9 500 45 2000 6 14597 10870 0.42 1.55 0.56 
56 300 300 36.9 500 45 2000 9 15097 10992 0.68 2.33 0.84 
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Table 2.5 CWG cases used for corrugation torsion solution (continued) 
b  c  α  fb  ft  D  wt  T  fT  Case 
(mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN-mm) (kN-mm) 
λ  
Solution S2 P3 P4 
57 300 300 36.9 600 45 1500 6 17355 13022 0.38 1.73 0.52 
58 300 300 36.9 600 45 2000 6 17253 13034 0.24 1.30 0.39 
59 300 300 36.9 600 45 2000 9 17826 13156 0.53 1.94 0.58 
60 300 300 36.9 600 45 2500 6 17151 13047 0.10 1.04 0.31 
61 300 300 36.9 600 45 2500 9 17802 13199 0.47 1.55 0.47 
62 300 300 36.9 600 50 1500 6 23185 17848 0.06 1.26 0.38 
63 300 300 36.9 600 50 2000 6 23013 17861 -0.18 0.94 0.28 
64 300 300 36.9 600 50 2000 9 23831 17982 0.23 1.42 0.43 
65 300 300 36.9 600 50 2500 6 22843 17874 -0.42 0.76 0.23 
66 300 300 36.9 600 50 2500 9 23759 18026 0.13 1.13 0.34 
67 450 450 30 500 40 1500 6 6301 4910 1.14 16.65 7.49 
68 450 450 30 500 40 2000 6 6309 4919 1.15 12.49 5.62 
69 450 450 30 500 40 2000 9 6441 4997 1.23 18.73 8.43 
70 450 450 30 500 45 1500 6 8844 6981 0.98 11.70 5.26 
71 450 450 30 500 45 2000 6 8852 6989 0.99 8.77 3.95 
72 450 450 30 500 45 2000 9 9016 7068 1.09 13.16 5.92 
73 450 450 30 600 50 1500 6 14386 11476 0.88 7.11 2.66 
74 450 450 30 600 50 2000 6 14388 11484 0.87 5.33 2.00 
75 450 450 30 600 50 2000 9 14631 11562 0.99 7.99 3.00 
76 450 450 30 600 50 2500 6 14378 11492 0.85 4.26 1.60 
77 450 450 30 600 50 2500 9 14649 11590 0.99 6.39 2.40 
78 450 450 30 600 55 1500 6 18883 15266 0.69 5.34 2.00 
79 450 450 30 600 55 2000 6 18879 15274 0.67 4.00 1.50 
80 450 450 30 600 55 2000 9 19205 15352 0.83 6.01 2.25 
81 450 450 30 600 55 2500 6 18856 15282 0.64 3.20 1.20 
82 450 450 30 600 55 2500 9 19214 15380 0.82 4.80 1.80 
83 450 450 36.9 500 45 1500 6 10463 7238 1.11 10.49 5.67 
84 450 450 36.9 500 45 2000 6 10470 7247 1.12 7.87 4.25 
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Table 2.5 CWG cases used for corrugation torsion solution (continued) 
b  c  α  fb  ft  D  wt  T  fT  Case 
(mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN-mm) (kN-mm) 
λ  
Solution S2 P3 P4 
85 450 450 36.9 500 45 2000 9 10698 7328 1.20 11.80 6.38 
86 450 450 36.9 500 50 1500 6 14104 9920 0.98 7.65 4.13 
87 450 450 36.9 500 50 2000 6 14107 9928 0.98 5.74 3.10 
88 450 450 36.9 500 50 2000 9 14415 10010 1.09 8.60 4.65 
89 450 450 36.9 600 50 1500 6 16897 11899 1.00 6.37 2.87 
90 450 450 36.9 600 50 2000 6 16895 11907 0.99 4.78 2.15 
91 450 450 36.9 600 50 2000 9 17256 11988 1.09 7.17 3.23 
92 450 450 36.9 600 50 2500 6 16870 11916 0.97 3.82 1.72 
93 450 450 36.9 600 50 2500 9 17266 12017 1.09 5.74 2.58 
94 450 450 36.9 600 55 1500 6 22096 15829 0.87 4.79 2.16 
95 450 450 36.9 600 55 2000 6 22083 15837 0.85 3.59 1.62 
96 450 450 36.9 600 55 2000 9 22586 15918 0.97 5.39 2.43 
97 450 450 36.9 600 55 2500 6 22035 15846 0.81 2.87 1.29 
98 450 450 36.9 600 55 2500 9 22579 15947 0.96 4.31 1.94 
99 450 375 30 400 35 1500 6 3557 2865 0.88 20.34 9.53 
100 450 375 30 500 40 1500 6 6551 5322 0.79 10.90 4.09 
101 450 375 30 500 40 2000 6 6558 5331 0.79 8.17 3.07 
102 450 375 30 500 40 2000 9 6705 5416 0.88 12.26 4.60 
103 450 375 30 500 45 1500 6 9188 7566 0.62 7.66 2.87 
104 450 375 30 500 45 2000 6 9192 7575 0.62 5.74 2.15 
105 450 375 30 500 45 2000 9 9375 7660 0.74 8.61 3.23 
106 450 375 30 600 45 1500 6 11031 9074 0.66 6.38 1.99 
107 450 375 30 600 45 2000 6 11032 9083 0.65 4.78 1.50 
108 450 375 30 600 45 2000 9 11233 9168 0.76 7.18 2.24 
109 450 375 30 600 45 2500 6 11027 9092 0.64 3.83 1.20 
110 450 375 30 600 45 2500 9 11256 9198 0.76 5.74 1.79 
111 450 375 30 600 50 1500 6 14919 12438 0.48 4.65 1.45 
112 450 375 30 600 50 2000 6 14913 12447 0.46 3.49 1.09 
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 Table 2.5 CWG cases used for corrugation torsion solution (continued) 
b  c  α  fb  ft  D  wt  T  fT  Case 
(mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN-mm) (kN-mm) 
λ  
Solution S2 P3 P4 
113 450 375 30 600 50 2000 9 15178 12531 0.61 5.23 1.63 
114 450 375 30 600 50 2500 6 14895 12455 0.43 2.79 0.87 
115 450 375 30 600 50 2500 9 15192 12562 0.60 4.19 1.31 
116 450 375 30 600 55 1500 6 19573 16546 0.27 3.49 1.09 
117 450 375 30 600 55 2000 6 19556 16555 0.23 2.62 0.82 
118 450 375 30 600 55 2000 9 19909 16639 0.42 3.93 1.23 
119 450 375 30 600 55 2500 6 19521 16563 0.18 2.10 0.66 
120 450 375 30 600 55 2500 9 19912 16670 0.40 3.14 0.98 
121 450 375 36.9 500 40 1500 6 7642 5499 0.92 9.88 4.45 
122 450 375 36.9 500 40 2000 6 7647 5508 0.93 7.41 3.34 
123 450 375 36.9 500 40 2000 9 7839 5596 1.00 11.12 5.01 
124 450 375 36.9 500 45 1500 6 10683 7817 0.81 6.94 3.13 
125 450 375 36.9 500 45 2000 6 10683 7827 0.81 5.21 2.34 
126 450 375 36.9 500 45 2000 9 10936 7914 0.90 7.81 3.52 
127 450 375 36.9 600 50 1500 6 17210 12850 0.69 4.22 1.58 
128 450 375 36.9 600 50 2000 6 17192 12859 0.67 3.16 1.19 
129 450 375 36.9 600 50 2000 9 17588 12947 0.78 4.74 1.78 
130 450 375 36.9 600 50 2500 6 17154 12869 0.63 2.53 0.95 
131 450 375 36.9 600 50 2500 9 17590 12978 0.77 3.80 1.42 
132 450 375 36.9 600 55 1500 6 22487 17094 0.55 3.17 1.19 
133 450 375 36.9 600 55 2000 6 22450 17104 0.51 2.38 0.89 
134 450 375 36.9 600 55 2000 9 22996 17191 0.65 3.56 1.34 
135 450 375 36.9 600 55 2500 6 22381 17113 0.46 1.90 0.71 
136 450 375 36.9 600 55 2500 9 22975 17223 0.63 2.85 1.07 
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Table 2.6 Comparisons of flange out-of-plane bending strain energy (kN-mm) 
NC14 NC70  
_Tf FEK  _Tf SVK  _Tf FEK  _Tf SVK  
TFE 20881 20881 8844 8844 
Tf 17735 18683 6597 6981 
Tc 3146 2198 2247 1863 
Wc 7.87 5.49 5.62 4.66 
UMfy_cal 7.19 5.04 5.36 4.47 
UMfy_FE 4.57 4.57 5.46 5.46 
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Figure 2.1 Prototype CWG bridge cross section (unit: mm) 
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Figure 2.2 Prototype CWG cross section and corrugation dimensions (unit: mm) 
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Figure 2.3 Definition of local and global axes and degrees of freedom 
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(a) Model 12 
 
 
(b) Model 33 
Figure 2.4 FE meshes studied for mesh convergence test 
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(c) Model 63 
Figure 2.4 FE meshes studied for mesh convergence test (continued) 
 
 
                                  
(a) Un-even intervals                                     (b) Even intervals 
Figure 2.5 Two cases of biased web meshes 
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of FWG and CWG uniform torsion deformations 
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of FWG and CWG uniform torsion stresses 
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of FWG and CWG uniform torsion deformations (end view) 
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Figure 2.9 Locations for flange vertical deflection comparisons 
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Figure 2.10 Comparisons of flange vertical deflections under uniform torsion 
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Figure 2.11 Flange out-of-plane deformations of CWG under uniform torsion 
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(a) Top view 
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(b) Side view 
Figure 2.12 Kinematics of corrugation torsion (Notation: I.F.-inclined fold; L.F.-
longitudinal fold) 
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(b) 
Figure 2.13 Simplified corrugation torsion model (Notation: I.F.-inclined fold; L.F.-
longitudinal fold) 
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Figure 2.14 Flanges modeled as simple beams 
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Figure 2.15 Numbering of cross sections (unit: mm) 
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Figure 2.16 Flange section force contour plots on a typical corrugation 
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Figure 2.16 Flange section force contour plots on a typical corrugation (continued) 
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Figure 2.16 Flange section force contour plots on a typical corrugation (continued) 
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Figure 2.16 Flange section force contour plots on a typical corrugation (continued) 
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(a) Section force SF1 
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(b) Section force SF3 
Figure 2.17 Section forces on bottom flange from sections 6 to 8 
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(c) Section force SF4 
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(d) Section moment SM1 
Figure 2.17 Section forces on bottom flange from sections 6 to 8 (continued) 
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(e) Section moment SM3 
Figure 2.17 Section forces on bottom flange from sections 6 to 8 (continued) 
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(b) Web 
Figure 2.18 Locations of section force studied  
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Figure 2.19 Web section force contour plots on a typical corrugation  
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Figure 2.19 Web section force contour plots on a typical corrugation (continued) 
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(a) Section force SF1 
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(b) Section force SF2 
Figure 2.20 Section force on web from section 6 to 8 
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(c) Section force SF3 
Figure 2.20 Section force on web from section 6 to 8 (continued) 
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Figure 2.21 Corrugated torsion stress resultants 
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Figure 2.22 Comparison of flange vertical shear at the center of inclined fold 
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(a) 
Figure 2.23 Calculating corrugation torsion stress resultants 
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Figure 2.23 Calculating corrugation torsion stress resultants (continued) 
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(a) Stress resultant fxN  
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(b) Stress resultant fyV  
Figure 2.24 Corrugation torsion flange stress resultants on a typical corrugation 
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(c) Stress resultant fzV  
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(d) Stress resultant fxM  
Figure 2.24 Corrugation torsion flange stress resultants on a typical corrugation 
(continued) 
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(e) Stress resultant fyM  
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(f) Stress resultant fzM  
Figure 2.24 Corrugation torsion flange stress resultants on a typical corrugation 
(continued) 
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(a) Stress resultant wzV  
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(b) Stress resultant wxM  
Figure 2.25 Corrugation torsion web stress resultants on a typical corrugation 
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(c) Stress resultant wyM  
Figure 2.25 Corrugation torsion web stress resultants on a typical corrugation 
(continued) 
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Figure 2.26 Corrugation torsion resistance mechanisms 
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(a) Free body A between section 6 and section 7 
Figure 2.27 Free bodies A and B 
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(b) Free body B between section 7 and section 8 
Figure 2.27 Free bodies A and B (continued) 
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Figure 2.28 Normal and shear section forces at the web-bottom flange interface within 
the length of one corrugation 
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(a) Forces acting on bottom flange within the length of one corrugation 
Figure 2.29 Proposed corrugation torsion model 
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(b) Bottom flange between sections 6 and 7 
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(c) Bottom flange between sections 7 and 8 
Figure 2.29 Proposed corrugation torsion model (continued) 
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(d) Web fold between sections 6 and 7 
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(e) Web fold between sections 7 and 8 
Figure 2.29 Proposed corrugation torsion model (continued) 
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Figure 2.30 Proposed corrugation torsion model solution analogy 
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(a) 
Figure 2.31 Web section force from corrugation torsion model 
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(c) 
Figure 2.31 Web section force from corrugation torsion model (continued) 
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Figure 2.32 Flange internal forces from corrugation torsion model 
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Figure 2.33 Mfy and Vfz from solutions with λ1 and FE analysis results 
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Figure 2.34 Mfy and Vfz from solutions with λ2 and FE analysis results 
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Figure 2.35 Effects of FWG uniform torsion stiffness 
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(a) Solution S2 λ  versus parameters 
Figure 2.36 λ and T/Tf versus various regression parameters 
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(b) fT T  versus parameters 
Figure 2.36 λ and T/Tf versus various regression parameters (continued) 
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Figure 2.37 Data points grouped by b/c ratios and corrugation angles
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Figure 2.38 Regression result for solution S2 λ and T/Tf 
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(b) Result from fT T  regression 
Figure 2.39 Evaluation of the total uniform torsion reaction torque 
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Figure 2.40 Comparison of internal forces calculated from regression results and FE analysis results 
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Figure 2.40 Comparison of internal forces calculated from regression results and FE analysis results (continued) 
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Figure 2.40 Comparison of internal forces calculated from regression results and FE analysis results (continued) 
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3 Lateral Torsional Buckling Under Uniform Bending 
Though uniform bending is not representative of the loading of actual bridge 
girders, for conventional steel I-girders, the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) strength 
under uniform bending serves as the basis for the LTB strength under other loading 
conditions. The LTB strength under other loading conditions is determined by 
modifying the LTB strength under uniform bending with a so-called moment gradient 
factor.  
The LTB strength of corrugated web girders (CWGs) under uniform bending 
(i.e., constant bending moment over the unbraced length) will be discussed in this 
chapter using the results of numerous finite element (FE) analyses. Both elastic and 
inelastic LTB strength will be studied. The scope of the study is limited to CWGs with 
identical top and bottom flanges, and trapezoidally corrugated webs. 
3.1 Elastic LTB and Weak Axis Moment of Inertia 
The classical expression for the elastic LTB moment for doubly symmetric I-
beams under uniform bending moment is assumed initially to be valid for a CWG. 
This assumption is verified later in this chapter. The classical expression is 
(Timoshenko and Gere 1963): 
 
2
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(3.1)
where bL  is the lateral unbraced length, TK  is the uniform torsion stiffness of the 
CWG, E is Young’s modulus for steel, equal to 200 kN/mm2 (29000 ksi), wI  is the 
warping torsion constant, and zI  is the moment of inertia of the cross section about its 
weak axis. As discussed in Chapter 2, TK  should include the effect of the corrugations, 
through the corrugation torsion resistance under uniform torsion. Assuming the cross 
section is thin walled, and neglecting any effect of the corrugations on wI , wI  equals 
2 2zfI h , where zfI  is the moment of inertia of each flange about its strong axis, and h 
is the distance between the flange centroids. 
Due to the corrugation geometry, the web is generally not in the center plane of 
the girder (the xz plane), which could increases the cross-section property, zI . 
However, as discussed in Section 1.7, the axial stiffness of the corrugations is assumed 
to be negligible. So the corrugated web does not carry axial normal stress. Therefore, 
neglecting the axial stiffness, but not the bending stiffness of the web, zI  can be 
determined as  
 3 31 1
6 12z f f w
I t b Dt= +  (3.2)
or by neglecting entirely the contribution of web, 3 6z f fI t b= . 
Finite element (FE) analyses of the LTB of CWGs under uniform bending were 
performed, as discussed later. Eight cases were selected from among the cases used for 
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the torsional analyses presented in Chapter 2 as follows. Table 3.1 shows the 
properties of the selected cases. Cases 53 and 116 are the two cases with the maximum 
and minimum error in the calculated CWG torsional resistance based on the λ  
regression described in Section 2.7. Cases 93 and 132 are the two cases with the 
maximum and minimum error in the calculated CWG torsional resistance based on the 
fT T  regression described in Section 2.7. Cases 14 and 70 are the two cases that were 
used to evaluate the regression results (Sections 2.7). Cases 9 and 88 are two randomly 
selected cases. 
To validate the above approach for determining zI  using FE analyses, the eight 
selected cases were modeled using the ABAQUS v6.3 FE simulation program. Ten 
corrugations are included in the model for each case, and the model is loaded laterally. 
Figure 3.1 shows the deformed shape of Case 70. The girder is supported at the web 
mid-depth nodes at the ends, nodes A and B. At the left end, the displacements of 
DOF 1 to 5 of node A are restrained, and at the right end, the displacements of DOF 2 
to 5 of node B are restrained. The displacements of the other nodes at each end cross 
section are related to those of the support node by using the “Kinematic Coupling” 
option in ABAQUS v6.3. At the mid span, a translation in the negative 2-axis 
direction is imposed on the web center node O. The displacements of DOF 2 of the 
other nodes on the cross section at the mid span are made equal to that of node O. 
Using beam theory, the deflection at mid span including the contribution of shear 
deformation should be  
 
3
48 4
sf PLPL
EI GA
δ = +  
where, P is the force at mid span, L is the span length, sf  is a factor related to the 
cross section shape, with a value of 1.2 for the rectangular cross section of the flanges, 
G is the shear modulus, equal to 76.9 kN/mm2 (11200 ksi),  2 fA A= , and fA  is the 
area of one flange. zI  can be estimated from the FE analyses by solving the above 
equation as follows  
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(3.3)
where FEδ  is the imposed displacement, FEP  is the corresponding force, and zFEI  is 
the result. A ratio of 0zFE zI I  is shown also in Table 3.1 where 0zI  is determined from 
Equation (3.2). It can be seen that 0zFE zI I  ranges from 1.001 to 1.01. The difference 
in zI  is so small that it is concluded that Equation (3.2) can be used to determine zI  
for a CWG. Also it is found that the web contribution is so small that it can be dropped 
from Equation (3.2). 0zFE zI I  versus r fh b  is plotted in Figure 3.2 and it can be seen 
that 0zFE zI I  increases slightly with an increases in r fh b . 
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3.2 FE Models for LTB Analysis 
FE models for the eight cases were developed using the optimized mesh 
developed for the torsional analyses described in Chapter 2 with several modifications. 
First, the 4-node element S4 was used instead of the 8-node element S8R, since 
nonlinear analyses were found to run much faster with element S4, and no significant 
difference in the results was observed. Second, end stiffeners are used on the end cross 
sections, as shown in Figure 3.3. The end stiffener prevents distortion of the end cross 
section and facilitates the transfer of transverse and vertical shear without local stress 
concentration. The thickness of the stiffener was determined from Equation 
(6.10.8.2.2-1) of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2000) assuming a 
full width stiffener. The stiffener is introduced by connecting its nodes to the 
corresponding nodes on the flanges and web at the end cross section. The uniform 
torsion reaction torque of the CWG with the end stiffeners was determined from the 
new FE model for the selected cases and compared to the results from the previous 
torsional analyses described in Chapter 2, and the difference in the reaction torque was 
negligible. 
The FE models were used for both elastic and inelastic LTB analyses. A series 
of models were created for each of the selected cases to cover a wide range of lateral 
unbraced lengths. The smallest model consists of 2 corrugations and the longest model 
consists of 30 corrugations. For the models in between these limiting cases, an 
increment of 2 corrugations was used. The FE mesh for the web and flanges is 
identical for each corrugation except at the ends, where the end stiffeners are included. 
The LTB analyses simulate a simply supported CWG braced laterally and 
torsionally at each end (only) and loaded with a concentrated bending moment, M, 
acting at each end producing uniform bending moment over the unbraced length. The 
FE model is supported at the web mid-depth nodes at the two ends, identified as node 
O in Figure 3.3. To simulate a simply supported boundary condition, the 
displacements of DOF 1 to 3 for node O are restrained at the left end and the 
displacements of DOF 2 and 3 for node O are restrained at the right end. To restrain 
twist of the ends, the transverse displacements of DOF 2 at the centroids of the top and 
bottom flanges (nodes A and B) are restrained at both ends.  
The concentrated moment, M, is applied at node O in the direction of DOF 5 
(see Figure 3.3). Assuming the corrugated web does not carry axial normal stress (see 
Section 1.7), the applied moment is carried only by the flanges. This is implemented in 
the FE model by constraining the axial displacement of DOF 1 of the flange nodes (i.e., 
in the direction of displacement U1 (the 1 direction)) to the displacement and rotation 
of node O. For node A at the centroid of the top flange, the constraint is 
 1 1 5
2A O O
hu u u= +  
where h is the distance between the flange centroids. A similar constraint is used for 
node B at the centroid of the bottom flange. The axial displacements of the other 
nodes on the flanges are related to the displacements of the flange centroids, assuming 
plane sections remain plane in each flange. For example, for an arbitrary node i on the 
top flange (see Figure 3.3),  
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A linear elastic isotropic material model, defined by a Young’s modulus of 200 
GPa (29000 ksi) and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was used for the elastic analyses. An 
isotropic plastic model using von Mises yield criteria with the isotropic hardening and 
the associated plastic flow rule was used for the inelastic analyses. The von Mises 
yield criteria is defined by providing a uniaxial stress-strain model. Both the elastic-
perfectly-plastic stress-strain model and the realistic stress-strain model based on 
coupon test data were used, as discussed later. 
The shell element available in ABAQUS v6.3 uses a plane stress constitutive 
assumption. The von Mises yield criterion for a nonlinear hardening material is 
defined as (Salem 2004) 
 ( )e y psf σ σ ε= −  (3.4)
where psε  is the equivalent plastic strain and ( )y psσ ε  is the yield stress as a function 
of the equivalent plastic strain, which increases if strain hardening occurs. eσ  is the 
effective stress, the so-called Mises stress in ABAQUS v6.3, defined as 
 2 2 211 22 11 22 123eσ σ σ σ σ σ= + − ⋅ +  (3.5)
The material is elastic when 0f <  and is yielded when 0f = . 
3.3 Elastic Buckling Analyses 
Equation (3.1) provides the theoretical elastic LTB strength for a simply 
supported beam under a uniform moment. For other boundary and loading conditions, 
the common practice is to modify Equation (3.1) using ideas such as an equivalent 
lateral unbraced length and a moment gradient factor. Further modifications are also 
made to account for inelastic buckling, residual stresses, and geometric imperfections. 
The present study uses the same approach to establish the LTB strength of CWGs. The 
elastic LTB strength governs the LTB strength of girders with long lateral unbraced 
lengths. For girders with small or intermediate lateral unbraced lengths, the LTB 
strength is reduced by inelastic behavior and initial imperfections (including both 
geometric imperfections such as initial sweep and twist, and material imperfections 
such as residual stresses). This section describes linear elastic buckling analysis results 
obtained using the eigenvalue buckling analysis option (Buckle) in the ABAQUS v6.3 
FE simulation program. 
The elastic buckling analysis results will be presented for the FE models of case 
NC70. The elastic buckling analyses were conducted with the magnitude of the 
applied moment equal to the plastic moment pM  of the CWG. The resulting 
eigenvalue from the analysis is the ratio of cr pM M , where crM  is the buckling 
moment from the elastic buckling analysis. pM  is calculated neglecting the 
contribution of web as 
p f yM A hσ=  
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where fA  is the area of one flange and yσ  is the yield stress of the steel. Figure 3.4 
plots the lowest eigenvalue from the eigenvalue analyses (i.e., normalized elastic 
buckling moment cr pM M ) versus the lateral unbraced length for case NC70. The 
plot is truncated at cr pM M= . As expected, crM  decreases with an increase in lateral 
unbraced length. 
The eigenvector associated with the lowest eigenvalue provides the elastic 
buckled shape. The buckled shapes for case NC70 are shown in Figure 3.5 to Figure 
3.7 for different lateral unbraced lengths, given by the number of corrugations in the 
FE model (i.e., in the unbraced length). The end stiffeners are not shown for clarity in 
these figures. Figure 3.5 shows the buckled shape of case NC70 with two corrugations. 
It can be seen that there is no lateral displacement. The top flange (in compression) 
buckles upward and downward in alternate directions. This buckled shape is a local 
buckling shape. The maximum displacement is at the center of the longitudinal folds.  
Figure 3.7 shows the buckled shape of case NC70 with six corrugations, which 
includes top flange lateral displacement, and cross section twist. This buckled shape is  
a LTB shape. The lateral displacement and twist are maximum at the mid span. The 
same buckled shape is observed for FE models with longer lateral unbraced lengths. 
Figure 3.6 shows the buckled shape of case NC70 with four corrugations. This 
shape is a combination of flange local buckling and LTB. For this particular shape, the 
maximum displacement is from flange local buckling. 
Flange local buckling controls when the unbraced length is short (two 
corrugations in this case). LTB controls when the unbraced length is long (six 
corrugations and more in this case). A combination of flange local buckling and LTB 
is also possible for short unbraced lengths (four corrugations in this case). It is found 
that these results are typical for the eight cases that were studied. 
3.4 Nonlinear Finite Element Analyses 
Incremental nonlinear inelastic load deflection analyses were conducted using 
the ABAQUS v6.3 FE simulation program to determine the inelastic LTB strength of 
CWGs. The modified Riks method available in ABAQUS v6.3 was used for the 
nonlinear analyses. Geometric imperfections, residual stresses, geometric and material 
nonlinearity were included as described in the following subsections. 
3.4.1 Initial Geometric Imperfection 
The elastic and inelastic LTB strength of conventional I-girders is known to 
depend on the initial geometric imperfection in the girder (Trahair and Bradford 1998). 
The incremental nonlinear load deflection analyses used here to determine the inelastic 
LTB strength of CWGs require initial geometric imperfection be added to the FE 
model geometry. Elastic buckled shapes are often scaled and added to the perfect 
geometry of an FE models to create an initial geometry with imperfection. This 
approach is studied using case NC70, with an unbraced length of 14 corrugations 
(NC70C14). The first three elastic buckling modes for NC70C14 are shown in Figure 
3.8. All three modes are LTB mode shapes.  
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Table 3.2 shows the models investigated to study the imperfection shape for 
case NC70C14. The elastic buckled shape for model NC70C14 is scaled so the 
maximum top flange lateral displacement is 1000L  and is used as the initial 
imperfection for model NC70C14EM1, where L is the unbraced length. For model 
NC70C14COM1, the elastic buckled shape for mode 1 is scaled so the maximum top 
flange lateral displacement is 1000L  and the shape for mode 2 is scaled so the flange 
displacement is 2000L  and the two shapes are combined and used as the initial 
imperfection. The first three elastic buckled shapes are combined and used as the 
initial imperfection for model NC70C14COM2, where the first three modes are scaled 
to produce flange displacements of 1000L , 2000L  and 3000L , respectively. The 
lateral displacements along the top flange centerline for the three initial imperfection 
models are shown in Figure 3.9. Comparing the maximum lateral displacement of the 
three initial imperfections, it can be seen that the largest is from model 
NC70C14COM2 and the smallest is from model NC70C14EM1. 
Nonlinear load deflection analyses were performed on FE models of NC70C14 
using the three different imperfection shapes. An elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain 
model was used and residual stresses were not considered. The moment ( pM M ) 
versus left end rotation for the three analyses is plotted in Figure 3.10. The peak values 
of M, crM , are taken as the LTB strength and listed in Table 3.2. It can be noted that 
even though the maximum values of the compression flange lateral displacement from 
mode combination 1 and model combination 2 are much larger than that from the 
elastic buckling mode 1, the moment-rotation curves are nearly the same and so are 
the peak values of M. If the maximum values of the compression flange lateral 
displacement from the three imperfection patterns are made equal, the imperfection 
pattern from the elastic buckling mode 1 would be more critical. 
The brief study of case NC70C14 showed that the lowest buckling mode shape 
can be used to provide an effective initial imperfection. However, Figure 3.5 and 
Figure 3.6 show that the lowest buckling mode may not be a LTB mode when the 
lateral unbraced length is small. For case NC70, it was observed that the lowest 
buckling mode is a flange local buckling (FLB) mode for the model with two 
corrugations (NC70C2) and a combination of FLB and LTB for the model with four 
corrugations (NC70C4). For the nonlinear LTB study, an initial imperfection shape 
similar to a LTB shape is needed for models with a small lateral unbraced length to 
enforce a LTB failure.  
ABAQUS v6.3 can also use the deformed geometry from an elastic static 
analysis as an initial geometric imperfection for a subsequent nonlinear load deflection 
analysis. Therefore elastic static analyses were used to generate geometric 
imperfection shapes that resemble LTB mode shapes. In these elastic analyses, a 
lateral displacement (U2) of 1.0 was applied at the center of the top flange. For the 
bottom flange, two displacement conditions were investigated. First, when the center 
of the bottom flange is displaced laterally half as much as the top flange, the 
imperfection shape is labeled “SD1”. Second, when the bottom flange has no lateral 
displacement, the imperfection shape is labeled “SD2”. Table 3.3 lists the models 
investigated to study alternate initial geometric imperfections for nonlinear load 
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deflection analyses. Models with 6 corrugations (NC70C6) and 14 corrugations 
(NC70C14) were studied. It can be seen that for the imperfection shape based on the 
elastic buckling mode 1, labeled “EM1”, the lateral displacement at the center of the 
bottom flange is between that of imperfection shapes SD1 and SD2. 
Figure 3.11 shows the three initial geometric imperfection shapes for NC70C6. 
It can be seen that imperfection shape SD2 is similar to imperfection shape EM1. The 
results for NC70C14 are similar and are not shown. These initial geometric 
imperfections were included in nonlinear load deflection analyses, and the moment 
versus end rotation plots are shown in Figure 3.12. It can be seen that the moment 
versus end rotation curves are very close for the three initial imperfection shapes for 
both NC70C6 and NC70C14. The peak moments are listed in Table 3.3 and it can be 
seen that the peak moment for imperfection shape SD2 is closer to that for 
imperfection shape EM1. From these results, it was decided to use the imperfection 
shape SD2 as the initial geometric imperfection for models with small lateral unbraced 
lengths as well as models with longer lateral unbraced lengths in the remaining studies. 
Figure 3.4 shows the normalized LTB strength for case NC70 determined from 
nonlinear load deflection analyses using imperfection shape SD2, together with results 
from the elastic buckling analyses. The LTB strength is defined as the peak moment, 
crM , from the nonlinear load deflection FE analyses. It can be seen that the LTB 
strength, crM , approaches pM  when the lateral unbraced length decreases and it 
approaches the elastic LTB strength when the lateral unbraced length increases. 
3.4.2 Effects of Flange Local Buckling 
All the cases listed in Table 3.1 have compact flanges so that the LTB strength is 
not expected to be affected by flange local buckling (FLB). The compact slenderness 
limit for CWG is proposed by Sause et al. (2003) as 
0.382fp
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where the flange slenderness ratio is defined as 
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Figure 3.13 shows that for a CWG, the unsupported width of the top flange 3b  is 
larger than that of a conventional I-girder 1b . The above flange slenderness ratio is 
based on 2b  which is the average of 1b  and 3b . This slenderness ratio considers the 
supporting effects of the two inclined folds. 
For a girder with a medium or short unbraced length, the deformed shape from a 
nonlinear load deflection analysis after the peak moment is reached is usually as 
shown in Figure 3.14. It can be seen that the top flange deformation is a combination 
of lateral bending and flange local distortion. The flange local distortion occurs to the 
left of mid span since at this location there is a large unsupported flange area and the 
combined compression of the girder primary bending and top flange lateral bending is 
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large. This deformed shape suggests that the LTB strength may be affected by flange 
local buckling. 
To investigate this possibility, case NC93 is studied since among the selected 
cases it has the highest slenderness ratio in terms of both 2 2 fb t  and 3 2 fb t , and it 
may be more vulnerable to FLB than the other cases. Since the top flange is under 
greater compression for a girder with a short unbraced length, FLB is more likely. The 
shortest unbraced length considered in the study of LTB strength is two corrugations 
(i.e., model NC93C2). If flange local buckling is not a concern for NC93C2, it should 
not be a concern for girders with longer unbraced lengths. For this study an elastic-
perfectly-plastic material is used and effects of residual stress are not considered. 
The moment versus left end rotation from the nonlinear load deflection analysis 
of NC93C2 is plotted in Figure 3.15 where the moment has been normalized by pM . 
The peak moment (at increment 6 or inc6) and 90% of the peak moment (at increment 
19 or inc19) post-peak are identified on the plot. The deformed shapes corresponding 
to these two points are shown in Figure 3.16 with a scale factor of 10. It can be seen 
that there is no visible flange plate distortion at the peak moment and a slight lateral 
bending of the top flange is observed. At 90% of the peak moment post-peak, both the 
top flange plate bending and top flange lateral bending deformations are clearly visible. 
For convenience in discussing these deformations, the directions defined in 
Figure 3.17 are used. The locations of maximum flange plate bending and flange 
lateral bending can be determined by checking the bending curvatures. The flange 
plate bending curvature is defined as 
US LS
p
ft
ε εφ −=  
where USε  and LSε  are the axial strain on the upper surface (US) and lower surface 
(LS) respectively, and ft  is the flange thickness. The flange lateral bending curvature 
is defined as 
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where NMSε  and SMSε  are the axial strain on the middle surface (MS) on the north side 
(N) and south side (S) of the top flange. ipb  is the distance between the location of 
N
MSε  
and SMSε  as shown in Figure 3.18. The axial strains are taken from the element 
integration points closest to the flange edges, which are shown in Figure 3.18 as small 
crosses. The calculated curvatures show that at the peak (inc6) the locations of 
maximum flange plate bending and maximum flange lateral bending coincide and are 
identified on Figure 3.18 as L1. L2 is a location which is symmetric to L1 about the 
mid span. 
The flange plate bending at L1 is studied in Figure 3.19 where moment is 
plotted versus the axial strain. The time of peak moment is identified by a small circle 
in the figure. It can be seen that on the south side (Figure 3.19(a)), the strain on the 
upper surface is compressive during the analysis while the strain on the lower surface 
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reverses soon after the peak and eventually becomes tensile due to the growth of 
flange plate bending. On the north side (Figure 3.19(b)), the strains on both surfaces 
begin to reverse right before the peak due to flange lateral bending. The strain on the 
lower surface eventually becomes tensile while the strain on the upper surface reverses 
again, as the effects of flange plate bending exceed the effects of flange lateral 
bending late in the analysis. 
Figure 3.19(c) also shows that the flange plate bending curvature on the south 
side is much larger than that on the north side near the end of the analysis which is 
consistent with the deformation shown in Figure 3.16. Figure 3.19(d) shows that 
flange plate bending on the south side began to grow faster beginning at increment 4 
(inc4). The thick dashed line in Figure 3.19(d) shows the flange plate bending 
curvature under girder primary bending when plane sections are assumed to remain 
plane. It can be seen that even in the early stages of the analysis, the flange plate 
bending curvature is larger than that caused by girder primary bending, which 
indicates that flange plate bending exists from the beginning of loading. 
The middle surface axial strains on the south and north side at cross section L1 
are shown in Figure 3.20(a). These strains are not influenced directly by flange plate 
bending. The strain on the south side becomes nonlinear at inc4 and increases faster 
from inc5. The strain on the north side begins to reverse at inc5 and eventually 
becomes tensile. The flange lateral bending curvature at this cross section is shown in 
Figure 3.20(b). It can be seen that flange lateral bending exists from the beginning of 
loading and grows linearly until inc4.  
The above observations suggest that the failure mode shown in Figure 3.16 is 
due to the combined effects of girder primary bending, top flange lateral bending, and 
top flange plate bending. The combined effects of girder primary bending and flange 
lateral bending cause the south side of the top flange to be under greater compression, 
especially at areas close to the mid span. At the same time, the shaded area shown in 
Figure 3.21 has a larger unsupported area so that this area is more vulnerable to flange 
local distortion and local buckling, and flange local distortion is observed in this area 
as shown in Figure 3.16. It can be seen from Figure 3.19(a) that the strain on the lower 
surface at the south side did not begin to reverse until inc13 which is well beyond the 
peak moment at inc6. This means the effects of flange lateral bending are dominant 
until inc13. 
Figure 3.22 shows a schematic plot of the area of yielding of the top flange at 
cross section L1. For each increment, there are three layers which represent the lower, 
middle and upper surfaces. On each layer, there are sixteen blocks from left to right 
which represent the sixteen integration points from the south side to the north side of 
the flange cross section. It can be seen that at inc5, a significant portion of the top 
flange has yielded. The yielding reduces the resistance to both flange lateral bending 
and flange plate bending so that both curvatures grow much faster from inc5 as shown 
in Figure 3.19(d) and Figure 3.20(b). At the peak (inc6), more than half of the top 
flange has yielded. After the peak, the flange lateral bending continues to grow and to 
maintain equilibrium, the applied moment is reduced. The yielded area slowly grows 
towards the north side of the flange and reaches a maximum at inc11. The growth of 
flange local distortion at the south side eventually causes the axial strain on the lower 
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surface to begin to reverse from inc13, causing the stress state on the bottom surface to 
fall within the yield surface and become elastic seen in the plot for inc14 in Figure 
3.22.  
Another indication of flange local buckling is the development of both St. 
Venant torsion and warping torsion stresses on the flange cross section as described by 
Salem (2004). The von Mises yield criterion (Equation (3.4)) indicates that when the 
stress state stays on the yield surface, at locations where these torsion-induced shear 
stresses S12 are large and the transverse normal stress S22 does not change, the axial 
normal stress S11 is reduced, which may cause the compression flange to carry less 
compression force and thus cause unloading.  
The cross-section identified as L3 in Figure 3.18 is where the largest in-plane 
shear stress on the top surface was observed, along the south side of the flange. Figure 
3.23 shows S12 and S11 at the south side of flange cross section L3. S12 is plotted 
versus S11 together with the von Mises yield surface in Figure 3.23 where S12 and 
S11 are normalized by the yield stress, yσ . The von Mises yield surface 0f =  
(Equation (3.4)) is plotted in the S12-S11 plane by assuming the transverse normal 
stress S22 is zero. The FE analysis results show that all three surfaces at this location 
yield at inc5 and elastic unloading from the yield surface does not occur. On the upper 
and lower surfaces, the stress state deviates slightly from the yield surface because of 
the existence of the transverse normal stress S22 at this location. More importantly, 
the shear stress S12 causes a reduction of the axial normal stress S11. On the upper 
surface (Figure 3.23(a)) the shear stress reaches the shear yield stress and the axial 
normal stress eventually reverses to tension. The normalized axial normal stress and 
shear stress on the three surfaces are listed in Table 3.4. It can be seen that at inc7, 
which passed the peak (inc6), S12 reached 12% and 11% of shear yield stress yτ  on 
the upper and the lower surfaces respectively, but S11 is still at 99% and 100% of yσ . 
These results indicate that the shear stress does not cause enough reduction in the axial 
normal stress to significantly impact the total axial force in the flange.   
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the peak moment for 
NC93C2 is reached when the girder is subject to the combined action of primary 
bending and flange lateral bending which grows from the initial imperfection. Some 
flange plate bending is present, but the peak moment, which represents the LTB 
strength, is not affected significantly by flange local buckling or flange local distortion.  
3.4.3 Stress-Strain Models 
The preliminary nonlinear load deflection analyses above have used a simple 
elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain model. Since the post yield stress-strain behavior 
may influence the LTB strength of a CWG, more accurate material models based on 
coupon test data are developed in this section. Abbas (2003) tested tensile coupons 
made from HPS 485W high performance steel. The tensile coupons were plate type 
specimens according to ASTM E8M-00 with a gage length of 200 mm. 22 tensile 
coupons were tested including 16 coupons from 6 mm thick plate, 2 coupons from 20 
mm thick plate and 4 coupons from 50 mm thick plate. It was found that the stress-
strain curves from coupons with the same thickness are similar. Stress-strain curves 
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from coupons with different thickness may be different. Typical stress-strain curves 
for different thickness coupons are shown in Figure 3.24. The flange thickness for the 
selected cases listed in Table 3.1 range from 40 to 55 mm and the web thickness is 
either 6 or 9 mm. Since the stress-strain curve seems mainly affected by plate 
thickness, the flange material properties for the present study are based on 50 mm 
coupon tests and the web material properties are based on 6 mm coupon tests. 
Figure 3.25(a) shows four stress-strain curves from the 50 mm coupon tests. 
Using coupon F6-L24 for 50 mm thick plate as an example, the procedures used to 
construct a stress-strain model from the coupon test data are illustrated. The stress-
strain model is the same as that used by Salem (2004) and is shown in Figure 3.26. 
The stress-strain model is linear up to point A, and after point A the curve begins to 
soften. Point C marks the 0.2% offset stress (defined as the yield stress) and the 
corresponding strain. Point B is selected to be at a stress equal to the average of the 
stress at points A and C. Point D marks the start of strain hardening. Point F marks the 
ultimate stress. Point E is selected to be at a stress equal to the average of the stress at 
points D and F. After point F, necking begins and the stress and strain are not uniform 
over the gage length. The stress-strain behavior after necking is not included in the 
model. 
The transition zone between points A and C is defined by the function bt ty a x= ⋅  
where the origin is at point C as shown in Figure 3.26. The stress and strain at points 
A and B are used to calculate the parameters a and b  
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Similarly, the transition zone between points D and F is defined by the function 
d
u uy c x= ⋅  where the origin is at point F as shown in Figure 3.26. The stress and strain 
at points D and E are used to calculate c and d in a manner similar to a and b above. 
For coupon F6-L24, the transition curve from A to C is thus defined as 
37 13.668.162 10t ty x= ⋅ ⋅  
and the transition curve from D to F is defined as 
4 2.5584.817 10u uy x= ⋅ ⋅  
Figure 3.27 shows the stress-strain curves from the coupon test and from the model for 
F6-L24. It can be seen that the two curves compare very well. 
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The stress-strain data from the coupon tests and the stress-strain model are 
engineering stress engσ  and strain engε . The finite elements used in the ABAQUS FE 
models require the uniaxial stress-strain data in measures of true stress trσ  and true 
strain trε  (also called natural strain or logarithmic strain). The engineering stress and 
strain can be converted to true stress and strain using 
 
( )
( )
1
ln 1
tr eng eng
tr eng
σ ε σ
ε ε
= +
= +  (3.7)
The natural plastic strain is defined as 
pl tr
tr tr E
σε ε= −  
which together with the true stress defines the plastic behavior of the material. The 
true stress-strain curve based on the stress-strain model for coupon F6-L24 is also 
shown in Figure 3.27. It can be seen that the true stress is larger than the engineering 
stress while the true strain is smaller than the engineering strain. The true stress is 
increasing even within the so-called “yield plateau”. Since the yield plateau ends at a 
strain of about 1%, at this point the true stress is only 1% larger than the engineering 
stress based on Equation (3.7). So for practical purposes, an elastic-perfectly-plastic 
material can be used if the strain is expected to be small. 
The above procedures were performed for all of the coupon tests. The results for 
the 50 mm coupon tests are listed in Table 3.5. Similar results for the 6mm coupon 
tests are listed in Table 3.6. The material model used later is based on the average of 
the coupon tests, so the stresses and strains at the six points in the stress-strain model 
were averaged, and then the transitions between points A and C and between points D 
and F were determined based on the averaged values. The data for the average stress-
strain model based on the four 50 mm coupons are listed in Table 3.5. Figure 3.28(a) 
show the average stress-strain model together with the coupon test results for the 50 
mm plate. The details from the beginning of softening to the beginning of strain 
hardening are shown in Figure 3.28(b). It can be seen that the average stress-strain 
model is a good representation of all the test stress-strain curves. 
Since the yield stress of the average stress-strain model is likely different from 
the nominal yield stress ( ynσ ) of HPS 485W steel, the last step in developing the 
model for use in the FE analyses is to shift the average stress-strain model so that its 
yield stress is equal to the nominal yield stress (485 MPa). As illustrated in Figure 
3.29, the six characteristic points are shifted to new positions and labeled as A′  to F ′ . 
The stress and strain of point C′  are 
'
' 0.2%
C yn
yn
C E
σ σ
σε
= = +
 
where E is the nominal Young’s modulus. For point A′ , 
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where the ratio of Aσ ′  and Cσ ′  is the same as the ratio of Aσ  and Cσ . For point B′ , 
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where the ratio of Bε ′  and Cε ′  is the same as the ratio of Bε  and Cε . For point D′ , 
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where the ratio of Cσ ′  and Fσ ′  is the same as the ratio of Cσ  and Fσ . For point E′ , 
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For points D′  through F ′ , the strain is kept unchanged. The resulting nominal 
stress-strain model for the 50 mm plate is shown in Figure 3.30(a). It can be seen that 
the average stress-strain curve from the coupon tests has been shifted downward to get 
the nominal stress-strain curve.  
The true stress and natural plastic strain from the nominal stress-strain model are 
used to define the steel material properties of the flange plates in the FE models for the 
selected cases listed in Table 3.1. The discrete points in the true stress versus natural 
plastic strain curve used in the FE analyses are listed in Table 3.7. 
The nominal stress-strain model for the web plate was obtained similarly based 
on the 6 mm coupon tests. Figure 3.25(b) shows five stress-strain curves from the 6 
mm coupon tests. It can be seen that there is no yield plateau for the 6 mm plate. Since 
there is no yield plateau, points C and D become one point in the stress-strain model 
shown in Figure 3.26. The stresses and strains of the characteristic points of the five 
coupons are identified and listed in Table 3.6 together with the average and nominal 
stress-strain data. The average and nominal stress-stress models for the 6 mm plate are 
shown in Figure 3.30(b). It can be seen that for the 6 mm plate, the average stress-
strain curve has been shifted upward to get the nominal stress-strain curve. The 
discrete points in the true stress versus natural plastic strain curve for the web used in 
the FE analyses are also listed in Table 3.7. 
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For the end stiffeners of the FE models, an elastic-perfectly-plastic material 
model with a nominal yield stress of 485 MPa was used. 
3.4.4 Residual Stresses Based on Test Data 
Residual stresses are introduced during the cooling of a hot-rolled or welded 
steel member. Flame-cutting will also introduce residual stresses. The residual stresses 
are introduced by shrinkage of the late-cooling areas of the member, which induces 
residual compressive stresses in the early-cooling areas. These compressive stresses 
are equilibrated by tensile stresses in the late cooling areas. Figure 3.31 shows the 
typical residual stresses in a center-welded hot-rolled plate and hot-rolled plate with 
flame-cut edges. It is known for conventional I-girders that the LTB strength is 
decreased due to the presence of residual stresses, especially for I-girders that fail by 
inelastic LTB, as shown in Figure 3.32. The LTB strength of CWGs will also be 
reduced by residual stresses. The effects of residual stresses will be investigated in this 
section. It is assumed that the flange plate is flame-cut, which is typical practice in the 
fabrication of welded bridge girders. Alpsten and Tall (1970) concluded that the 
residual stresses in a component plate are a complex superimposed pattern due to: 
• Residual stresses from the cooling of the original hot-rolled plate. 
• Residual stresses from flame-cutting the plate. 
• Residual stresses from welding the plate to other plates. 
Alpsten and Tall (1970) show that the distribution of residual stress in heavy plates 
and shapes is not uniform through the thickness. However, Galambos (1998) found 
that the calculated strength of columns based on the complete residual stress 
distribution is only a few percent less than that based on assuming the residual stress is 
constant through the thickness and equal to the surface-measured value. Based on this 
information, residual stresses that are constant through the thickness will be used for 
the study of LTB strength. Tebedge and Tall (1973) concluded that the most important 
factors that cause variation in residual stresses between different members are the 
geometry and the fabrication procedure, such as whether the component plate is flame-
cut. The effect of yield stress on the residual stress distribution was found to be small. 
Therefore, the residual stress distribution in a particular cross section may be predicted 
from data obtained for a similar cross section fabricated using the same procedures.  
Experimental data on the residual stresses for conventional I-girders has not 
been found in the literature. Similarly, experimental data on residual stresses for a 
CWG has not been found. Experimental data for various H-shapes and component 
plates intended for columns exists. For a CWG the flange-to-web fillet welds follow 
the corrugation geometry. Therefore the residual stresses in the flange of a CWG will 
increasingly differ from those of a comparable FWG as the r fh b  ratio of the CWG 
increases. Among the eight selected cases for LTB study, case NC88 has the largest 
r fh b  ratio and NC88 will be studied initially. 
NC88 has flanges made of 500 50×  mm plate (19.7 1.97×  inch). Test data on a 
similar plate ( 20 2×  inch) called the “Fritz Plate” by Bjorhovde et al. (1971) are 
available. The Fritz plate is flame-cut and has two longitudinal centrally located weld 
beads 38 mm (1.5 inch) apart on the top surface, as illustrated in Figure 3.33. The 
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distance between the two weld beads is larger than would exist on a CWG with a web 
thickness of 9 mm, however the other properties of this plate are applicable to NC88. 
The residual stresses on the upper surface, lower surface and the average residual 
stresses for the Fritz Plate are shown in Figure 3.34. The two peaks near the middle of 
the plate correspond to the two welds. The plate is made from A36 steel (with a 
nominal yield stress of 248 MPa (36 ksi)) and it can be seen that the tensile residual 
stresses at the flame-cut edges and the welds are actually higher than the yield stress of 
the plate material. In these areas, the plate material is subjected to a very steep 
gradient of cooling and the tensile residual stresses are equal to the yield stress of the 
weld metal or the metal affected by flame-cutting, which is higher than the yield stress 
of the unaffected plate material (Brozzetti 1969).  
Based on the average residual stresses for the Fritz Plate, the total tension force 
on the plate is calculated to be slightly larger than the compression force. A pattern of 
modified residual stresses, called the balanced average residual stresses (BAS), were 
created by adding a small uniform compression stress to the averaged residual stresses 
for the Fritz Plate. Next, the balanced averaged residual stresses were then converted 
to rectangular stress blocks which are easier to use in FE models. The balanced 
average residual stresses are not perfectly symmetric about the center, so two tensile 
stress blocks close to the flange edges were averaged, and the two compressive stress 
blocks were also averaged. The results are called the balanced equivalent residual 
stresses (BES) and are shown in Figure 3.35 together with the balanced averaged 
residual stresses. It can be seen that the magnitude of the balanced equivalent residual 
stresses are low compared to the peak values of the balanced averaged residual 
stresses. However, the average total tensile force on each edge of the plate, fcF  
corresponding to flame cutting, and the total tensile force near the middle of the plate, 
wF  corresponding to welding, are the same for the balanced equivalent residual 
stresses and the balanced average residual stresses. 
To apply the balanced equivalent residual stresses to the FE model of a flange 
plate, the finite element mesh dimensions and the tensile and compressive residual 
stress block sizes must be consistent. Figure 3.36 shows that fcl  is the size of the 
tensile residual stress block at the flange edges and wl  is half the size of the tensile 
residual stress block at the middle of the plate. Figure 3.35 suggests that fcl  and wl  
will directly match the widths of the tensile stress areas observed in experiment, but 
this may not be possible in all cases due to FE mesh conditions discussed below for 
the FE mesh of a CWG. Therefore teσ , the equivalent tensile residual stresses at the 
flange edges, is in general calculated as fc fc fF l t  and tcσ , the equivalent tensile 
residual stress at the middle of the plate, is in general calculated as 2w w fF l t . cσ  
represents the equivalent compressive residual stresses. 
There are two methods to apply the balanced equivalent residual stresses. The 
first method is to apply the residual stresses directly as initial stress conditions, which 
is called “direct input” of the residual stresses. For direct input, teσ  and tcσ  are 
applied to the corresponding shaded areas and cσ  is applied to the un-shaded areas 
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(see Figure 3.36). The second method applies the residual stresses indirectly. Let 0tfcσ  
represent the initial tensile stresses caused by flame-cutting, and 0twσ  represent the 
initial tensile stresses caused by welding. For indirect input, only these initial tensile 
stresses are applied to the corresponding shaded areas as initial conditions. Then an 
initial analysis step is used in the FE analysis so that the resulting tensile and 
compressive stresses will be in equilibrium. By assuming a simple superposition of 
residual stresses caused by flame-cutting and welding, and assuming the material is 
elastic, teσ , tcσ  and cσ  can be expressed as functions of 0tfcσ  and 0twσ . 
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Since teσ , tcσ  and cσ  are already known, 0tfcσ  and 0twσ  can be determined using 
either two of these three equations. For the FE mesh shown in Figure 3.36, the initial 
tensile stresses and the resulting residual stresses for the particular mesh are shown in 
Figure 3.37. It can be seen that the resulting residual stresses are equivalent to the 
initial stresses plus a uniform compressive stress over the cross section.  
For CWGs, there is no residual stress information available, so the indirect input 
procedure has to be used. For a CWG, the flange-to-web fillet welds follow the 
corrugation geometry, so a special FE mesh needs to be developed for which four-
node elements (S4) are combined with three-node elements (S3) so that two rows of 
elements follow the corrugation geometry as shown in Figure 3.38(a). Figure 3.38(b) 
illustrates the flange mesh adjacent to an inclined fold, where d is the projection of an 
inclined fold on the longitudinal axis. Two FE meshes are shown in the figure. For the 
mesh with four rows of elements over the corrugation depth rh , two columns of 
elements meet at the cross section passing through the center of the inclined fold. For 
the mesh with three rows of elements over the corrugation depth, the cross section 
passing the inclined fold center cuts through a single column of elements. Since the FE 
mesh ends at the centers of the inclined folds at the ends of the model, an even number 
rows of elements should be used over the corrugation depth. Due to this FE mesh 
condition, the width of the elements that represent the tensile stress areas in the FE 
mesh will differ from the width of the tensile stress areas shown in Figure 3.35. As 
noted above, the tensile forces fcF  and wF  are kept constant and teσ  and tcσ  are 
calculated as te fc fc fF l tσ =  and 2tc w w fF l tσ = . The shaded areas shown in Figure 
3.38(c) are where the initial tensile stresses are applied.  
For the FE mesh shown in Figure 3.38(c), 0tfcσ  is applied to the shaded areas 
near the flange edges and 0twσ  is applied to the shaded area adjacent to the 
longitudinal fold of the web, as illustrated in Figure 3.38(d). Since the width of the 
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shaded area adjacent to the inclined fold is smaller that that adjacent to the 
longitudinal fold, the initial tensile stress adjacent to the inclined fold, 0tw iσ , is 
calculated assuming that the tensile force 0wF  is constant as follows 
0 0 02 2w tw i wi f tw w fF l t l tσ σ= =  
where wil  and wl  are as shown in Figure 3.38(c). Thus, the initial tensile stress 
adjacent to the inclined fold is 
( )00 0 cosw twtw i twwi
l
l
σσ σ α= =  
where α  is the corrugation angle. The stress 0tw iσ  has to be transformed into stresses 
in local directions 1 and 2, shown in Figure 3.38(d), to be input to ABAQUS v6.3. For 
an element in area A in Figure 3.38(d), the transformation formulas are 
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For an element in area B in Figure 3.38(d), the transformation formulas are 
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These initial stresses are applied to the corresponding areas as initial conditions, and 
an initial analysis step is used so that the resulting residual stresses will be in 
equilibrium. 
Figure 3.39 shows the deformed shape (enlarged) after the residual stresses are 
in equilibrium. The girder is shortened which produces compressive stresses to 
balance the initial axial tensile stresses, and the flanges bend in-plane to balance the 
off-center tensile stresses along the corrugations. FE analysis results show that the 
resulting stresses are rather complicated. They are not constant and repeat from one 
corrugation to another. The residual stresses are small in the web except at locations 
close to the flanges. The resulting residual stresses in the longitudinal direction, S11, 
for the area of the bottom flange between the centers of two adjacent longitudinal 
folds are shown in Figure 3.40. It can be seen that the S11 pattern has a 2-fold 
rotational symmetry about the center of the inclined fold. S11 is not constant across 
the flange and an alternating pattern of in-plane bending balances the off-center initial 
tensile stresses due to welding. The magnitude of the residual stress is largest near the 
flange edge farthest from the longitudinal web fold since the resulting moment, which 
balances the off-center initial tensile stresses, produces tension near this edge. The 
initial tensile stresses and the resulting residual stresses at the center of a longitudinal 
fold (BF1, identified in Figure 3.40) are shown in Figure 3.41(a). It can be seen that 
the resulting residual stresses are not uniform across the flange width. The axial 
residual stresses, S11, at the centers of two adjacent longitudinal folds (BF1 and BF2 
identified in Figure 3.40) are shown in Figure 3.41(b). It can be seen that the residual 
stresses at BF1 are symmetric with respect to the flange centerline to the residual 
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stresses at BF2. Along cross sections between the centers of adjacent longitudinal 
folds, the residual stresses vary between the two sets of residual stresses shown in 
Figure 3.41. The residual stress pattern shown in Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.41 is named 
“RS1”.  
The residual stresses for the flange plate with a straight weld has a low 
compressive stress 47.2 MPa (6.8 ksi) as shown previously in Figure 3.37. This 
compressive stress is much smaller that the maximum compressive residual stress 
specified in the AISC LRFD Specifications (1994) for the flange of a welded built-up 
steel member, which is 114 MPa (16.5 ksi). So another set of residual stresses are 
considered, where the initial tensile stresses are scaled so that the resulting 
compressive residual stress will be equal to 114 MPa in the flange plate with a straight 
weld, assuming elastic material properties. This second set of residual stresses is 
named “RS4”. 
It should be mentioned that residual stresses RS4 may overestimate the 
magnitude of the residual stresses since 114 MPa (16.5 ksi) is specified as the 
maximum compressive residual stress of a welded shape. The average compressive 
stress should be smaller.  
3.4.5 Parametric Studies of Case NC88 
The effects of imperfection amplitude, stress-strain model and residual stresses 
are studied in this section for case NC88 using the FE mesh developed for the residual 
stress study. Three imperfection amplitudes are considered: L/1500, L/1000 and L/750. 
Two steel stress-strain models are considered. The first model is the nominal stress-
strain model (Figure 3.30), which is called the “Realistic” material model. The second 
model is the elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain model, which is called the “EPP” 
material model. The effects of residual stress are studied by using the RS1 and RS4 
residual stress patterns. Cases without residual stress are named RS0. The cases 
considered in this parametric study are illustrated in Figure 3.42. The base case is 
defined as a model with the realistic stress-strain model, an initial imperfection with 
an amplitude of L/1000, and residual stresses RS4.  
The effects of the stress-strain behavior are studied by changing the stress-strain 
model to elastic-perfectly-plastic (EPP). The effects of initial imperfection amplitude 
are studied by changing the imperfection amplitude of the base case to L/1500 or 
L/750. The effects of residual stresses are studied by changing the residual stress 
pattern of the base case to RS1 or RS0. 
For each of the cases shown in Figure 3.42, a group of FE models with different 
lateral unbraced lengths are studied. For NC88, the group of FE models includes 
models with 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 corrugations. This group of models covers a 
range of unbraced lengths to make the transition from the plastic moment region to the 
elastic LTB region.  
Nonlinear load deflection analysis results for the cases that illustrate the effects 
of initial geometric imperfection amplitude are shown in Figure 3.43. It can be seen 
that the larger the initial geometric imperfection, the smaller the LTB strength. The 
difference in LTB strength caused by the three imperfection amplitudes is not large.  
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Analysis results that illustrate the effects of the steel stress-strain model are 
shown in Figure 3.44. It can be seen that there is no significant difference except when 
the unbraced length is very short, where using a realistic stress-strain curve gives a 
slightly higher ultimate strength. Figure 3.45 compares the Realistic and EPP stress-
strain curves and it can be seen that there is not much difference between the two 
curves until strain hardening begins. The small effect of the stress-strain curve 
indicates that the strains are still small and the strain hardening region was not reached 
before the peak moment (LTB strength) was reached. 
Analysis results that illustrate the effects of residual stresses are shown in Figure 
3.46. It can be seen that the LTB strength is reduced due to the presence of residual 
stresses. Also the larger the residual stress amplitude, the smaller the LTB strength. 
Residual stress pattern RS1 did not cause significant strength reduction except for 
models with four and six corrugations. Residual stress pattern RS4 reduced the 
strength for all the lateral unbraced lengths studied, especially for models with four 
and six corrugations. 
It can be concluded from the parametric study of case NC88 that the LTB 
strength decreases with increases in the initial geometric imperfection amplitude and 
residual stresses. For this particular case, the LTB strength is not affected by the 
stress-strain model. 
3.4.6 Residual Stresses Based on Formulas 
For the seven selected cases other than NC88 listed in Table 3.1, experimental 
residual stress data for a corresponding flange plate does not exist. Since plate 
geometry is a major factor that affects the magnitude and distribution of residual 
stresses, it is not appropriate to simply apply the residual stresses of case NC88 to the 
other cases. This section develops a consistent method for generating residual stresses 
for the selected cases using the method from ECCS (1976), which applies to flame-cut, 
center-welded plates. The ECCS formulas combine the residual stresses due to flame-
cutting and welding, and produce self-equilibrating stresses. Figure 3.47 shows the 
ECCS residual stress model for a flange plate. The ECCS formula for width of the 
tensile stress block due to flame cutting is  
 _
1100 f
fc E
y
t
l σ=  (mm) (3.9)
where yσ  is the flange yield stress in MPa. For the selected cases, 8 mm web-to-
flange fillet welds are assumed. In addition, to maximize the residual stresses, both 
fillet welds (on each side of the web) are assumed to be deposited simultaneously. The 
total shrinkage force due to welding is (Young, et al. 1973 and Young 1974) 
0w weldF pC A=  
where p is welding process efficiency factor as listed in Table 3.8 (Young 1974) and 
C0 is a constant, equal to 12000 MPa. The ECCS formula for one half of the width of 
the area of the tensile residual stresses due to welding is  
_
w
w E
y
Fl
tσ= ∑  (mm) 
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Assuming that the web-to-flange fillet welds are made by submerged arc welding, and 
consistent with the assumptions stated in Section 1.7, the corrugated web does not 
carry any weld shrinkage force, the half width of the tensile stress area is 
 _
5.4 weld
w E
y f
Al
tσ=  (mm) (3.10)
The compressive residual stresses are determined from force equilibrium with the 
tensile residual stresses remaining at yield. For example, the compressive residual 
stress magnitude corresponding to flame cutting is 
_
_
2
2
y fc E
cfc
f fc E
l
b l
σσ = −  
The total residual stresses are determined by superposing the residual stresses due to 
flame cutting with those due to welding, as illustrated in Figure 3.47(c). These stresses 
are named ECCS residual stresses for the convenience of discussion.  
In applying Equation (3.10) to the selected study cases, a calculation error was 
made which increased the value of _w El  by about 10%. Since the stress in this area is 
assumed to be yσ , this error introduced approximately 10% more residual stress due 
to the fillet weld into the flanges. 
The residual stress pattern for a flange plate identical to that of NC88 based on 
the ECCS formulas are shown in Figure 3.48(a), and is identified as SW0. The effect 
of changing the width of the tensile stress areas was investigated since, as noted 
previously for fcl  and wl , the values of _fc El  and _w El  may not correspond directly to 
the FE element sizes due to the FE mesh condition. For the purpose of this analysis, a 
conventional I-girder corresponding to case NC88 was used. Only the flanges are 
assumed to be subjected to residual stresses. On either flange, the residual stresses are 
self-equilibrating. To prevent web local buckling, cross section distortion is prevented. 
The realistic stress-strain model and an initial imperfection with an amplitude of 
L/1000 are used for these analyses. The lengths of the I-girder FE models are equal to 
the lengths of corresponding CWGs with 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 corrugations. 
Studies of the width of the tensile stress areas were carried out as follows. First, 
let _fc FEl  and _w FEl  represent the width of tensile residual stress areas due to flame 
cutting and welding in the FE models. For the first study, _w FEl  was set equal to _2 w El  
but the total tension force from welding was unchanged. _fc FEl  was set equal to _fc El . 
The resulting residual stress pattern is named SW1 and is also shown in Figure 3.48(a). 
It can be seen that the magnitude of the tensile stress in the middle of the flange plate 
is reduced by half. The width of the compressive stress area is reduced and the 
magnitude of compressive residual stress is slightly increased. Nonlinear load 
deflection analyses were performed for the FE models with residual stress pattern 
SW0 and models with residual stress pattern SW1 and the normalized LTB strengths 
are shown in Figure 3.48(b). It can be seen that the two residual stress patterns, SW0 
and SW1, result in the same LTB strength. 
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For the second study, _fc FEl  was set equal to _2 fc El  but the total tension force 
from flame cutting was unchanged. _w FEl  was set equal to _2 w El  but the total tension 
force from welding was unchanged. The resulting residual stress pattern is named 
SW2 and is shown in Figure 3.49(a). It can be seen that the magnitude of the tensile 
stress at flange edges is reduced by half. The width of the compressive stress area is 
reduced and the magnitude of compressive residual stress is slightly increased. 
Nonlinear load deflection analyses were performed for FE models with residual stress 
pattern SW2. The normalized LTB strengths are compared in Figure 3.49(b) with 
results from residual stress pattern SW1. It can be seen that LTB strengths for SW1 
are generally lower than those for SW2 even though the magnitude of compressive 
residual stress of SW2 is slightly higher.  
The results of these studies show that increasing the width of either tension 
stress area decreases the width of the compressive stress areas. The magnitude of the 
compressive residual stress increases slightly as the width decreases. Increasing _fc FEl  
has a larger effect on the LTB strength because it moves the area of residual 
compressive stress farther from the flange edges. During the nonlinear load deflection 
analysis, the top flange is under the combined effects of girder primary bending and 
flange lateral bending. When the compressive stress areas are closer to the flange 
edges, yielding occurs earlier, reducing the LTB strength. Increasing _w FEl , however, 
does not have a significant effect. Therefore, for the FE meshes used in the remaining 
studies, _fc FEl  was kept equal to _fc El , but _w FEl  was increased from _w El  when 
needed to satisfy FE model meshing conditions. 
The LTB strength of NC88 with the residual stresses based on the ECCS 
formulas are compared with those with residual stress pattern RS4 in Figure 3.50. It 
can be seen that the residual stresses based on the ECCS formulas result in a higher 
LTB strength for intermediate lateral unbraced lengths. Considering the 
conservativeness of the residual stress pattern RS4, the results using the ECCS 
residual stress pattern are considered reasonable.  
3.5 Lateral Torsional Buckling Strength under Uniform 
Bending Moment 
3.5.1 Analyses of Lateral Torsional Buckling Strength 
For the eight selected cases listed in Table 3.1, finite element meshes for the 
flanges were developed considering the ECCS residual stress pattern. First _fc El  and 
_w El  were calculated and are given in Table 3.9. Elements with different widths were 
used across the width of the flange, as illustrated in Figure 3.51(a). Two elements, 
each _fc El  wide, are used at each flange edge. As discussed previously, an even 
number of elements is required over the corrugation depth rh  and the width of the 
elements in this area _w FEl  was selected to be between _w El  and 2 _w El . The number of 
elements over the corrugation depth area is defined as N1. Based on these two criteria, 
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the eight cases are divided into three groups. Group A includes cases NC9 and NC14 
and has N1 equal to 6. Group B includes cases NC53, NC70, NC116 and NC132 and 
has N1 equal to 8. Group C includes cases NC88 and NC93 and has N1 equal to 10. 
Typical flange FE meshes over one corrugation for Group A, B and C are shown in 
Figure 3.51(b)-(d). Element widths _w FEl  and N1 are also given in Table 3.9. As 
discussed earlier, these meshes use both element S4 and element S3. Also, these FE 
meshes are much finer than those used by Ibrahim (2001), as discussed in Chapter 1. 
The element width over the corrugation depth _w FEl  was calculated by dividing 
rh  by the number of elements N1-2. The number of elements N2 between the 
elements at the flange edge and the elements over the corrugation depth area, was 
selected loosely based on the criteria that element width in this area, ecl , is between 
_fc El  and 2 _fc El . N2 and ecl  are also given in Table 3.9.  
The initial tensile stresses are listed in Table 3.10 where 0tfcσ  is the initial tensile 
stress corresponding to flame cutting, 0twσ  is the initial tensile stress corresponding to 
welding adjacent to the longitudinal fold, and 110σ , 220σ  and 120σ  are the components 
of 0tw iσ , the initial tensile stress corresponding to welding adjacent to the inclined fold, 
in the local directions, as illustrated in Figure 3.38(d). 
With the FE meshes described above, the LTB strength for each of the selected 
cases listed in Table 3.1 was determined by nonlinear load deflection analysis of FE 
models with different unbraced lengths. The FE models use the realistic stress-strain 
model, an initial imperfection with an amplitude of L/1000, and the ECCS residual 
stress pattern. 
Figure 3.52 shows the moment versus left end rotation of case NC88 for the six 
unbraced lengths studied, where the unbraced length is given by the number of 
corrugations. The peak moment, crM , is identified by a small circle in each case. It 
can be seen that for model with six corrugations (C6) the curve has essentially no 
softening before the peak, while softening is more obvious when the span becomes 
longer (C8, C10 and C12) or shorter (C4 and C2).  
For NC88, Figure 3.53 shows the moment versus the lateral displacement of the 
center of the top flange, normalized by L/1000. It can be seen that the longer the 
unbraced length, the larger the lateral displacement at the peak moment. For shorter 
unbraced lengths, the behavior is close to in-plane bending behavior and for longer 
unbraced length, the behavior is more dominated by out-of-plane behavior or lateral 
torsional behavior. So the softening observed in Figure 3.53 for short unbraced lengths 
is mainly due to yielding, while for long unbraced lengths, it is mainly due to lateral 
displacement and twist. 
LTB strength is usually presented in the format of peak moment versus lateral 
unbraced length plot. The LTB strengths from the nonlinear load deflection analyses, 
crM , for the eight selected cases are shown in Figure 3.54 to Figure 3.61 together with 
the elastic LTB strength. In these figures, the LTB strength is normalized by the 
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plastic moment pM . Also shown in the figures are the nominal LTB capacity, nM , 
based on the following formula from the rules of DIN 18800 part 2 (Lindner 1990) 
 
1
2
1
1
n
n
n
p M
M
M λ
 =  + 
 (3.11)
In DIN 18800 part 2, n is 2 for welded beams (Lindner 1990), Mλ  is a relative 
slenderness ratio for bending which is defined as 
_
p
M
cr e
M
M
λ =  
where _cr eM  is the elastic LTB moment from Equation (3.1) with TK  based on the λ  
regression results, described in Section 2.7. It can be seen that Equation (3.11) with 
2n =  agrees well with the LTB strength from the nonlinear load deflection analyses 
for CWGs with long lateral unbraced lengths. However, Equation (3.11) overestimates 
the LTB strength of CWGs with small lateral unbraced lengths (roughly 10 m and 
less). The value of n can be reduced to make Equation (3.11) a lower bound to the 
results from the nonlinear analyses. For example, for case NC9, 1.3n =  produces a 
lower bound, but the resulting formula is overly conservative when the lateral 
unbraced length is between roughly 8 and 16 meters as shown in Figure 3.54.  
3.5.2 Proposed LTB Strength Formula for Uniform Bending 
To have the nominal LTB capacity, nM , better approximate the nonlinear load 
deflection analysis results from the FE models over the full range of lateral unbraced 
length, Equation (3.11) is modified as follows 
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1  when  1
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Equation (3.12) is the same as Equation (3.11) when 1Mλ > . At 1Mλ = , which 
corresponds to 0.7n pM M = , a transition is made to a new formula with Mλ  raised to 
the power 2. Equation (3.12) is also shown in Figure 3.54 to Figure 3.61 as “Proposed 
formula”. It can be seen that Equation (3.12) agrees favorably with the LTB strength 
from the nonlinear analyses, crM , over the full range of lateral unbraced lengths and is 
proposed as the formula to calculate the LTB strength of CWGs under uniform 
bending. 
Section 2.7 shows that the uniform torsion constant of CWGs can be determined 
based on either the λ  regression results or the fT T  regression results. Figure 3.62 
compares the LTB capacity of the eight selected cases using Equation (3.12) with the 
uniform torsion constant for CWGs based on the λ  regression results ( 1cwJ ), the fT T  
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regression results ( 2cwJ ), as well as with the uniform (St. Venant) torsion constant for 
conventional I-girders (J). It can be seen that the LTB capacity is the same with either 
1cwJ  or 2cwJ . Thus, the results show that for the purpose of determining the LTB 
capacity of CWGs, either 1cwJ  or 2cwJ  can be used. Using J results in smaller LTB 
capacities for CWGs with long unbraced lengths, but the reduction is generally small, 
especially for cases NC9 and NC14. 
The nominal LTB capacities of the eight selected cases were also calculated 
using the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications Appendix A (2004). As 
discussed in Section 1.7, the corrugated web does not participate in resisting primary 
bending, so the restrictions in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
regarding web slenderness are relaxed. Two uniform torsion constants are used with 
the AASHTO formulas. One is the uniform torsion constant J for conventional I-
girders as defined in the specifications 
3 31 2 1 0.63
3 3
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w f f
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the other is the uniform torsion constant for CWGs based on the λ  regression results, 
labeled cwJ  thereafter. The torsional constants will affect two variables, rL  and crF , 
where rL  is the lateral unbraced length at which the transition from elastic to inelastic 
LTB occurs and crF  is the elastic LTB stress. Since cwJ  considers the effects of 
corrugation torsion, it is larger than J for conventional I-girders, which results in a 
larger rL  and crF .  
The nominal AASHTO LTB capacities are compared with those from Equation 
(3.12) in Figure 3.63. The results from Equation (3.12) are identified as “Proposed 
formula”. It can be seen that cwJ  does not cause any significant difference in capacity 
for case NC9 and NC14. For the other cases, cwJ  results in a larger elastic LTB 
strength. Except for case NC132, cwJ  does not cause a significant difference in rL . 
It can be seen from Figure 3.63 that the nominal LTB capacities from the 
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications are unconservative for CWGs with 
intermediate or short lateral unbraced lengths. Using cwJ , the nominal AASHTO LTB 
capacities approach the results from the proposed formula (Equation (3.12)) when the 
lateral unbraced length is long. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter the LTB strength of CWGs under uniform bending moment is 
studied and a formula for the nominal LTB capacity is developed. Both elastic and 
inelastic LTB strengths, determined by FE analyses, were studied. The elastic LTB 
strength was determined by eigenvalue elastic buckling analysis (using the Buckle 
command in ABAQUS v6.3). The inelastic LTB strength was determined from an 
incremental nonlinear load deflection analysis (using the modified Riks method 
available in ABAQUS v6.3). The nonlinear analyses included material and geometric 
non-linearity. 
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For the nonlinear analyses, great care was taken to incorporate the most 
important factors affecting the LTB strength into the FE models. These factors include 
initial geometric imperfections, realistic steel stress-strain models, and residual 
stresses. The effects of these factors were investigated and the results show that the 
LTB strength of the cases studied is not significantly affected by the stress-strain 
model, but the initial geometric imperfection magnitude is important. The LTB 
strength of CWGs with intermediate lateral unbraced lengths is also significantly 
affected by residual stresses. 
The LTB strengths of eight selected cases were determined from nonlinear load 
deflection analysis of the FE models and the results were compared with the nominal 
LTB capacities from both the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2004) 
and the German DIN 18800 specifications. Good agreement between the FE results 
and the nominal LTB capacities from these specifications was not observed, so a new 
LTB capacity formula was developed by modifying the formula from the DIN 
specifications. Good agreement was observed between the FE results and the proposed 
nominal LTB capacity formula. 
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Table 3.1 Selected cases for LTB analysis 
Case b c a bf tf D tw D/tw fλ * d/bf hr/bf 0zFE zI I  
 (mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)      
NC14 300 250 30 600 50 2500 6 417 6.6 4.3 0.21 1.001 
NC70 450 450 30 500 45 1500 6 250 6.8 3.2 0.45 1.007 
NC53 300 300 36.9 500 40 2000 9 222 7.4 4.2 0.36 1.005 
NC116 450 375 30 600 55 1500 6 250 6.3 2.7 0.31 1.003 
NC93 450 450 36.9 600 50 2500 9 278 7.4 4.3 0.45 1.007 
NC132 450 375 36.9 600 55 1500 6 250 6.5 2.7 0.38 1.003 
NC9 300 250 30 600 45 2500 6 417 7.4 4.3 0.21 1.001 
NC88 450 450 36.9 500 50 2000 9 222 6.4 4.2 0.54 1.01 
         * fλ  defined by Equation (3.6). 
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Table 3.2 Comparisons of initial geometric imperfections for NC70C14 
Imperfection Imperfection Magnitude cr pM M  
EM1 1000 1L Mode×  0.2405 
COM1 ( )1000 1 2 2L Mode Mode× +  0.2404 
COM2 ( )1000 1 2 2 3 3L Mode Mode Mode× + + 0.2407 
 
Table 3.3 Alternate initial imperfections 
Model Imperfection Top Flange Center U2 
Bottom Flange 
Center U2 cr p
M M
EM1 1.0 0.06 0.7164 
SD1 1.0 0.5 0.7223 NC70C6 
SD2 1.0 0.0 0.7184 
EM1 1.0 0.23 0.2405 
SD1 1.0 0.5 0.2412 NC70C14 
SD2 1.0 0.0 0.2402 
 
Table 3.4 Normalized axial normal stress and shear stress (%) 
Lower surface Middle surface Upper surface 
Increment 
12 yσ τ  11 yσ σ  12 yσ τ  11 yσ σ  12 yσ τ  11 yσ σ  
 (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
4 -1.9 -81 -0.5 -82 0.8 -83 
5 -5.0 -100 -0.1 -100 4.8 -100 
6 (peak) -8.4 -100 0.0 -100 8.6 -99 
7 -11 -100 0.0 -100 12 -99 
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Table 3.5 Stress-strain model data for 50 mm coupons 
A* B* C** D** E** F** 
Coupon E (MPa) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) 
F5-T20 200000     503.5 0.004518 503.5 0.01270 544.9 0.03262 586.2 0.10000 
F5-T21 205188 480.7 0.002352 491.0 0.002503 501.4 0.004444 501.4 0.01188 543.4 0.03293 585.4 0.10250 
F6-L23 200000     491.0 0.004455 491.0 0.01140 533.9 0.03039 576.7 0.09750 
F6-L24 201706 474.5 0.002352 487.0 0.002457 499.5 0.004476 499.5 0.01045 542.9 0.03052 586.3 0.09500 
Average 201724 477.6 0.002352 489.0 0.002480 498.9 0.004473 498.9 0.01161 541.3 0.03162 583.7 0.09875 
Nominal 200000 464.3 0.002322 474.7 0.002453 485.0 0.004425 485.0 0.01161 526.2 0.03162 567.4 0.09875 
*   Data from strain gage. 
** Data from extensometer. 
Table 3.6 Stress-strain model data for 6 mm coupons 
A* B* C* (or D) E** F** 
Coupon E (MPa) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm) σ  (MPa) ε  (mm/mm)
W3-T12 200000 211.0 0.001055 334.9 0.001966 458.9 0.004295 567.0 0.01887 675.2 0.09689 
W4-L15 200000 209.9 0.001050 336.4 0.001966 462.9 0.004314 581.3 0.01960 699.7 0.1302 
W4-T18 200000 229.4 0.001147 346.8 0.001991 464.1 0.004321 573.5 0.02045 682.8 0.1156 
W3-L26 200000 209.8 0.001049 338.9 0.001954 468.0 0.004340 575.6 0.01986 683.2 0.1263 
W3-T27 200000 213.3 0.001066 338.6 0.001966 463.8 0.004319 573.1 0.01973 682.4 0.1096 
Average 200000 214.7 0.001073 339.2 0.001969 463.5 0.004317 574.3 0.01970 684.7 0.1157 
Nominal 200000 224.6 0.001123 354.8 0.002018 485.0 0.004425 600.7 0.01970 716.3 0.1157 
*   Data from strain gage. 
** Data from extensometer. 
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Table 3.7 Material properties used in FE models 
Flange Web 
Point trσ  (MPa) pltrε   Point trσ  (MPa) pltrε   
A 465.4 0 A 224.9 0 
 469.6 1.435E-05  311.0 1.172E-04 
 473.7 4.793E-05  378.8 3.270E-04 
 477.9 0.0001013  429.3 0.0006239 
 482.1 0.0002009  463.1 0.001003 
 485.2 0.0003862  481.7 0.001458 
 486.2 0.0005817 C/D 487.1 0.001980 
 486.5 0.0007806  584.2 0.01251 
C 487.1 0.001980  652.2 0.02308 
D 490.6 0.009088  698.5 0.03363 
 515.4 0.01754  729.4 0.04414 
 537.0 0.02594  749.9 0.05459 
 555.7 0.03428  764.0 0.06497 
 571.6 0.04256  774.5 0.07525 
 585.0 0.05079  783.2 0.08544 
 596.0 0.05895  791.3 0.09553 
 605.0 0.06707 F 799.3 0.1055 
 612.4 0.07512    
 618.3 0.08312    
F 623.5 0.09106    
 
Table 3.8 Welding process efficiency factor (after Young 1974) 
Process p 
Submerged arc 0.90 
Cored wire CO2 0.85 
Manual 0.80 
Fusearc 0.75 
MIG (spray) 0.62 
MIG (dip) 0.42 
Electro-slag 0.20 
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Table 3.9 Flange FE meshes used with ECCS residual stresses 
Case _fc El  _w El  N1 _w FEl  N2 ecl  N 
 (mm) (mm)  (mm)  (mm)  
NC9 15.4 17.8 6 20.8 8 23.2 28 
NC14 16.2 16.1 6 20.8 8 23.0 28 
NC53 14.5 19.2 8 22.5 5 21.7 24 
NC70 15.4 17.8 8 28.1 5 15.7 24 
NC116 17.0 14.8 8 23.4 5 29.8 24 
NC132 17.0 14.8 8 28.1 5 25.1 24 
NC88 16.2 15.7 10 27.0 3 18.5 22 
NC93 16.2 15.7 10 27.0 3 35.2 22 
 
Table 3.10 Initial tensile stresses 
Case 0tfcσ  0twσ  110σ  220σ  120σ  
 (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 
NC9 511.9 449.9 389.7 129.9 225.0 
NC14 513.7 410.3 355.5 118.5 205.3 
NC53 516.0 459.8 367.7 207.3 276.1 
NC70 520.2 359.5 311.4 103.8 179.8 
NC116 516.0 342.8 296.9 99.0 171.4 
NC132 517.0 295.9 236.7 133.4 177.7 
NC88 522.3 331.9 265.4 149.6 199.3 
NC93 515.1 322.5 257.9 145.4 193.6 
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Figure 3.1 Deformed shape of weak axis bending 
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Figure 3.2 Effects of hr/bf on moment of inertia Iz 
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Figure 3.3 End cross section with bearing stiffener 
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Figure 3.4 Elastic buckling and nonlinear analysis results for NC70 
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(a) Isometric view 
 
(b) Top view 
 
(c) Side view 
Figure 3.5 Elastic buckled shape of NC70 with two corrugations 
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(a) Isometric view 
 
(b) Top view 
 
(c) Side view 
Figure 3.6 Elastic buckled shape of NC70 with four corrugations 
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(a) Isometric view 
 
(b) Top view 
 
(c) Side view 
Figure 3.7 Elastic buckled shape of NC70 with six corrugations 
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Figure 3.8 First three elastic buckled shapes of NC70C14 
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Figure 3.9 Top flange lateral displacement of three initial imperfection cases for 
NC70C14 
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Figure 3.10 Moment-rotation from nonlinear load deflection analyses for NC70C14 
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(a) Imperfection shape EM1 based on elastic buckling mode 1 
 
(b) Imperfection shape SD1 
 
(c) Imperfection shape SD2 
Figure 3.11 Initial geometric imperfection shapes investigated for NC70C6 
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(a) NC70C6 
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(b) NC70C14 
Figure 3.12 Nonlinear analyses using alternate initial imperfections 
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Figure 3.13 Unsupported widths of top flange 
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(a) Isometric view 
 
(b) Top view 
Figure 3.14 Typical post-peak deformations for short or medium span CWG 
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Figure 3.15 Moment versus rotation for NC93C2 
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(a) Peak moment (inc6) isometric view 
 
(b) Peak moment (inc6) top view 
Figure 3.16 Deformed shapes for NC93C2 
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(c) 90% peak moment post-peak (inc19) isometric view 
 
(d) 90% peak moment post-peak (inc19) top view 
Figure 3.16 Deformed shapes for NC93C2 (continued) 
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Figure 3.17 Convention of directions 
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Figure 3.18 Locations studied for flange local buckling 
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(a) Axial strain on south side 
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(b) Axial strain on north side 
Figure 3.19 Flange plate bending at cross section L1 
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(c) Flange plate bending curvature 
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(d) Flange plate bending curvature (detail) 
Figure 3.19 Flange plate bending at cross section L1 (continued) 
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(a) Axial strain at middle surface 
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(b) Flange lateral bending curvature (part) 
Figure 3.20 Flange lateral bending strain and curvature at cross section L1 
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Figure 3.21 Area under high risk of flange local buckling 
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Figure 3.22 Yielded area at cross section L1 
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(a) Upper surface 
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(b) Middle surface 
Figure 3.23 Stress states at the south side of cross section L3 of top flange 
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(c) Lower surface 
Figure 3.23 Stress states at the south side of cross section L3 of top flange (continued) 
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Figure 3.24 Typical stress-strain curves for HPS 485W steel 
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(a) 50 mm coupon 
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(b) 6 mm coupon 
Figure 3.25 Stress-strain curves from coupon tests 
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Figure 3.26 Stress-strain model (Salem 2004) 
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Figure 3.27 Stress-strain curves from coupon tests, stress-strain model and true stress-
true strain based on stress-strain model (F6-L24) 
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(a) Stress-strain model 
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(b) Detailed plots around yield plateau 
Figure 3.28 Average stress-strain model with coupon test data for 50 mm plate 
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Figure 3.29 Shift average stress-strain curve to nominal yield stress 
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(a) 50 mm plate 
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(b) 6 mm plate 
Figure 3.30 Average and nominal stress-strain models 
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Figure 3.31 Typical residual stresses in center-welded steel plate: (a) hot-rolled plate; 
(b) hot-rolled plate with flame-cut edges. (from Galambos 1998) 
 
 
Figure 3.32 LTB strength of simply supported I-beams  
(from Trahair and Bradford 1998) 
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Figure 3.33 Center-welded flame-cut plate illustration (from Bjorhovde et al. 1971) 
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Figure 3.34 Measured residual stresses for the Fritz Plate 
(1 ksi = 6.895 MPa, 1 inch = 25.4 mm) 
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Figure 3.35 Balanced average (BAS) and balanced equivalent (BES) residual stresses 
(1 ksi = 6.895 MPa, 1 inch = 25.4 mm) 
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Figure 3.36 Finite element mesh for applying residual stresses to flanges of 
conventional I-girders 
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Figure 3.37 Initial stresses and resulting residual stresses 
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(a) Combination of 3- and 4-node elements 
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(b) Flange FE mesh adjacent to the inclined fold  
Figure 3.38 Finite element mesh for applying residual stresses to CWG 
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(c) Dimensions 
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(d) Initial tensile stresses 
Figure 3.38 Finite element mesh for applying residual stresses to CWG (continued) 
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Figure 3.39 Deformed shape under initial tensile stresses 
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Figure 3.40 Resulting axial normal residual stresses S11 for CWG on bottom flange 
middle surface 
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(a) Initial tensile stresses and the resulting residual stresses at section BF1 
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(b) Resulting residual stresses at section BF1 and BF2 
Figure 3.41 Initial tensile stresses and the resulting residual stresses for CWG 
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Figure 3.42 Cases considered in the parametric study of NC88 
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Figure 3.43 Effects of initial geometric imperfection amplitude for NC88 
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Figure 3.44 Effects of steel stress-strain model for NC88 
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Figure 3.45 Comparison of Realistic and EPP stress-strain models 
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Figure 3.46 Effects of residual stress amplitude for NC88 
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(a) Residual stresses due to flame-cutting 
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(b) Residual stresses due to welding 
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(c) Total residual stresses 
Figure 3.47 ECCS (1976) residual stresses for a flange plate (adapted from Barth 1996) 
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(a) Residual stresses on a typical cross-section 
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(b) Nonlinear load deflection analysis results 
Figure 3.48 Effects of changing the half width of the weld tensile residual stress area 
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(a) Residual stresses on a typical cross-section 
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(b) Nonlinear load deflection FE analyses results 
Figure 3.49 Effects of changing the width of the flame-cutting tensile residual stress 
area 
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Figure 3.50 Comparison of residual stress patterns ECCS and RS4 for NC88 
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(a) Notation 
Figure 3.51 Typical flange finite element meshes 
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(b) Group A mesh (NC9) 
 
 
(c) Group B mesh (NC116) 
 
 
(d) Group C mesh (NC88) 
Figure 3.51 Typical flange finite element meshes (continued) 
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Figure 3.52 Moment versus left end rotation for NC88 
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Figure 3.53 Moment versus normalized top flange lateral displacement for NC88 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.54 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC9 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.55 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC14 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.56 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC53 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.57 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC70 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.58 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC88 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.59 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC93 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.60 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC116 
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(a) All data 
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(b) Inelastic region 
Figure 3.61 FE analysis results and LTB strength formulas for NC132 
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(a) NC9 
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(b) NC14 
Figure 3.62 The proposed formula with different torsional constants 
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(c) NC53 
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(d) NC70 
Figure 3.62 The proposed formula with different torsional constants (continued) 
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(e) NC88 
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(f) NC93 
Figure 3.62 The proposed formula with different torsional constants (continued) 
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(g) NC116 
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(h) NC132 
Figure 3.62 The proposed formula with different torsional constants (continued) 
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(a) NC9 
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(b) NC14 
Figure 3.63 Comparison of proposed nominal LTB capacity with AASHTO LRFD 
nominal LTB capacity 
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(c) NC53 
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(d) NC70 
Figure 3.63 Comparison of proposed nominal LTB capacity with AASHTO LRFD 
nominal LTB capacity (continued) 
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(e) NC88 
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(f) NC93 
Figure 3.63 Comparison of proposed nominal LTB capacity with AASHTO LRFD 
nominal LTB capacity (continued) 
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(g) NC116 
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(h) NC132 
Figure 3.63 Comparison of proposed nominal LTB capacity with AASHTO LRFD 
nominal LTB capacity (continued) 
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4 Flange Lateral Bending under Vertical Load 
When a corrugated web girder (CWG) is subjected to primary shear due to 
vertical load, the flanges of the CWG bend laterally due to torsion caused by the web 
eccentricity. This phenomenon was investigated by Abbas (2003) and detailed 
analytical solutions for the flange lateral bending behavior were developed for a CWG 
with sinusoidal corrugations. For CWGs with trapezoidal corrugations, a fictitious 
load approach was developed by Abbas (2003) to determine the flange lateral bending 
moment and bending stress. In this chapter, the results from the fictitious load 
approach are compared with finite element results for a CWG with typical bridge 
girder dimensions. The effects of intermediated lateral braces on the flange transverse 
bending of a simply supported CWG are also described. Finally, finite element 
analyses show that even under uniform primary bending, where shear is absent, flange 
lateral bending can also develop, and the flange lateral bending behavior under 
uniform primary bending is investigated. 
4.1 Primary Shear Induced Flange Lateral Bending 
4.1.1 Fictitious Load Approach Results 
The fictitious load approach (Abbas 2003) is used to investigate the flange 
lateral bending behavior of a CWG with practical bridge girder dimensions. The 
fictitious load is a load that when applied laterally to the flange produces flange lateral 
bending similar to that of the flange of a CWG subjected to primary shear, from 
vertical load. 
The CWG studied is case NC132 with 30 corrugations which gives a span to 
girder depth ratio of 27.9. The load case considered is a uniformly distributed load p 
acting in the girder middle plane with a magnitude of 1 kN/mm. The vertical shear and 
moment distribution along the span are 
 
( )
21
2
2
pL xV
L
pxM L x
 = −  
= −
 
(4.1)
where x is the distance of a cross-section from the left support and L is the span length. 
The maximum shear and moment are max 2V pL=  and 2max 8M pL= . The fictitious 
load tp  is determined as follows (Abbas 2003) 
 2 2tantp V peh h
η= −  (4.2)
where h is the distance between the centroids of the top and bottom flange, η  is the 
slope of corrugation geometry with respect to the girder middle plane and is equal to 
the corrugation angle, α , for the inclined fold and zero for the longitudinal fold, and 
e  is the eccentricity of the web from the girder middle plane. Using the results for V, 
tp  can be written as 
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2 tan
2t
p Lp x e
h
η  = − −      
By dividing both sides by 2 p h , tp  can be normalized as follows 
tan
2 2
t
tn
p h Lp x e
p
η = = − −    
tnp  can be divided into two components 
tan
2tnA
tnB
Lp x
p e
η = −  
=
 
The normalized fictitious load tp  and its components tnAp  and tnBp  for girder 
NC132C30 are shown in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that tp  is almost equal to tnAp  and 
the contribution of tnBp  is minor. The maximum value of tnAp  is _ max tan 2tnAp L α=  
and the maximum value of tnBp  is _ max 2tnB rp h=  and their ratio is 
_ max
_ max
tantantnA c
tnB r r
p nLL
p h h
αα= =  
where n is the number of corrugations and cL  is the corrugation length. For case 
NC132, the above ratio is approximately equal to 5n so that when the girder has a 
large number of corrugations, tnAp  is dominant.  
To determine the flange lateral bending moment and bending stresses due to 
primary shear, a single flange is modeled as a beam in its own plane and subjected to 
the fictitious load. Abbas (2003) did not study cases with intermediate lateral braces 
within the span. To study the effects of intermediate lateral braces, which are present 
in actual bridge girders, a number of intermediate supports are added to the single 
flange model used in the fictitious load analysis. Figure 4.2 shows several 
arrangements of lateral braces that were considered. For the case with 5 intermediate 
braces, the lateral unbraced length is 7.5 m which is a traditional cross-frame spacing 
in conventional steel I-girder bridges. Elastic analyses of these models under the 
fictitious load tp  were conducted and the flange lateral bending moment and lateral 
displacement are shown in Figure 4.3. The lateral bending moment and displacement 
have been normalized as 
2
0
4
0
t
tn
t t
tn
M hM
pL e
EI u hu
pL e
=
=
 
where tM  is the flange lateral bending moment, tu  is the flange lateral bending 
displacement, and 0 2re h= . When no intermediate braces are included in the model, 
the lateral displacement is zero at the mid span. Therefore, the case with one 
intermediate brace was not analyzed. Figure 4.3(a) shows that without an intermediate 
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brace, the lateral bending moment oscillates along the span and each local peak 
corresponds to one corrugation. Both the moments and displacements are anti-
symmetric about mid span which is expected when the CWG has an even number of 
half corrugations and is under uniformly distributed load (Abbas 2003). Due to this 
anti-symmetry, the flange lateral displacement at mid span is always zero so that the 
intermediate brace at this location has no effect.  
The effects of the intermediate braces are illustrated in Figure 4.4 by comparing 
the lateral bending moments and displacements of two cases, namely, the case with no 
intermediate braces, and the cases with two intermediate braces. It can be seen that the 
bending moment (Figure 4.4(a)) is modified by the brace reactions, which are shown 
on the lateral displacement plot (Figure 4.4(b)). The brace reactions change the 
moment envelope but do not change the magnitude of the local moment variation. The 
intermediate braces greatly reduce the magnitude of the flange lateral displacement. 
Figure 4.3 shows that the maximum flange lateral displacement decreases with an 
increase in the number of intermediate braces. However, the intermediate braces do 
not necessarily reduce the flange lateral bending moment and the brace reactions 
appear to alter the moment envelope without substantially changing the maximum 
moment. 
4.1.2 Comparison of Fictitious Load Approach and Finite Element 
Analysis 
The results from the fictitious load approach are compared to the results of a 
finite element (FE) analysis of a CWG model. The case studied is NC132 with 30 
corrugations (NC132C30). Initially, intermediate braces were not included in the 
analysis models. A uniformly distributed load was applied to the top and bottom 
flange of the FE model as a downward pressure load. The top flange normalized 
lateral displacements from the two approaches are shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen 
that the results from the FE analysis are much smaller than those from the fictitious 
load approach. Since the FE model includes two end stiffeners, the possibility that the 
stiffeners had some effect on the lateral displacement was considered. The thickness of 
each end stiffeners was reduced by half, and it was found that the effect of the end 
stiffeners on the lateral displacement is minor.  
As noted earlier, the flange lateral bending observed for CWGs under primary 
shear is due to torsion (Abbas 2003). The fictitious load approach assumes this torsion 
is entirely resisted by warping torsion and the resistance of St. Venant torsion is 
neglected. According to torsion theory for conventional I-girders, the St. Venant 
torsion resistance is more important for a long girder or a girder with a small w TEI K  
ratio where wEI  and TK  are the warping torsion and St. Venant torsion stiffness 
respectively. For such girders, the flange lateral moment and displacement from the 
fictitious load approach is larger than in reality because the St. Venant torsion 
resistance is neglected. To verify this finding, a shorter girder with six corrugations 
(NC132C6) was analyzed using both the fictitious load approach and FE analysis. The 
fictitious load for this case is shown in Figure 4.6. The top flange lateral displacements 
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are shown in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that for this shorter model, the results from the 
two analyses are close, confirming the above finding. 
Cases for NC132C30 with intermediate braces were also studied and top flange 
lateral displacements for cases with two, three, four and five intermediate braces are 
shown in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the differences between the fictitious load 
approach results and FE analysis results are reduced when there are more intermediate 
braces. For the case with five intermediate braces, which is a practical lateral brace 
arrangement for a bridge girder, the flange lateral displacements from the two analyses 
are close. 
From above comparisons, it can be noted that for short girders and for girders 
with practical lateral unbraced lengths, the fictitious load approach provides useful 
results. To get more accurate results, the St. Venant torsion resistance should be 
considered, as follows.  
By assuming vertical shear is entirely carried by the web, Abbas (2003) derived 
a relation for the torque xM  and the primary shear zV .  
( ) 2xz
dM
d V e
= −  
where e is the web eccentricity. Integrating the above equation once results in 
2x zM V e C= − +  
where zV  and e are functions of x. This torque is resisted by both warping and St. 
Venant torsion resistance. 
x w SVM M M= +  
So the previous equation can be rewritten as 
2 IVz w TV e C EI Kφ φ′′− + = − +  
where φ  is the angle of twist. Note for a CWG, the uniform torsion stiffness 
developed in Chapter 2 should be used for TK . Taking the derivative once with 
respect to x results in 
 (4) (2)
( )
2 y w T
d V e
EI K
dx
φ φ− = − +  (4.3)
And this differential equation describes CWG torsion due to primary shear. 
Equation (4.3) can be written also in terms of flange lateral bending 
displacement tu . Assuming the top and bottom flange are identical, 
2 tu
h
φ =
 
As explained in Section 3.1, an approximation for the warping torsion constant is 
2
2
zf
w
I h
I =  
where zfI  is the moment of inertia of the flange about its strong axis. This 
approximation is accurate for a thin-walled cross section and neglects any effect of the 
corrugations on wI . Substituting for φ  and wI  into Equation (4.3) results in 
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 2
( ) 22 IVz T
zf t t
d V e KEI u u
h dx h
′′− = − +  (4.4)
which is the differential equation that describes the flange lateral bending due to 
primary shear acting on a CWG. If the St. Venant torsion resistance is neglected, the 
second term on the right-hand side is neglected, and the fictitious load tp  can be 
defined as 
( )2 z
t
d V ep
h dx
=  
This is equivalent to Equation (4.2). Equation (4.4) then becomes 
IV
t zf tp EI u=  
which is the basis of the fictitious load approach. A solution for either Equation (4.3) 
or (4.4) would then provide the flange lateral bending displacement, without 
neglecting St. Venant torsion resistance. 
4.1.3 Design Equation for Shear Induced Flange Lateral Bending 
Moment  
Figure 4.3 shows that the flange lateral bending moment varies along the CWG. 
For design purposes, the maximum flange lateral bending moment is of more interest 
than the actual variation. A design formula for the flange lateral bending moment for 
trapezoidal corrugations was provided by Sause et al. (2003). 
 ( )1 2
ref
t rdes
V dM b h
D
 = +    (4.5)
where b, d, rh  and D are corrugated web geometric parameters defined in Figure 2.2 
and refV  is a reference shear. Equation (4.5) is based on the primary shear induced 
flange lateral bending analyses conducted by Abbas (2003). For a simply supported 
CWG under uniformly distributed load with no intermediate braces, ( )1t desM  agrees 
exactly with fictitious load approach results when refV  is set equal to V from Equation 
(4.1), as shown in Figure 4.9. Sause et al. (2003) recommend that refV  should be the 
value of the factored design shear force envelope. To be conservative in the regions of 
maximum primary bending moment where the primary shear is small, refV  should not 
be less than 25% of maximum shear in the span (Sause et al. 2003). Using these 
recommendations, ( )1t desM  was calculated and is compared in Figure 4.10 with the 
fictitious load approach for a simply supported CWG (case NC132C30) under 
uniformly distributed load. It can be seen that when intermediate braces are considered, 
( )1t desM  from Equation (4.5) is conservative. Note that the St. Venant torsion 
resistance is neglected in the derivation of Equation (4.5) as well as in the fictitious 
load approach results shown in Figure 4.10. Therefore Equation (4.5) should provide 
conservative estimates of the shear induced flange lateral bending moment. 
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4.2 Primary Moment Induced Flange Lateral Bending 
A FE model of case NC93 with 100 corrugation was developed as part of the 
studies reported in Chapter 5. The CWG is simply supported with four intermediate 
braces so that the lateral unbraced length is 5L . A uniformly distributed load is 
applied and the CWG is assumed to be elastic. The top flange lateral bending moment 
from the FE analysis for half of the span is compared to ( )1t desM  in Figure 4.11. The 
figure shows that ( )1t desM  underestimates the flange lateral bending moment between 
the mid span and the 80th corrugation. Since this region is subject to a large primary 
moment and low primary shear, the possibility that the flange lateral bending moment 
is induced by primary bending moment was considered, and flange lateral bending 
induced by uniform primary bending moment (with no primary shear) was studied.  
4.2.1 Flange Lateral Bending due to Uniform Primary Bending 
Moment 
Two models from case NC88 under uniform primary bending are studied. One 
model has 9.5 corrugations and is designated as NC88C9.5. This model has an odd 
number of half corrugations. The other model has 10 corrugations and is designated as 
NC88C10. This model has an even number of half corrugations. The two models are 
subjected to uniform bending moment of magnitude pM , which is the CWG plastic 
moment calculated by neglecting the contribution of web (Section 1.7), however, the 
behavior of each model is assumed to be elastic. No intermediate braces are included. 
The top flange lateral displacements of the two models are shown in Figure 4.12, 
where flange lateral bending under uniform bending moment can be observed. For an 
odd number of half corrugations (NC88C9.5), a small overall single curvature lateral 
displacement is observed along with more frequent variations with much larger 
magnitude. For an even number of half corrugations (NC88C10), a very small overall 
double curvature lateral displacement is observed along with more frequent variations 
with much larger magnitude. 
Flange lateral bending under uniform bending moment is attributed to the 
deformation incompatibility of the flange and corrugated web under axial extension 
and compression. Figure 4.13 shows the deformation of one corrugation length of the 
flange and web under the same axial extension when they are not connected along the 
web-to-flange interface. It can be seen that the extension of the corrugated web mainly 
comes from the web plate bending deformation (Abbas 2003), which reinforces the 
assumption that the axial normal stress carried by a corrugated web can be neglected, 
as stated in Section 1.7. The dashed line in Figure 4.13(b) indicates the deformed 
position of the web if it were connected to the flange. To overcome this deformation 
incompatibility, the flange will have to push the corrugated web into the position 
shown by the dashed line. The reactions from the corrugated web will push on the 
flange in the directions shown by arrows in Figure 4.13(b), resulting in flange lateral 
bending. Figure 4.14 shows the deformation of one corrugation length of the flange 
and web under the same axial compression when they are not connected along their 
interface. A similar deformation incompatibility is observed, which, if overcome, will 
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push the flange in directions opposite to those under extension, as shown in Figure 
4.14(b).  
Figure 4.15 shows the deformation of a CWG under uniform bending. For 
clarity only the web and the bottom flange under tension are shown. The figure shows 
that at locations close to the flange, the web deformation is compatible with the flange 
deformation. Also shown on the plot are the directions in which the flanges are 
displaced laterally. The top and bottom flanges deform in opposite directions and the 
directions are consistent with those shown in Figure 4.13(b) and Figure 4.14(b). 
Re-examining Figure 4.12(a), it can be seen that the top flange of NC88C9.5 is 
pushed downward over 10 half corrugations and upward over 9 half corrugations. 
There is a net force downward so there is also an overall single curvature deflection 
downward. Figure 4.12(b) shows that the top flange of NC88C10 is pushed both 
downward over 10 half corrugations and upward over 10 half corrugations. The 
distribution of these displacements is anti-symmetric about the mid span, so there is 
also an overall double curvature. 
The flange lateral bending moment due to primary uniform bending moment 
depends primarily on the interactions between the web and flanges locally, and the 
overall bending is small and can be neglected. To show that the flange lateral bending 
moment does not depend on the span length, two models based on case NC93 are 
analyzed. One model is 10 corrugations long and the other model is 20 corrugations 
long. The top flange lateral bending moment of the two models from FE analysis is 
shown in Figure 4.16. Only the results for the first five corrugations are plotted. It can 
be seen that the flange lateral bending moments are the same for the two models, 
indicating that the flange lateral bending moment due to primary uniform bending 
moment is independent of span length. This flange lateral bending moment is 
proportional to the magnitude of the primary bending moment and is a function of the 
girder and the corrugation geometry. 
4.2.2 Simplified Model for Flange Lateral Bending due to Uniform 
Primary Moment 
From above analysis results, it can be concluded that Equation (4.5) will be 
unconservative for cases with low primary shear but high primary moment since it 
does not consider the flange lateral bending due to primary bending moment. As 
discussed earlier, the maximum moment is of interest for design. It can be seen from 
Figure 4.16 that the maximum flange lateral bending moment occurs at the middle of 
the longitudinal fold. A simplified expression to calculate the maximum bending 
moment at this location is developed as follows. First, it is assumed that the primary 
bending moment is carried by flanges only (see Section 1.7), as shown in Figure 
4.17(a), so that the normal force acting on the flange centroid due to the primary 
moment is 
MP
h
=  
where M is the primary moment and h is the distance between the flange centroids. 
Next, a small portion of the web is assumed to act with the flange as an assumed cross 
section, under the force P, which acts at the flange centroid, as shown in Figure 
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4.17(b). Due to the presence of this portion of the web, the centroid of the assumed 
cross section is eccentric from the centroid of the flange. As a result, force P produces 
a bending moment about the centroid of the assumed cross section. The position of 
centroid of the assumed cross-section with respect to the left edge of the flange is 
determined as follows 
 
( )
( )0 2f f w f rf wx
A b A b h
y
A A
+ −= +  (4.6)
where f f fA b t=  and wx wA xt=  with x as defined in Figure 4.17(b). The flange lateral 
bending moment is considered to be due to this eccentricity  
 0 02 2
f f
t
b bMM P y y
h
   = − = −      
 (4.7)
which is a function of x. The value of x can be determined by setting tM  equal to the 
maximum tM  from the FE analyses under uniform primary bending moment, tFEM , 
as follows 
02
f
tFE
bM y M
h
 − =  
 
and solving for x. For example, for NC93C20, the FE results are shown in Figure 4.16. 
The applied uniform primary bending moment equals the plastic moment of the cross 
section composed of the flanges alone 73.71 10pM = ×  kN-mm. The maximum flange 
lateral bending moment from the FE analysis is 44.669 10tFEM = ×  kN-mm. The other 
parameters are 500fb = mm, 50ft = mm, 9wt = mm, 2550h = mm and 
270.2rh = mm. the location of the centroid of the assumed section is 
 
7
0
1.8 10 2968.2
60000 18
xy
x
× += +  
Substituting 0y  and tFEM  into Equation (4.7) 
7 7
43.71 10 1.8 10 2968.2300 4.669 10
2550 60000 18
x
x
 × × +− = × + 
 
and solving this equation results in 81.3x = mm which is 3.2% of h, the distance 
between flange centroids.  
Similarly, x can be determined for other cases. Table 4.1 shows the results for 
several selected cases. For simplicity, 5% of h will be considered in the simplified 
flange lateral bending model. Further work on this topic is needed to develop a more 
rigorous approach for determining x.  
4.2.3 Modified Design Equation for Flange Lateral Bending Moment 
Equation (4.5) can be modified to include the contribution of the primary 
bending moment induced flange lateral bending moment, as well as the primary shear 
induced flange lateral bending moment as follows 
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 _ 02 2
ref
f
t des r
w
bV d MM b h y
h h
  = + + −     
 (4.8)
where the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution of the primary shear and 
the second term is the contribution of the primary bending moment. 0y  is defined by 
Equation (4.6), and assuming 0.05x h= , 0y  can be rewritten as ( )
( )
2
0
0.05
2 0.05
f f w f r
f f w
b t ht b h
y
b t ht
+ −= +  
Note in Equation (4.8) refV  should be the value of the factored primary shear force 
envelope. The requirement that refV  should not be less than 25% of the maximum 
shear in the span can be eliminated. M should be the value of the factored primary 
bending moment envelope. The flange lateral bending moment from finite element 
analysis of model NC93C100 with four intermediate braces (Figure 4.11) is compared 
with results from Equation (4.8) in Figure 4.18. It can be seen that Equation (4.8) is 
very conservative.  
The conservatism has three sources. First, the percentage of web assumed to be 
acting with the flanges is conservatively estimated which results in a larger flange 
lateral moment due to primary bending. Second, the calculated effect of the primary 
shear did not consider the St. Venant torsion resistance as discussed earlier. Third, 
within one corrugation length, the location of the maximum flange lateral bending 
moment due to primary shear does not coincide with the location of the maximum 
flange lateral bending moment due to primary moment while the design equation 
always adds the maxima of the two together. Although Equation (4.8) produces a 
conservative estimate of the flange lateral bending moment, it is proposed for design 
purposes until a more accurate formula is available. 
4.3 Summary 
The fictitious load approach (Abbas 2003) was used to study the primary shear 
induced flange lateral bending moment in CWGs in the presence of intermediate 
braces. It was found that the brace forces change the overall pattern of the flange 
lateral bending moment over the CWG span while local variation of the flange lateral 
bending moment does not change. It was also found that the flange lateral 
displacement decreases as more intermediate braces are introduced. A comparison of 
the flange lateral displacements from the fictitious load approach and FE analysis of a 
CWG shows that the fictitious load approach overestimates the flange lateral 
displacement. This result is attributed to the fact that the fictitious load approach does 
not consider the St. Venant torsion resistance. 
FE analysis results also show that the previously proposed design formula to 
estimate the flange lateral bending moment from primary shear underestimates the 
flange lateral bending moment in regions of low primary shear but high primary 
bending moment. FE analysis results showed that the primary bending moment 
induces flange lateral bending, which is the result of a deformation incompatibility of 
the flange and corrugated web under axial extension or axial compression. A simple 
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formula is proposed to calculate the flange lateral bending moment due to the primary 
bending moment. 
A modified design formula is proposed which considers the effects of both 
primary shear and primary bending moment induced flange lateral bending moment. A 
comparison with FE analysis results shows that the modified design formula is 
conservative. 
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Table 4.1 Percentage of web to include for simplified flange lateral bending model 
Case x (mm) h (mm) x/h (%) 
NC9 61.9 2545 2.4 
NC14 62.8 2550 2.5 
NC53 59.0 2040 2.9 
NC70 80.0 1545 5.2 
NC88 80.6 2050 3.9 
NC93 82.8 2550 3.2 
NC116 83.5 1555 5.4 
NC132 81.8 1555 5.3 
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Figure 4.1 Fictitious load for NC132C30 
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Figure 4.1 Fictitious load for NC132C30 (continued) 
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(f) Five intermediate braces 
Figure 4.2 NC132C30 lateral brace arrangements 
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(a) No intermediate brace 
Figure 4.3 Flange lateral bending moment and displacement under fictitious load for 
NC132C30 
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(b) Two intermediate braces 
Figure 4.3 Flange lateral bending moment and displacement under fictitious load for 
NC132C30 (continued) 
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(c) Three intermediate braces 
Figure 4.3 Flange lateral bending moment and displacement under fictitious load for 
NC132C30 (continued) 
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(d) Four intermediate braces 
Figure 4.3 Flange lateral bending moment and displacement under fictitious load for 
NC132C30 (continued) 
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(e) Five intermediate braces 
Figure 4.3 Flange lateral bending moment and displacement under fictitious load for 
NC132C30 (continued) 
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(a) Normalized flange lateral bending moment 
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(b) Normalized flange lateral displacement 
Figure 4.4 Effects of intermediate braces 
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Figure 4.5 Flange lateral displacement comparison for NC132C30 
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Figure 4.6 Fictitious load for NC132C6 
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Figure 4.7 Flange lateral displacement comparison for NC132C6 
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(a) Two intermediate braces 
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(b) Three intermediate braces 
Figure 4.8 Comparison of top flange lateral displacement for NC132C30 
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(c) Four intermediate braces 
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(d) Five intermediate braces 
Figure 4.8 Comparison of top flange lateral displacement for NC132C30 (continued) 
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Figure 4.9 NC132C30 with no intermediate brace 
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(a) No intermediate brace 
Figure 4.10 Flange lateral bending moment from fictitious load approach and Equation 
4.5 
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(b) Two intermediate braces 
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(c) Three intermediate braces 
Figure 4.10 Flange lateral bending moment from fictitious load approach and Equation 
4.5 (continued) 
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(d) Four intermediate braces 
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(e) Five intermediate braces 
Figure 4.10 Flange lateral bending moment from fictitious load approach and Equation 
4.5 (continued) 
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Figure 4.11 Flange lateral bending moment of second half of NC93C100 
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(a) 19 half corrugations 
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(b) 20 half corrugations 
Figure 4.12 Top flange lateral displacements under uniform bending for NC88 
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(a) 3-D view 
 
 
(b) Plan view 
Figure 4.13 Flange and corrugated web deformation under axial extension (NC88) 
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(a) 3-D view 
 
 
(b) Plane view 
Figure 4.14 Flange and corrugated web deformation under axial compression (NC88) 
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Figure 4.15 Corrugated web local deformation under uniform bending (NC88) 
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Figure 4.16 Top flange lateral bending moment under uniform bending for NC93 
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(a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 4.17 Simplified flange lateral bending model due to uniform bending 
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Figure 4.18 Flange lateral bending moment and modified design equation for 
NC93C100 with 4 intermediate braces 
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5 Lateral Torsional Buckling Under Moment Gradient 
Bending 
The lateral torsional buckling (LTB) strength of corrugated web girders (CWGs) 
under uniform bending moment was presented in Chapter 3. For a real bridge girder, 
however, the bending moment is not uniform over a lateral unbraced length due to the 
vertical loads within the girder span. The non-uniform moment condition is termed 
moment gradient bending. In this chapter, the LTB strength of CWGs under moment 
gradient bending is presented. First, nonlinear load deflection analyses of finite 
element (FE) models are used to study the interaction of the vertical load induced 
flange lateral displacement and the initial geometric imperfection. Second, FE models 
for LTB under moment gradient bending are developed based on simply supported 
CWGs with multiple intermediate lateral braces under uniformly distributed load. 
Third, the LTB strength of CWGs under moment gradient bending is studied using 
elastic buckling analyses and nonlinear load deflection analyses. Finally, the LTB 
strengths of CWGs and conventional I-girders under both moment gradient bending 
moment and uniform bending moment are compared. 
5.1 Finite Element Modeling 
5.1.1 Initial Imperfections 
In the study of LTB under uniform bending, initial geometric imperfections 
were introduced in FE models to account for the effects of girder out-of-straightness 
due to fabrication. These initial geometric imperfections are a major factor in 
determining the LTB strength under uniform bending. For moment gradient bending, 
the compression flange lateral displacement induced by the vertical load could be 
significant, as discussed below, and, therefore, should be considered along with the 
initial geometric imperfections. 
To investigate how the vertical load induced compression flange lateral 
displacement compares with the flange initial lateral displacement due to initial 
geometric imperfection, FE models of case NC88 with spans of 4, 8 and 12 
corrugations were analyzed. The three FE models are subjected to a concentrated 
moment endM  at the right end which has a magnitude equal to the plastic moment pM , 
as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Elastic analyses were used to find the compression flange 
lateral displacement of the FE models. The results are shown in Figure 5.2, where the 
lateral displacement tu  is normalized by the girder length L and the position x is also 
normalized by L. It can be noted that the normalized displacement decreases with an 
increase in span length and the displacement is comparable in magnitude to the flange 
lateral displacement of the initial geometric imperfections used previously for the 
uniform bending cases discussed in Chapter 3, which have a maximum magnitude of 
1000L . It should be mentioned that the vertical load induced flange lateral 
displacement increases with the increasing load. When the maximum applied moment 
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is smaller than pM , the corresponding flange lateral displacement will be smaller than 
that shown in Figure 5.2. 
The initial imperfection of the compression flange could be in the same direction 
or in the opposite direction of the vertical load induced lateral displacement. When 
they are in the same direction, the effect is equivalent to that of a larger initial 
geometric imperfection, and the LTB strength of the girder may be reduced. When 
they are in opposite directions, the effect is equivalent to that of a reduced initial 
geometric imperfection and the LTB strength of the girder may be increased. 
This issue is investigated by studying the LTB strength of case NC88 under the 
vertical load shown in Figure 5.1. First, the elastic LTB strength is determined by 
linear elastic buckling analysis. Then, the inelastic LTB strength is determined by 
nonlinear load deflection analysis. For the purpose of this investigation, residual 
stresses were not considered. The magnitude of the initial geometric imperfection is 
equal to either 1000L  or 1000L− . When the magnitude of the initial geometric 
imperfection is equal to 1000L , initial geometric imperfection and vertical load 
induced compression flange lateral displacement are in the same direction. When the 
magnitude of the initial geometric imperfection is equal to 1000L− , the initial 
geometric imperfection and vertical load induced compression flange lateral 
displacement are in the opposite direction.  
The nonlinear load deflection analysis results show that the FE model of NC88 
with an unbraced length of two corrugations failed in shear and the direction of the 
initial geometric imperfection did not affect the peak moment. The results for the 
models with longer unbraced lengths are shown in Figure 5.3 where the LTB strengths 
are normalized by pM . It can be seen that when initial geometric imperfection and 
vertical load induced compression flange lateral displacement are in the same direction 
(Same), the LTB strength is lower than when they are in opposite directions 
(Opposite). The reduction in LTB strength is the largest for the FE model with eight 
corrugations (NC88C8) and is smaller for models with longer or shorter lateral 
unbraced lengths. For models with longer lateral unbraced lengths, the vertical load 
induced flange lateral displacements are smaller, as shown in Figure 5.2. For models 
with shorter lateral unbraced lengths, though the vertical load induced flange lateral 
displacement are larger, the LTB behavior is not strongly influenced by the effects of 
flange lateral displacement. It can be seen from Figure 5.3 that when the initial 
geometric imperfection and the vertical load induced compression flange lateral 
displacements are in opposite directions, the LTB strength is close to either the elastic 
LTB strength or pM . 
From above analysis, it can be concluded that care should be taken in 
establishing the direction of the initial geometric imperfections so that the nonlinear 
load deflection analyses do not overestimate the LTB strength. 
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5.1.2 Development of Study Cases for LTB under Moment Gradient 
Bending 
For the study of LTB under moment gradient bending, the FE models are based 
on simply supported CWGs with multiple intermediate lateral braces under uniformly 
distributed load. From the simply supported CWGs with multiple unbraced lengths, 
two unbraced lengths are selected for the study of LTB under moment gradient 
bending. FE models of these isolated unbraced lengths are developed for use in the 
linear elastic buckling analyses and the nonlinear load deflection analyses. 
For conventional steel I-girders, the LTB strength depends on the moment 
gradient. For CWGs, it is expected that the LTB strength also depends on the moment 
gradient. The moment gradient is quantified by the so-called moment gradient factor 
bC  which is defined in AISC LRFD Specifications (1999) as 
 max
max
12.5
2.5 3 4 3b A B C
MC
M M M M
= + + +  (5.1)
where maxM  is the maximum primary moment of the unbraced segment. AM , BM  and 
CM  are the primary moment at ¼, midpoint and ¾ point of the unbraced segment. 
Absolute values are used for all the bending moments in Equation (5.1).  
For all cases studied, the simply supported CWG has four equally spaced 
intermediate lateral braces within the span so that there are five lateral unbraced 
segments of equal length in the span. The five unbraced segments are identified as 1bL , 
2bL , … , 5bL . The moment gradient factors, bC , for each unbraced segment are 
calculated and shown in Figure 5.4. It is important to recognize that bC  does not 
change with the span length as long as the arrangement of the intermediate lateral 
braces and the loading condition (uniformly distributed load) do not change. From the 
lateral brace arrangement shown in Figure 5.4, the unbraced segment 1bL  has the 
highest moment gradient and was selected for a detailed study of the LTB strength of 
CWGs under a realistic moment gradient bending condition. The unbraced segment 
3bL  has a moment gradient which is small and the loading of 3bL  is close to uniform 
bending. The results for 3bL  were used to verify the results for LTB strength under 
uniform bending from Chapter 3. 
Unbraced segments 1bL  and 3bL  were modeled as isolated segments, with simple 
supports. The applied loads on these FE models are shown in Figure 5.5. The applied 
loads include the primary moment at the ends, endM , the flange transverse moment at 
the ends, _t endM , and the uniformly distributed load p. These applied loads are kept 
proportional to one another, with their relative magnitudes and their directions 
determined from linear elastic analysis of an FE model of the full CWG, including all 
five lateral unbraced lengths, under uniformly distributed load. The flange lateral 
bending moment _t endM  at the ends of 1bL  and 3bL  were determined from the elastic 
analysis of the full CWG.  
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The distributed load p was applied to both flanges with each flange carrying half 
of the total distributed load. The flange may bend due to the uniformly distributed load, 
as illustrated in Figure 5.6, which may influence the nonlinear load deflection analysis 
results. This issue was investigated by considering two methods of applying the 
uniformly distributed load: (1) to the full width of the flange and (2) to the area of the 
flanges between the two longitudinal web folds but keep the total vertical force 
unchanged (see Figure 5.6). Linear elastic analyses showed that the flange vertical 
deflection is reduced when the uniformly distributed load is applied to the area of the 
flanges between the two longitudinal web folds. However, nonlinear load deflection 
analyses showed that the peak moment (LTB strength) is not affected by these flange 
vertical deflections. For convenience, then, the uniformly distributed load is applied to 
the full width of both flanges. These are the loading conditions used for both the linear 
buckling analyses and the nonlinear load deflection analyses. 
To correctly apply the initial geometric imperfection, as discussed in Section 
5.1.1, the compression flange lateral displacement in unbraced segments  1bL  and 3bL  
were determined from an elastic analysis of the full CWG under a uniformly 
distributed load. For this analysis, a model of case NC88 with 40 corrugations was 
analyzed so that each of the five lateral unbraced segments each have eight 
corrugations. The compression flange lateral displacements in unbraced segments  1bL  
and 3bL  are shown in Figure 5.7. It can be seen that unbraced segment 1bL  has a large 
single curvature lateral displacement with relatively small secondary variations. 
Unbraced segment 3bL  has a small double curvature lateral displacement with 
relatively large secondary variations. The flange lateral displacement of segment 1bL  
is much larger that that of 3bL . 
Elastic analyses of the FE models of the isolated lateral unbraced segments were 
conducted to determine the compression flange lateral displacements and compare 
them with those from the elastic analysis of the model of the full CWG. Compression 
flange lateral displacement from the FE models of the isolated lateral unbraced 
segments and the full CWG are compared in Figure 5.7. the flange lateral 
displacements shown in Figure 5.7 are scaled to a level corresponding to the primary 
bending moment at the ends of the unbraced lengths, endM , equal to pM . It can be 
seen that the compression flange lateral displacements from the two FE models 
compare very well.  
The compression flange lateral displacements are the results of three loads: the 
uniformly distributed load p, the primary bending moment applied at the ends of the 
unbraced segment, endM , and the flange lateral bending moment applied at the ends of 
the unbraced segment _t endM , as illustrated in Figure 5.5. To observe how each of 
these three loads affects the flange lateral displacement, the lateral displacements due 
to each of these three loads were determined from elastic analyses of the FE models of 
the isolated lateral unbraced segments. The results are shown in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 
and Figure 5.10. Figure 5.8(a), Figure 5.9(a), and Figure 5.10(a) show that the 
compression flange lateral displacement in unbraced segment 1bL  is mainly caused by 
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the primary bending moment at the end (and the related primary shear). Figure 5.8(b), 
Figure 5.9(b), and Figure 5.10(b) show that the lateral displacement in unbraced 
segment 3bL  is mainly caused by the uniformly distributed load (and the related 
primary shear). The flange lateral bending moment _t endM  reduces the compression 
flange lateral displacement in both unbraced segments. Figure 5.9(b) shows that the 
secondary displacement variation in segment 3bL  is caused by the primary bending 
moment. 
Figure 5.11 compares the initial geometric imperfection with the total 
compression flange lateral displacements induced by vertical loads combined with the 
initial geometric imperfection. The flange lateral displacements due to vertical loads 
correspond to endM  equal to pM . The initial geometric imperfection of the 
compression flange over the unbraced length is a half sine function with a maximum 
magnitude of 1000bL . For unbraced segment 1bL , the combined lateral displacement 
is significantly larger than the initial geometric imperfection and the combined lateral 
displacement can be expected to reduce the LTB strength relative to a LTB strength 
based on the initial geometric imperfection alone. For unbraced segment 3bL , the 
compression flange lateral displacement due to vertical load is very small compared to 
the initial geometric imperfection.  
5.2  Lateral Torsional Buckling Analysis Results 
As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the LTB strengths of CWGs under moment 
gradient bending were determined by both elastic buckling analyses and nonlinear 
load deflection analyses of FE models of isolated unbraced segments. Three cases 
were selected to study the LTB strength of unbraced segment 1bL , namely cases NC53, 
88 and 93. Cases NC14 and 93 were selected for the study of unbraced segment 3bL . 
The loading, defined in Figure 5.5, for each of these cases is summarized in Table 5.1 
and Table 5.2, where p is the total uniformly distributed load, and _t endM  is the top 
flange lateral bending moment at the end, which is determined from elastic analyses of 
FE models of the corresponding full CWGs under uniformly distributed load. Both p 
and _t endM  are scaled to correspond to a primary bending moment, endM , equal to 
pM .  
Elastic buckling analyses were conducted to determine the elastic LTB strength 
of these FE models. The inelastic LTB strength was determined from nonlinear load 
deflection analyses. The FE meshes of these models are the same as those developed 
for the study of CWGs under uniform bending (see Section 3.5.1). For the nonlinear 
load deflection analyses, the FE models use the realistic stress-strain model, an initial 
imperfection with an amplitude of L/1000, and the residual stress model based on 
ECCS formulas. Residual stresses are developed using the same approach used for the 
CWGs under uniform bending moment. 
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5.2.1 Finite Element Analysis Results for Segment 1bL  
The load versus deflection curves from nonlinear load deflection analyses of 
cases NC53, 88 and 93 are shown in Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14, 
respectively. The primary moment at the right end, endM , versus right end rotation 
plots indicate the in-plane behavior while the primary moment versus flange lateral 
rotation plots indicate the out-of-plane behavior. It can be seen that the in-plane 
behavior is similar to what is observed for LTB under uniform bending, that is, the 
pre-peak softening of the moment versus end rotation plot is small for girders with 
certain lateral unbraced lengths, for example, C10, C12 and C14 for case NC53, but is 
large for girders with shorter or longer lateral unbraced lengths. Also generally 
speaking, longer unbraced lengths have larger out-of-plane deformation at the peak 
moment. 
Figure 5.15 shows the peak primary bending moment versus the lateral unbraced 
length together with the elastic buckling analysis results and the peak primary moment 
under uniform bending. The moment gradient bending results are labeled as MG and 
the uniform bending results are labeled as UM. It can be seen that the peak moment 
under moment gradient bending is significantly larger than the peak moment under 
uniform bending. 
5.2.2 Comparison with Proposed Design Formula for Segment 1bL  
The results presented in Chapter 4 show that flange lateral bending occurs when 
a CWG is subjected to primary shear and/or primary bending moment from vertical 
load. To consider the effects of flange lateral bending, a combined moment demand is 
introduced, based on the approach of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications (2004). Then, the corresponding LTB strength for CWGs is defined. 
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2004) define a combined 
moment demand to address the effect of simultaneous primary bending and flange 
lateral bending. Similarly, to consider the effects of flange lateral bending in CWGs 
induced by vertical load, a combined moment demand _u combM  is defined for a CWG 
under vertical load as follows  
 _u comb u uLM M M= +  (5.2)
where uM  is the actual primary moment from an analysis of the CWG under vertical 
load and uLM  is the notional primary moment due to flange lateral bending. As shown 
below, uLM  is not a real primary moment, but is a term that is combined with the 
actual primary moment to account for flange lateral bending stresses. Both uM  and 
uLM  are functions of the location of the cross section, given by x. The maximum value 
of u uLM M+  is taken as the combined demand for the unbraced segment 1bL . The 
notional primary moment due to flange lateral bending is defined as  
1
3uL lu xc
M f S=  
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where xcS  is the elastic section modulus about the major axis of the cross section to 
the compression flange and luf  is the flange lateral bending stress determined by 
2 6
tu
lu
f f
M
f
t b
=  
where tuM  is the flange lateral bending moment demand determined from an analysis 
of the CWG under vertical load using the methods discussed in Chapter 4 (e.g., 
Equation 4.8). 
Using the same concept, the primary moment from nonlinear load deflection 
analyses is modified to define the LTB strength for CWGs that corresponds to 
_u combM . This LTB strength includes the effect of flange lateral bending and deflection 
under moment gradient bending. This combined LTB strength (moment capacity) 
_FE combM  is  
 _FE comb FE FELM M M= +  (5.3)
where FEM  is the primary moment determined by nonlinear load deflection analysis 
and FELM  is the corresponding notional primary moment defined as 
 1
3FEL lFE xc
M f S=  (5.4)
where lFEf  is the flange lateral bending stress determined by 
2 6
tFE
lFE
f f
M
f
t b
=  
where tFEM  is the compression flange lateral bending moment corresponding to the 
primary moment (see Figure 5.5) of magnitude FEM . Both FEM  and FELM  are 
functions of the location of the cross section, given by x. Therefore, to develop 
_FE combM  as the combined LTB strength, the variation with x of the combined moment, 
and the contribution from the primary moment and flange lateral bending moment are 
considered, where ( )_FE combM x , ( )FEM x , ( )FELM x , ( )tFEM x , and ( )lFEf x  are 
symbols to represent the variables as they vary within the unbraced length. The 
maximum value of ( )_FE combM x  within the unbraced segment 1bL  is taken as the 
combined LTB strength _FE combM . 
To prevent LTB of CWGs under a moment gradient loading condition, a 
theoretical design comparison would be 
 _ _u comb FE combM M≤  (5.5)
To simplify design practice, a nominal combined LTB strength _n desM  will be 
developed so that 
 _ _n des FE combM M≤  (5.6)
And in design practice, the following should be satisfied to prevent LTB. 
 _ _u comb n desM M≤  (5.7)
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Together, Equation (5.6) and (5.7) enforce Equation (5.5).  
Using the FE results presented earlier, the nominal combined LTB strength 
_n desM  will be developed based on Equation (5.6). Figure 5.16 shows how 
( )_FE combM x  is determined from the primary moment ( )FEM x  and the notional 
primary moment ( )FELM x  from FE results for a model of case NC88. ( )FEM x  was 
determined by a static analysis under load p and endM  (see Figure 5.5(a)) with 
magnitudes corresponding to their peak values from the nonlinear analysis (i.e., 
corresponds to crM M=  from the nonlinear analysis). ( )tFEM x  was determined from 
linear elastic static analysis results for the FE model of the full CWG girder by 
integrating the moment about the flange centroid from the axial normal stress at every 
cross section. Again the magnitude corresponds to crM M= . ( )_FE combM x  was 
determined from Equation (5.3) with ( )FELM x  from ( )tFEM x  using Equation (5.4). 
Figure 5.16 shows that ( )_FE combM x , ( )FEM x  and ( )tFEM x  are functions of 
position within the unbraced length. It can be seen that the maximum value of 
( )_FE combM x  is at the right end. The results for the rest of the models for case NC88, 
with other unbraced lengths, are shown in Figure 5.17. Since the peak ( )_FE combM x  
always occurs at the right end for unbraced segment 1bL , only the results for the three 
corrugations next to the right end are shown. It can be seen that the difference between 
( )_FE combM x  and ( )FEM x  is small. The results also show that the flange lateral 
bending moment _t desM  from the proposed design formula, Equation (4.8), is 
conservative relative to ( )tFEM x  for all the models studied.  
_FE combM  for NC53 and NC93 was determined similarly. Figure 5.18 compares 
the peak values of ( )_FE combM x  and ( )FEM x , denoted as _FE combM  and FEM , for the 
three cases studied. It can be seen that the difference between _FE combM  and FEM  is 
small and the difference increases with a decrease in the lateral unbraced length. 
_FE combM , which occurs at the right end, is taken as the LTB strength crM . 
For conventional steel I-girders, under moment gradient bending, the LTB 
strength is usually calculated by modifying the LTB strength for uniform bending by 
the moment gradient factor. The same approach is used here for CWGs. The resulting 
LTB strength under moment gradient is 
 _
2
1.0
1
n des b
p M
M C
M αλ= ≤+  (5.8)
where bC  is the moment gradient factor defined by Equation (5.1). The remaining 
parameters are defined in Chapter 3 for the LTB of CWGs under uniform bending. 
The LTB strength of the three cases studied for unbraced segment 1bL  is determined 
using Equation (5.8) and the results are compared with the combined LTB strength 
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_FE combM  from the FE analyses in Figure 5.19. Remarkably, _n desM  from Equation 
(5.8) fits _FE combM  very well even though it includes the effects of flange lateral 
bending, and _n desM  is conservative for nearly all the lateral unbraced lengths. 
Finally, comparisons are made between the proposed LTB strength defined by 
Equation (5.8) and the design strength from the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications (2004). Both the uniform torsional constant, J, for conventional steel I-
girders and the modified uniform torsion constant, cwJ , for CWGs (discussed in 
Chapter 2) are used with the design formula from AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications (2004). The comparisons for the three selected cases are shown in 
Figure 5.20. It can be seen that no matter which torsional constant is used, results from 
the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications will overestimate the LTB strength 
of CWGs for certain lateral unbraced lengths. The proposed nominal combined LTB 
strength _n desM  from Equation (5.8) compares much better with the nonlinear load 
deflection analysis results.  
5.2.3 Finite Element Analysis Results for Segment 3bL  
FE models of unbraced segment 3bL  were analyzed using both elastic buckling 
analyses and nonlinear load deflection analyses. Figure 5.21 shows the peak primary 
moment, FEM , at the middle of the unbraced segment (at mid span of the simply 
supported CWG with multiple unbraced lengths) versus the lateral unbraced length 
together with the elastic buckling analysis results for the FE models of cases NC14 
and NC93. The peak primary moment from uniform bending nonlinear load deflection 
analyses are also shown. The moment gradient factor for unbraced segment 3bL  is very 
close to 1, as shown in Figure 5.4. The LTB behavior is expected to be very close to 
that under uniform bending. It can be seen from Figure 5.21 that for unbraced segment 
3bL  the peak primary moments under moment gradient bending and from uniform 
bending compare very well. The peak primary moments under moment gradient 
bending for unbraced segment 3bL  are slightly larger than those from uniform bending, 
except for the models with two corrugations, for which the peak primary moments 
from uniform bending are larger. This may be attributed to the effects of shear which 
is present in the unbraced segment 3bL  under the moment gradient condition but not 
under uniform bending. 
The combined LTB strength is also determined using Equation (5.3). Figure 
5.22 shows how _FE combM  is determined from the primary moment FEM  and the 
notional primary moment FELM  due to flange lateral bending for a model of case 
NC93. As discussed before, ( )FELM x  is determined from ( )tFEM x  using Equation 
(5.4) and is combined with ( )FEM x  to determine ( )_FE combM x  using Equation (5.3). 
The maximum value of ( )_FE combM x  within the unbraced length is _FE combM , the 
combined LTB strength. It can be seen from Figure 5.22 that both ( )_FE combM x  and 
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( )FEM x  are symmetric about the mid span of the unbraced length. While the 
maximum FEM  is at the mid span, the maximum _FE combM  is a quarter of a 
corrugation away from the mid span. The results also show that the flange lateral 
bending moment _t desM  from the proposed design formula, Equation (4.8), is 
conservative relative to ( )tFEM x  for the model studied. 
Figure 5.23 compares the combined LTB strength _FE combM  and the peak 
primary moment FEM  for the two cases studied. It can be seen that the difference 
between _FE combM  and FEM  is negligible, especially for case NC14 which has a 
smaller corrugation depth and corrugation length. The comparisons show that the 
effects of flange lateral bending are not significant for LTB of CWGs with practical 
dimensions under uniform bending and therefore, neglecting flange lateral bending in 
the studies presented in Chapter 3 is justifiable. The above comparisons show that the 
LTB of unbraced segment 3bL  can be treated as LTB under uniform bending, for 
which the effects of flange lateral bending moment can be neglected. 
5.3 Comparisons of CWG and FWG LTB Strengths 
In this section, the LTB performance of CWGs is compared with that of 
comparable conventional flat web I-girders (FWGs), as defined in Chapter 2. The 
comparison is made for both uniform bending and moment gradient bending for case 
NC88. For the moment gradient bending case studied, the girders are subjected to only 
a concentrated moment at the right end (see Figure 5.1). The elastic LTB strengths are 
determined from linear elastic buckling analyses and the inelastic LTB strengths are 
determined from nonlinear load deflection analyses. For the nonlinear load deflection 
analyses, the residual stresses are neglected but the realistic stress-strain model is used. 
Initial geometric imperfections are introduced as explained in Chapter 3. 
For the FWGs, the web carries part of the primary bending moment. As a result, 
web bend buckling is possible. Since LTB is the subject of the study, web bend 
buckling was prevented by preventing cross section distortion in the FE model. At 
every cross section along the unbraced length, the rotations of all nodes on the cross 
section about the longitudinal axis are constrained to be equal. For a real I-girder, 
cross section distortion may be prevented only at the locations of transverse stiffeners. 
This constraint is applied only to the FWG FE models. 
The FE analyses results are shown in Figure 5.24 where the peak primary 
moment for both the CWGs and FWGs are normalized by the plastic moment of the 
CWGs. For this investigation, the effects of vertical load induced flange lateral 
bending were not considered and only the peak primary moment is shown for the 
CWGs. It can be seen from Figure 5.24 that the peak moment for the CWGs from 
elastic buckling analyses are consistently larger than those of FWGs for both the 
uniform and the moment gradient bending, because CWGs have larger uniform torsion 
stiffness, as discussed in Chapter 2.  
The nonlinear load deflection analyses show that for short unbraced lengths, the 
peak moments for the FWGs are larger than those of the CWGs, while for long 
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unbraced lengths, the peak moments for the CWGs are larger. This result is because 
for short unbraced lengths, the load deflection behavior is closer to that of in-plane 
bending and the peak moment approaches the plastic moment when the unbraced 
length decreases. Due to the contribution of the web, the plastic moment of the FWGs 
is higher than that of the CWGs. In addition, as shown in Figure 5.18, for short 
unbraced lengths, the combined LTB strength is greater than the peak primary moment 
for CWGs, and this combined LTB strength should be closer to the peak primary 
moment for the FWGs. For FE models with long unbraced lengths, the load deflection 
behavior is controlled by LTB. Since the CWGs have a larger uniform torsion stiffness, 
they have a greater peak moment. 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter investigated the LTB of CWGs under moment gradient bending. 
Due to the vertical load, the flanges of CWGs are displaced laterally, which adds 
flange lateral displacement to the initial geometric imperfection, resulting in a reduced 
LTB strength. To account for this effect in the nonlinear load deflection analyses, the 
initial geometric imperfections were applied in the direction in which the compression 
flange displaces when the CWG is under vertical load. 
The effects of vertical load induced flange lateral bending are considered when 
the LTB strength of CWGs is defined using an approach similar to that used in the 
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2004) to account for flange lateral 
bending. The effects of flange lateral bending turn out to be small for CWGs with 
practical dimensions, especially when the unbraced lengths are long or when the 
moment diagram is close to that of uniform bending. 
A design formula for the LTB strength of CWGs under moment gradient 
bending was developed by modifying the LTB strength design formula for uniform 
bending with a moment gradient factor. The results from the proposed LTB strength 
design formula are conservative compared with the FE analyses results, for nearly all 
the cases studied. The results from the LTB strength design formula are closer to the 
FE analyses results than the results from the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 
Specifications (2004), which can significantly overestimate the LTB strength for 
certain lateral unbraced lengths. 
The primary moment LTB strength of CWGs and FWGs were compared. CWGs 
have larger primary moment LTB strength for long unbraced lengths. For short 
unbraced lengths, the primary moment LTB strength of FWGs is larger.  
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Table 5.1 FE model loading for unbraced segment Lb1 
(a) Loading for case NC53 
Corrugations Span (m) 
p 
(kN/mm2) 
endM   
(kN-mm) 
_t endM   
(kN-mm) 
6 6.5 2.3571E-04 1.9788E+07 60002 
8 8.6 1.3259E-04 1.9788E+07 44897 
10 10.8 8.4855E-05 1.9788E+07 35449 
12 13.0 5.8927E-05 1.9788E+07 29323 
14 15.1 4.3293E-05 1.9788E+07 24820 
16 17.3 3.3146E-05 1.9788E+07 21502 
18 19.4 2.6190E-05 1.9788E+07 18835 
20 21.6 2.1214E-05 1.9788E+07 16736 
22 23.8 1.7532E-05 1.9788E+07 14966 
 
(b) Loading for case NC88 
Corrugations Span (m) 
p 
(kN/mm2) 
endM   
(kN-mm) 
_t endM   
(kN-mm) 
6 9.7 1.3159E-04 2.4856E+07 110533 
8 13.0 7.4019E-05 2.4856E+07 81154 
10 16.2 4.7372E-05 2.4856E+07 63463 
12 19.4 3.2898E-05 2.4856E+07 51639 
14 22.7 2.4170E-05 2.4856E+07 43274 
16 25.9 1.8505E-05 2.4856E+07 37265 
 
(c) Loading for case NC93 
Corrugations Span (m) 
p 
(kN/mm2) 
endM   
(kN-mm) 
_t endM   
(kN-mm) 
6 9.7 1.6369E-04 3.7103E+07 134847 
7 11.3 1.2026E-04 3.7103E+07 115223 
8 13.0 9.2073E-05 3.7103E+07 100163 
10 16.2 5.8927E-05 3.7103E+07 79130 
12 19.4 4.0921E-05 3.7103E+07 64947 
14 22.7 3.0065E-05 3.7103E+07 54820 
16 25.9 2.3018E-05 3.7103E+07 47210 
18 29.2 1.8187E-05 3.7103E+07 41202 
20 32.4 1.4732E-05 3.7103E+07 36612 
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Table 5.2 FE model loading for unbraced segment Lb3 
(a) Loading for case NC14 
Corrugations Span (m) 
p 
(kN/mm2) 
endM   
(kN-mm) 
_t endM   
(kN-mm) 
2 2.1 2.4145E-03 3.7103E+07 -23390 
4 4.1 6.0363E-04 3.7103E+07 -9237 
6 6.2 2.6828E-04 3.7103E+07 -5878 
8 8.3 1.5091E-04 3.7103E+07 -4375 
10 10.3 9.6581E-05 3.7103E+07 -3595 
12 12.4 6.7070E-05 3.7103E+07 -3026 
14 14.5 4.9276E-05 3.7103E+07 -2611 
16 16.5 3.7727E-05 3.7103E+07 -2411 
18 18.6 2.9809E-05 3.7103E+07 -2236 
20 20.7 2.4145E-05 3.7103E+07 -2029 
 
(b) Loading for case NC93 
Corrugations Span (m) 
p 
(kN/mm2) 
endM   
(kN-mm) 
_t endM   
(kN-mm) 
2 3.2 9.8211E-04 3.7103E+07 -41989 
4 6.5 2.4553E-04 3.7103E+07 -18967 
6 9.7 1.0912E-04 3.7103E+07 -12961 
8 13.0 6.1382E-05 3.7103E+07 -10065 
10 16.2 3.9284E-05 3.7103E+07 -8453 
12 19.4 2.7281E-05 3.7103E+07 -7432 
14 22.7 2.0043E-05 3.7103E+07 -6640 
16 25.9 1.5345E-05 3.7103E+07 -5925 
18 29.2 1.2125E-05 3.7103E+07 -5599 
20 32.4 9.8211E-06 3.7103E+07 -5133 
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Figure 5.1 Loading used to study compression flange lateral displacement for NC88 
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Figure 5.2 Normalized compression flange lateral displacement for NC88 
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Figure 5.3 Effects of initial geometric imperfection directions 
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Figure 5.4 Selected lateral brace arrangement for simply supported CWG under 
uniformly distributed load  
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(a) Unbraced segment Lb1 
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(b) Unbraced segment Lb3 
Figure 5.5 FE models of isolated unbraced segments 
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Figure 5.6 Application of distributed load on flanges 
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(a) Unbraced segment Lb1 
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(b) Unbraced segment Lb3 
Figure 5.7 Compression flange lateral displacement from the FE models of the full 
CWG and the isolated unbraced segments for NC88 
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(a) Unbraced segment Lb1 
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(b) Unbraced segment Lb3 
Figure 5.8 Compression flange lateral displacement due to distributed load (and 
related primary shear) 
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(a) Unbraced segment Lb1 
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(b) Unbraced segment Lb3 
Figure 5.9 Compression flange lateral displacement due to primary bending moment at 
end (and related primary shear) 
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(a) Unbraced segment Lb1 
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(b) Unbraced segment Lb3 
Figure 5.10 Compression flange lateral displacement due to flange lateral bending 
moment at ends 
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(a) Unbraced segment Lb1 
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(b) Unbraced segment Lb3 
Figure 5.11 Effects of vertical load induced flange lateral bending on compression 
flange initial geometric imperfection for NC88C8 
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(a) Primary moment versus right end rotation 
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(b) Primary moment versus top flange lateral rotation at the right end 
Figure 5.12 Moment versus rotation for NC53 (Lb1) 
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(a) Primary moment versus right end rotation  
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(b) Primary moment versus top flange lateral rotation at the right end 
Figure 5.13 Moment versus rotation for NC88 (Lb1) 
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(a) Primary moment versus right end rotation  
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(b) Primary moment versus top flange lateral rotation at the right end 
Figure 5.14 Moment versus rotation for NC93 (Lb1) 
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(a) NC53 
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(b) NC88 
Figure 5.15 Primary moment versus lateral unbraced length (Lb1) 
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(c) NC93 
Figure 5.15 Primary moment versus lateral unbraced length (Lb1) (continued) 
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(a) Flange lateral bending moment from FE analysis and design formula 
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(b) Primary bending moment and combined bending moment from FE analysis 
Figure 5.16 Combined LTB strength for NC88C6 (Lb1) 
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(c) Primary and combined bending moment detail from FE analysis 
Figure 5.16 Combined LTB strength for NC88C6 (Lb1) (continued) 
FE(x) 
E_comb(x) 
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(a) NC88C8 
Figure 5.17 Combined LTB strength of case NC88 from FE analysis (Lb1) 
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(b) NC88C10 
Figure 5.17 Combined LTB strength of case NC88 from FE analysis (Lb1) (continued) 
tFE(x) 
t des(x) Eq 4.8 
FE(x) 
E_comb(x) 
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(c) NC88C12 
Figure 5.17 Combined LTB strength of case NC88 from FE analysis (Lb1) (continued) 
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(d) NC88C14 
Figure 5.17 Combined LTB strength of case NC88 from FE analysis (Lb1) (continued) 
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(e) NC88C16 
Figure 5.17 Combined LTB strength of case NC88 from FE analysis (Lb1) (continued) 
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(a) NC53 
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(b) NC88 
Figure 5.18 Combined LTB strength versus peak primary moment from FE analysis 
(Lb1) 
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(c) NC93 
Figure 5.18 Combined LTB strength versus peak primary moment from FE analysis 
(Lb1) (continued) 
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(a) NC53 
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(b) NC88 
Figure 5.19 Proposed combined LTB strength for moment gradient bending (Lb1) 
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(c) NC93 
Figure 5.19 Proposed combined LTB strength for moment gradient bending (Lb1) 
(continued) 
FE_comb 
_des Eq 5.8 
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(a) NC53 
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(b) NC88 
Figure 5.20 Comparison of LTB strength design formulas for moment gradient 
bending (Lb1) 
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(c) NC93 
Figure 5.20 Comparison of LTB strength design formulas for moment gradient 
bending (Lb1) (continued) 
cw 
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(a) NC14 
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(b) NC93 
Figure 5.21 Primary moment versus lateral unbraced length (Lb3) 
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(a) Flange lateral bending moment from FE analysis and design formula 
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(b) Primary bending moment and combined bending moment from FE analysis 
Figure 5.22 Combined LTB strength for NC93C6 (Lb3) 
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(c) Primary and combined bending moment detail from FE analysis 
Figure 5.22 Combined LTB strength for NC93C6 (Lb3) (continued) 
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(b) NC93 
Figure 5.23 Combined LTB strength versus peak primary moment (Lb3) 
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(a) Uniform bending 
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(b) Moment gradient bending 
Figure 5.24 Comparisons of the LTB strength of CWGs and FWGs (NC88) 
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6 Summary, Findings, Conclusions, Contributions, 
and Future Work 
6.1 Summary 
This report presents research on the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) strength of 
steel corrugated web I-girders (CWGs) under both uniform and moment gradient 
bending. The objectives of this research were as follows: 
• To investigate the uniform torsion of CWGs and to develop an analytical 
model, which is capable of predicting the torsional stiffness of CWGs. 
• To investigate the LTB behavior of CWGs under uniform bending moment. 
• To investigate flange lateral bending of CWGs under vertical load. 
• To investigate the LTB behavior of CWGs under moment gradient bending. 
• To develop design formulas for the nominal LTB strength of CWGs, which 
can be used to design CWGs for highway bridges. 
To accomplish these objectives, detailed finite element (FE) models of CWGs 
were developed. These models consider all the major factors that determine the LTB 
strength of CWGs. These factors include the lateral unbraced length, initial geometric 
imperfections, steel stress-strain behavior, and residual stresses. Detailed studies of 
these factors were made. In addition, to enable the torsional stiffness of CWGs to be 
easily and accurately estimated, a detailed study of the behavior of CWGs under 
uniform torsion was made. The FE models were developed and analyzed using the 
general purpose FE analysis package ABAQUS versions 6.3 and 6.5. The CWGs 
considered in these studies have two identical flanges with a trapezoidally corrugated 
web.  
With regard to the uniform torsion of CWGs, the following main tasks have 
been completed: 
1. FE models of corrugated web girders and comparable conventional flat web I-
girders (FWGs) were developed. A FE mesh was selected through a mesh 
convergence test.  
2. The uniform torsion of a prototype CWG was investigated through a torsional 
deformation study and a strain energy study. A uniform torsion resistance 
mechanism, corrugation torsion, was defined.  
3. Both a kinematic analysis and a simple static analysis based on the approach of 
Lindner and Aschinger (1990) were used to explain the corrugation torsion. 
4. Corrugation torsion internal force distributions were studied using FE analyses. 
Static equilibrium formulations were developed.  
5. A corrugation torsion model was proposed based on the results of FE analyses. 
6. A static solution to the corrugation torsion was developed and internal forces 
for both the web and the flanges were derived.  
7. A corrugation torsion stiffness was derived using a energy approach, which 
depends on an undetermined parameter λ . A solution for the corrugation 
torsion model was selected based on comparisons of the calculated flange 
internal forces and the FE analysis results. 
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8. A large number of CWGs with practical dimensions were selected. The 
reaction torque under an imposed twist for each CWG and the comparable 
FWG were determined from FE analyses. The parameter λ  was then 
determined for each case. A regression equation was developed for λ . The 
results were evaluated by comparing the calculated reaction torque and 
corresponding internal forces with the FE analysis results.  
9. A regression equation was also determined for the ratio of the CWG total 
reaction torque T to the FWG reaction torque fT , fT T . 
With regard to the LTB of CWGs under uniform bending, the following main 
tasks have been completed: 
1. The LTB strength of CWGs under uniform bending moment was studied and a 
formula for the nominal LTB capacity was developed based on results from FE 
analyses.  
2. The elastic LTB strength was determined by linear elastic buckling analysis 
(using the Buckle command in ABAQUS v6.3). The inelastic LTB strength 
was determined from an incremental nonlinear inelastic load deflection 
analysis (using the modified Riks method available in ABAQUS v6.3).  
3. FE models were developed for the nonlinear analyses. Detailed studies were 
made to incorporate initial geometric imperfections, realistic steel stress-strain 
models, and residual stresses into the FE models. A special FE mesh was 
developed for CWGs to consider residual stresses and the corrugated web 
geometry. 
4. Parameter studies were conducted to study the effects of initial geometric 
imperfections, steel stress-strain behavior and residual stresses on the LTB 
strength of CWGs. Based on the studies, the final finite element modeling 
approach was determined. 
5. FE models of eight selected CWG cases were developed. The LTB strengths of 
these eight cases were determined for various unbraced lengths from nonlinear 
analyses of these FE models. Based on these results a nominal LTB capacity 
design formula was developed and presented. 
6. Results from the proposed design formula were compared with the nominal 
LTB capacities from both the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
(2004) and the German DIN 18800 Specifications.  
With regard to flange lateral bending under vertical load, the following main 
tasks have been completed:  
1. The fictitious load approach (Abbas 2003) was used to study the primary shear 
induced flange lateral bending moment in CWGs in the presence of 
intermediate braces.  
2. A comparison of the flange lateral displacements from the fictitious load 
approach and FE analysis of a CWG was made. 
3. Flange lateral bending under only primary bending was also investigated and a 
simple formula is proposed to calculate the flange lateral bending moment due 
to the primary bending moment. 
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4. A modified design formula was proposed which considers the effects of both 
primary shear and primary bending moment induced flange lateral bending 
moment and compared with FE analysis results. 
With regard to the LTB of CWGs under moment gradient bending, the 
following main tasks have been completed:  
1. The interaction of the vertical load induced flange lateral displacement with the 
initial geometric imperfection and its effects on the LTB strength of a CWG 
were studied. 
2. FE models for LTB under moment gradient bending were developed based on 
simply supported CWGs with multiple intermediate lateral braces under 
uniformly distributed load. 
3. The LTB strength of CWGs under two moment gradient conditions was 
studied in detail considering the effects of vertical load induced flange lateral 
bending moment.  
4. A nominal LTB capacity design formula for CWGs under moment gradient 
bending was developed and presented. 
5. Results from the proposed design formula were compared with the nominal 
LTB capacities from the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2004). 
6. The LTB strength of CWGs and FWGs under both uniform and moment 
gradient primary bending were compared.   
6.2 Findings 
Based on the research presented in this report, the main findings for each of the 
four research areas are: 
Uniform torsion of corrugated web girders: 
• The kinematics of CWGs under uniform torsion causes rotation about the 
CWG transverse axis of the longitudinal web folds, which is restrained by the 
flange bending stiffness. This uniform torsion resistance mechanism was 
named corrugation torsion. 
• The deformations and stresses related to corrugation torsion repeat themselves 
from corrugation to corrugation. 
• Corrugation torsion related normal forces, transverse shear forces and lateral 
bending moments on the two flanges are equal but opposite in sign, while the 
vertical shear forces and the bending moments about the flange weak axis are 
the same. The vertical shear force on the web is twice as large as the vertical 
shear force on either flange but opposite in sign. 
• Calculation of the internal forces that develop during corrugation torsion is a 
highly statically indeterminate problem. The results from the corrugation 
torsion model are able to accurately predict the corrugation torsion stiffness 
and the flange bending moment about its weak axis. 
Lateral Torsional Buckling Under Uniform Bending: 
• Due to the corrugations, compression flange lateral bending is often 
accompanied by flange local plate bending. The LTB results presented in the 
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report were not affected by flange local plate bending since compact flanges 
were used. 
• Parameter studies using FE models show that as the initial geometric 
imperfection amplitude increases, the LTB strength decreases. The two steel 
stress-strain models used in these studies did not cause any significant 
difference in the LTB strength. The LTB strength is reduced due to the 
presence of residual stresses, especially for intermediate lateral unbraced 
lengths. 
• The most important factors that affect the lateral torsional buckling strength of 
corrugated web I-girders are lateral unbraced length, initial geometric 
imperfection, and residual stresses. 
• Results from the proposed nominal LTB capacity design formula agree with 
the FE analysis results very well for all lateral unbraced lengths studied. 
Design formulas from the DIN 18800 part 2 overestimate the LTB strength of 
CWGs with small lateral unbraced lengths. Design formulas from the 
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2004) also overestimate the 
LTB strength of girders with small and intermediate lateral unbraced lengths. 
Flange Lateral Bending under Vertical Load: 
• The presence of intermediate braces reduces the flange lateral displacement 
induced by vertical load. The brace forces change the overall pattern of the 
flange lateral bending moment over the CWG span while the local variation of 
the flange lateral bending moment does not change. 
• The fictitious load approach (Abbas 2003), intended to determine flange lateral 
bending induced by primary shear, underestimates the flange lateral bending 
moment for long CWGs, but provides good results for short CWGs. 
• The flange lateral displacement under primary shear normalized by the span 
length decreases with an increase in span length. 
• Due to the deformation incompatibility of the flange and the corrugated web 
under axial extension or axial compression, flange lateral bending is induced 
by primary bending moment alone.  
• The flange lateral bending moment induced by the primary bending moment is 
independent of the span length. It is proportional to primary bending moment 
and is inversely proportional to the girder depth. 
• The flange lateral bending moment induced by primary bending moment 
achieves its maximum magnitude at the centers of the longitudinal folds and is 
zero at the centers of the inclined folds. 
Lateral Torsional Buckling under Moment Gradient Bending: 
• To determine the minimum LTB strength for a given CWG and unbraced 
length from FE analysis, the initial geometric imperfection should be applied 
so that the lateral displacements of the compression flange due to the initial 
geometric imperfection and due to the flange lateral bending under vertical 
load are in the same direction.  
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• For a lateral unbraced segment with a large moment gradient factor (a large 
primary shear), the flange lateral displacement due to vertical load is 
significant compared to that due to initial geometric imperfection.  
• For a lateral unbraced segment with a small moment gradient factor (little or 
no primary shear), the flange lateral displacement due to vertical load is 
negligible compared to that due to initial geometric imperfection. 
• Nonlinear analysis shows that the peak primary moment at LTB under moment 
gradient bending is significantly larger than the peak primary moment at LTB 
under uniform bending for an unbraced segment with a large moment gradient 
factor. 
• For the practical cases studied, the effects of vertical load induced flange 
lateral bending moment on the peak primary moment is small (less than 4%), 
especially for girders with a long unbraced length. 
• The nominal LTB capacity design formula proposed by this research accounts 
for both primary moment and vertical load induced flange lateral bending 
moment. The proposed nominal LTB capacity design formula is conservative 
compared to FE analysis results for nearly all of the CWG cases and lateral 
unbraced lengths considered. 
• Design formulas from the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
(2004) overestimate the LTB strength of CWGs with intermediate lateral 
unbraced lengths. 
• For a lateral unbraced segment with a moment gradient factor very close to 
unity, the peak primary moment is very close to the result for uniform bending 
except for a very short unbraced length for which the ultimate moment is 
slightly reduced due to the presence of vertical shear.  
• For the practical cases studied, when the moment gradient factor is very close 
to unity, the effects of vertical load induced flange lateral bending moment on 
the peak primary moment are small (less that 1%) and negligible. 
6.3 Conclusions 
Based on the research presented in this report, the following conclusions are 
drawn: 
• Under uniform torsion, a corrugated web girder (CWG) is stiffer than a 
comparable conventional flat web I-girder (FWG). The total torsional stiffness 
of CWGs under uniform torsion is equal to the sum of the St. Venant torsion 
stiffness (which is similar to that of a FWG) and the corrugation torsion 
stiffness.  
• Relative to conventional I-girders, the warping torsion stiffness and lateral 
bending stiffness of CWGs appear to be nearly unchanged.  
• Flange lateral bending is introduced under both primary bending moment and 
primary shear. A flange lateral bending moment design formula proposed in 
the report is conservative compared with the FE analysis results. 
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• Under both uniform bending and moment gradient bending, the elastic LTB 
strength of CWGs is greater than that of comparable conventional I-girders due 
to the increased uniform torsion stiffness.  
• The inelastic LTB strength of CWGs is less than that of comparable 
conventional I-girders without section distortion, because the conventional I-
girder has a larger in-plane bending capacity and a simpler stress state in the 
flanges. 
• The proposed nominal LTB capacity design formula agrees with the FE 
analysis results very well in both elastic and inelastic LTB under uniform 
bending and under moment gradient bending when the moment gradient factor 
is included.  
6.4 Contributions 
This research has made the following contributions to knowledge about the 
behavior of CWGs under torsion and flexure: 
• Provided an improved understanding of CWG behavior under uniform torsion 
including kinematics and statics. 
• Developed a corrugation torsion model based on FE analysis results. 
• Developed a method to consider residual stresses in FE models of CWGs. 
• Provided an improved understanding of the flange lateral bending induced by 
vertical load, including primary shear and primary moment induced flange 
lateral bending. 
• Provide an improved understanding of the relative LTB strengths of CWGs 
and FWGs. 
• Developed design formulas for the nominal LTB capacity of CWGs.  
6.5 Recommendations for Future Work  
The work presented in this report is based on finite element analysis. 
Experimental work was not feasible within the resources available to the research 
project. To verify the findings and conclusions in this report, experimental work 
should be conducted. The residual stresses used in the finite element model are 
derived from available information for conventional flat web I-girders. Residual 
stresses in corrugated web girders should be measured to verify the assumed residual 
stresses and studies should be conducted to document the effects of these residual 
stresses on the LTB strength of corrugated web girders.  
It has been shown in this report that flange lateral bending is induced by primary 
bending moment, and a simplified model has been proposed to determine the 
maximum flange lateral bending moment induced by primary bending moment. To 
develop more accurate models, a more detailed study should be made. 
The corrugated web girders investigated in this report have identical top and 
bottom flanges. Corrugated web girders used for highway bridges may have different 
top and bottom flanges. The behavior of such girders should be investigated. Curved 
corrugated web girders and corrugated web girders with variable web depth also need 
to be investigated in the future. 
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